
NORTH HORSHAM PARISH COUNCIL 
PLANNING, ENVIRONMENT AND TRANSPORT COMMITTEE 

THURSDAY 26TH NOVEMBER 2020 AT 7.30pm 
VIA ZOOM VIDEO CONFERENCE 

 
CLERK’S REPORT TO BE READ IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE AGENDA 

Numbers relate to those on the agenda. 
 
 

1. Public Forum 

 The Public Forum will last for a period of up to 15 minutes during which members of the 

public may put questions to the Council or draw attention to relevant matters relating to 

the business on the agenda. Each speaker is limited to 3 minutes. Business of the 

meeting will start immediately following the public forum or at 7.45pm whichever is the 

earlier. 
 

3. Declaration of Interests 

 Members are advised to consider the agenda for the meeting and determine in 

advance if they may have a Personal, Prejudicial or a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest in 

any of the agenda items. If a Member decides they do have a declarable interest, they 

are reminded that the interest and the nature of the interest must be declared at the 

commencement of the consideration of the agenda item; or when the interest becomes 

apparent to them.  Details of the interest will be included in the Minutes. 
 

 Where a Member has a Prejudicial Interest (which is not a Disclosable Pecuniary 

Interest), Members are reminded that they must now withdraw from the meeting 

chamber after making representations or asking questions. 
 

 If the interest is a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest, Members are reminded that they 

must take no part in the discussions of the item at all; or participate in any voting; and 

must withdraw from the meeting chamber; unless they have received a dispensation. 
 

5. Chairman’s Announcements 

1. Horsham District Council has amended the Local Cycling, Walking Infrastructure 

Plan (LCWIP) to reflect comments given during the stakeholder and public 

consultation, which the Parish Council gave comments in. Attached is LCWIP 

main document (Annex 1) and a supplementary document (Annex 2) that 

reflects these comments. 

2. Britaniacrest’s Recycling, Recovery and Renewable Energy Facility will start 

construction in summer 2021. The site will be discussed under agenda item 9(4) 

regarding the environmental permit. 

3. Proposed Modifications to the Soft Sand Review of the West Sussex Joint 

Minerals Local Plan. 

In partnership, West Sussex County Council and the South Downs National Park 

Authority have prepared a Soft Sand Review of the Joint Minerals Local Plan. 

4. WSCC has cut back the mudbanks on the footpath on both approaches to the 

railway bridge on Pondtail Road. 



5. HDC has responded to the Parish Council agreeing the setting up of a Parish 

Council Novartis Liaison meeting for January 2021. This is to include the 

purpose if the group is to receive updates on the progress of the site following 

the agreement of the planning application and that the attendees would include; 

North Horsham Parish Council, Horsham District Council, West Sussex County 

Council, neighbouring Parish Councils, the developer, along with local 

organisations and residents, similar to the North of Horsham Development 

Parish Liaison meetings. 

 

6. North of Horsham Development Parish Liaison Meeting 

 The North of Horsham Development Parish Liaison Meeting took place via zoom 

conference call on 17th November 2020. Notes of the meeting are to be circulated to 

the Committee once available. 

 

7. Temporary Traffic Regulation Order (TTRO) – Closure of Rusper Road between 

A264 and Lemmington Way Roundabout 

 The TTRO was discussed at the north of Horsham Parish Liaison meeting. The notes 

of the meeting will be circulated to the Committee once available. 

 

8. West Sussex County Council – Prioritisation of Traffic Regulation Orders (TRO) 

 November’s North Horsham County Local Committee has been cancelled. County 

Councillors will still be able to discuss the prioritisation of TRO’s for their areas. Town 

and Parish Councils have still been asked for their input. The TRO application list for 

the North Horsham’s County Local Committee has been circulated (Annex 3) to 

councillors for any feedback to be sent directly to their local County Councillor by 23rd 

November at 5pm. 

 

9. Consultations 

 1. Traffic Regulation Order (TRO), Erica Way – Notification of a TRO 

consultation for double yellow lines in and around the junction of Erica Way with 

Heath Way and the culd-de-sac junctions on Erica Way has been received. See 

notification attached (Annex 4) 

 

2. West Sussex Transport Plan (WSTP) – The current Transport Plan, which 

covers the 2011-26 period, needs to be reviewed to take account of changes to 

national and local policy, such as the Government’s legally-binding commitment 

to achieve net zero carbon by 2050. The new plan will set out how West Sussex 

County Council (WSCC) aim to support the economy and communities while 

protecting the environment.  WSCC will consider the best approaches to tackle 

key transport issues such as congestion, road safety and pollution, and set out 

their plans for all modes of transport 

The survey is to gather information that will help prepare the draft plan. The draft 

plan is expected to be published for consultation in summer 2021. 

Attached (Annex 5) are the main extracts of the survey which has been 



annotated where necessary. 

 

3. Proposed Modifications to the Soft Sand Review of the West Sussex Joint 

Minerals Local Plan – As part of the public examination between 25th and 27th 

August 2020, the inspector indicated some changes needed to be made and as 

a result WSCC has prepared a schedule of modifications for public consultation. 

The only source of land-won soft sand in West Sussex is in the Folkestone 

Formation which is largely contained in the South Downs National Park. The 

Soft sand review was considered at the Planning, Environment and Transport 

Committee meeting in February 2020; No comment was made as there is no 

soft sand in the North Horsham Parish Council area. 

 

4. WSCC/015/18/NH: Recycling, Recovery and Renewable Energy and 

Ancilliary Infrastructure (Incinerator) at the former Wealden Brickworks. 

Environmental Permit – The No incinerator 4 Horsham Group informed the 

Parish Council that Britaniacrest have applied to the Environment Agency to 

amend its current environmental permit. The consultation documents are not 

available at the time of writing the report. Once the Parish Council has received 

the documents they will be sent to the Committee members. 

 

10. Planning Appeals 

 There are no Planning Appeals. 
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1. Introduction and Background
1.1 Introduction 
Welcome to Horsham’s first Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan
(LCWIP). It is a new, strategic approach to identifying cycling and walking 
improvements required at a local level. LCWIPs take a long-term approach to 
developing cycling and walking networks. They will contribute to achieving the 
government’s ambition to make cycling and walking (sometimes referred to as active 
travel modes) the natural choice for shorter journeys. 

Increasing the numbers of cycling and walking journeys is central to tackling many of 
the country’s pressing challenges. These include carbon emissions and the climate 
emergency, poor air quality, inactivity, poor public health and levels of traffic 
congestion, for example. Better active travel infrastructure can also improve access to 
jobs, education and facilities, enhance economic vitality, improve mental wellbeing, 
reduce social isolation and improve the environmental quality of our towns and villages. 

The focus of the LCWIP is to create walking and cycling networks which will enable 
people to get more easily from A to B when making utility trips. These are everyday 
journeys made for a purpose, such as commuting to work, trips to the shops or the 
doctor, or to school, college or university. Directness and journey times are usually 
important considerations when making utility journeys. Cycling and walking trips for 
leisure (i.e. without a destination) are not within the scope of the LCWIP, although 
these journeys may also be enhanced from the improvements identified. 

In accordance with DfT technical guidance the Horsham LCWIP is focused on cycling 
and walking routes within Horsham town and routes into the town from surrounding 
settlements. This is because urban areas are considered to have the greatest 
potential to grow cycling and walking trips. 

‘The world has three major problems: the
climate, congestion and the obesity
epidemic. The bicycle is the answer to all
three of them.’ 

Jan E. Jørgensen
Member of the Danish Parliament 

1.2 Vision Statement for the LCWIP 
The following statement is intended to guide the ongoing development, delivery and 
evolution of Horsham’s LCWIP: 

‘For Horsham residents, workers and visitors, cycling and walking will be the 
natural choice for most short journeys, and to access public transport for longer 
journeys. People will be able to easily access the places they need by cycle and 
on foot, including to and from the new areas of development. The cycling and 
walking networks will be direct, safe and comfortable to use, continuous, well-
connected, inclusive and wherever possible attractive.’ 

1.3 LCWIP objectives 

The District Council, working in partnership with a range of organisations, will: 

a) Increase levels of cycling and walking for utility journeys; and

b) Design quality cycling and walking networks based on standards and 
good practice guidance.

1.4 How this LCWIP will be used 

The LCWIP is intended to be used in the following ways: 
1. Contributing to achieving the Council’s corporate priorities, including tackling
      the Climate Emergency;
2. Supporting the West Sussex Walking & Cycling Strategy;
3. Funding bids: the LCWIP will form the basis for future funding bids to secure
       money to improve cycling and walking infrastructure;
4. Transport Policy: The LCWIP provides evidence for future versions of the
      County Council’s Local Transport Plan and Rights of Way Improvement Plan;
5. Planning Policy: The LCWIP forms part of the evidence base for the Local Plan
      Review, identifying the required strategic cycling and walking networks. The
      initial programme of improvements will be included in the Infrastructure
      Delivery Plan; and
6. Development Management: The LCWIP forms the basis for securing high-
      quality improvements to the strategic cycling and walking networks as part of
       planning permissions for new development.
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1. Introduction and Background
1.5 How this LCWIP was prepared 
A Stakeholder Group was convened to shape the development of the Horsham LCWIP. 
Attendees represented the District Council, North Horsham and Warnham Parish 
Councils, Denne and Forest Neighbourhood Councils, Horsham District Cycling Forum, 
Horsham Town Community Partnership and The Horsham Society. 

Consultancy WSP has been commissioned by Horsham District Council (HDC) to prepare 
the LCWIP and advise the District Council. The LCWIP has been prepared in accordance 
with the Technical Guidance for Local Authorities (2017) and has used the tools made 
available online by the Department for Transport (DfT). The three key outputs 
recommended by the technical guidance are: 

• Cycling and walking network plans, which identify preferred routes and core zones for
further development;

• A prioritised schedule of infrastructure improvements; and

• A report setting out the underlying analysis and narrative to support the identified
networks and prioritised improvements.

This report includes all three of these key outputs. 

1.6 West Sussex Cycle Summits 

Horsham District Council was pleased to host West Sussex Cycle Summit events in 2016, 
2017 and 2019, welcoming attendees from a wide range of different backgrounds and 
organisations. These summits helped to shape the West Sussex Walking and Cycling 
Strategy (2016 - 2026) and are now informing the development of LCWIPs across the 
county, including for Horsham District. These events will continue to inform future cycling 
and walking network planning and scheme development. 

1.7 Report Structure 
The rest of this report is structured as follows: 

2. Scope of the Horsham LCWIP – setting out the geographical scope of the LCWIP,
partnership working and timescales for implementation;

3. Integration with Policy and Strategy – identifies how the LCWIP supports local and
national policy and strategy themes;

4. Active Travel Context – summarises the journeys currently made by active travel
modes, the available cycling and walking networks and strategic barriers which limit
movement by these modes. It also identifies key origins and destinations for planning
cycling and walking networks;

5. Network Planning for Cycling – describes the process to connect journey origins
to destinations, the initial corridors identified for further development and the route
section and route audit methodology;

6. Network Planning for Walking – outlines the process of identifying a core walking
zone and key walking routes for further development and the route audit methodology;

7. Route Audits – Infrastructure Improvements – summarises some of the key types
of infrastructure improvements recommended from the route audits;

8. Provisional Cost Estimates for Route Improvements – indicates the potential
cost ranges for the identified improvements

9. Integration, Delivery and Next Steps – identifies potential funding sources, how
the LCWIP is aligned to the local plan and how and when the document will be
reviewed.

Appendix A contains a suite of plans showing the context of each shortlisted 
corridor, the findings of route audits and a summary of proposed infrastructure 
improvements. 
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2. Scope of Horsham LCWIP

2.1 Geographical Coverage 
Figure 1 to the right shows the geographical coverage of the Horsham LCWIP. 

In accordance with DfT technical guidance it is focused on cycling and walking routes within 
Horsham town, as urban areas are considered to have the greatest potential to grow cycling 
and walking trips. However the LCWIP also covers connections to, from and between nearby 
existing settlements and future development sites. The figure identifies that most of the plan 
coverage is within 5km of Horsham town centre, distances which can easily be cycled by many 
people. 

Other parts of the district may be covered by future iterations of the plan. 

2.2 Partnership Working 
The District Council is a member of the West Sussex LCWIP Partners Group
(comprising officers from West Sussex County Council, Horsham District Council, Adur & 
Worthing Councils, Chichester District Council, Crawley Borough Council and the South Downs 
National Park Authority). Whilst each constituent partner is preparing an LCWIP for their 
respective area, they are working collaboratively to ensure that they are each prepared with the 
same objectives and methods. 

The first phase of the County Council-led LCWIP focuses on longer-distance, inter-community 
routes that connect the County’s principal settlements. The Horsham to Crawley corridor is one 
of the six initial routes to be covered by the County Council LCWIP. 

2.3 Timescales and Implementation 
As recommended by the technical guidance, the LCWIP covers a ten-year period from 2020 to 
2030. 

The LCWIP identifies a strategic network of cycling corridors and key walking routes to cover the 
whole plan area. Each is considered to provide important connections and it is the District 
Council's intention that each of them is developed and improved, as opportunities arise and 
funding is available. This will however take many years to complete. 

A selection of corridors have been prioritised for initial development and earlier implementation. 
The District Council will look to fund and deliver improvements in partnership with a range of 
other organisations, including West Sussex County Council, other district councils, parish 
councils, the South Downs National Park Authority, the Local Enterprise Partnership, 
landowners and planning applicants. 

Figure 1: Horsham LCWIP Geographical Scope 
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3. Integration with Policy and Strategy
3.1 Horsham District Policy Context 
Horsham District Council Corporate Plan 2019-2023 
The most recent Corporate Plan was adopted in September 2019. The 
LCWIP is a specific action identified by the Corporate Plan and will 
contribute to several others. 

The Corporate Plan sets five goals, against which the Council’s 
performance will be measured: (1) A great place to live; (2) A thriving 
economy; (3) A strong, safe and healthy community; (4) A cared-for 
environment; and (5) A modern and flexible council. 

Activities identified to meet goal (1) include: 

• Prepare a revised Local Plan which engages with the public and
brings forward the proposals and policies … [which] aim to…deliver
facilities and identify the infrastructure necessary to support growth in a
way that protects the overall character of the District;

• Work with central government and key partners to identify the strategic
infrastructure necessary to support sustainable development; and

• Prepare a Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan that identifies
improvements for future investment in the short, medium and long
term.

Activities identified to meet goal (4) include: 

• Produce an action plan to move towards a carbon neutral organisation;

• Work with partners towards becoming a carbon neutral District; and

• Work with our communities and partners to monitor air quality and
target improvement of our air quality management areas.

The District Council wishes to ensure that land use planning is closely 
aligned with the LCWIP and is at the early stages of the Local Plan 
Review. 

Horsham District Planning Framework (2015) 
The Horsham District Planning Framework is the current overarching 
planning document for the area outside the National Park, and covers the 
period to 2031. Within the LCWIP plan area it identified strategic allocations 
for development at Land North of Horsham and Land West of Southwater. 

Specific reference is made to cycling and walking measures or 
connections in Plan Policy 5 (Horsham Town), Policy 6 (Broadbridge Heath 
Quadrant), Policy 8 (University Quarter Mixed Use Development), Policies 
SD1 and SD9 (relating to Land North of Horsham), Policy 35 (Climate 
Change), Policy 37 (Sustainable Construction), Policy 40 (Sustainable 
Transport) and Policy 41
(Parking). 

Some areas have prepared, or are preparing, Neighbourhood Plans. The 
adopted Warnham Neighbourhood Plan outlines proposals for a new 
shared-use path as part of a cycle route from the village to Horsham, 
along with traffic calming and new crossings of the A24. The adopted 
Nuthurst Neighbourhood Plan states that a cycle track from Monk’s Gate 
to Horsham is proposed as of the infrastructure schemes in the parish to 
be funded by the Community Infrastructure Fund. The pre-referendum 
Southwater Neighbourhood Plan includes a policy on enhancing the parish 
non-motorised transport network. 

Horsham District Local Plan Review 
Horsham District Council is currently reviewing and updating its Local Plan 
and intends to have the new plan formally adopted by the April 2022. 

Throughout the plan there will be policies that seek to reduce carbon 
emissions from new development and encourage healthy communities and 
lifestyles. For example, new larger development sites will have walkable 
neighbourhoods and cycle routes, as well as a mix of uses in close 
proximity to help reduce the reliance on cars. 

The LCWIP is a key tool in helping to deliver local improvements to 
increase both cycling and walking in the District and the emerging 
Horsham District Local Plan will ensure that due regard is given to this 
strategic document.
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3. Integration with Policy and Strategy
3.2 Alignment with national policy 
The LCWIP contributes to achieving a number of important national policies 
and strategies including those relating to transport, public health, planning, air 
quality and carbon. Key relevant documents are summarised below: 

Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy (2017) 
Set out government’s ambition to make walking and cycling the natural choice 
for shorter journeys or a part of a longer journey, for example in combination 
with a train journey. The government considers that LCWIPs are a vital part of 
this strategy. 

It set four objectives: (1) increasing cycling activity, with a target to double 
cycling trip stages between 2013 and 2025; (2) increasing walking activity; (3) 
reducing the rate of cyclists killed or seriously injured; and (4) increasing the 
percentage of children aged 5-10 usually walking to school. 

Future of Mobility: Urban Strategy (2019) 
This outlined nine principles to address the challenge of transforming towns 
and cities to meet current and future transport demands. Includes the principle 
that ‘walking, cycling and active travel must remain the best option for short 
urban journeys.’ An accompanying rural strategy is expected shortly. 

Inclusive Transport Strategy (2019) 
This states that the transport system must provide inclusive infrastructure, 
with streetscapes designed to accommodate the needs of all people. 

National Planning Policy Framework (2019) 
This sets out England’s planning policies and must be taken into account when 
preparing local plans. It states that planning policies should provide for high 
quality walking and cycling networks and supporting facilities such as cycle 
parking, drawing on Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plans. 

Clean Air Strategy (2019) 

Outlines how the government intends to tackle all sources of air pollution. 
Increasing cycling and walking is one of the identified actions to reduce 
congestion and emissions from road transport. 

Clean Growth Strategy (2018) 
This strategy aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to meet the 
targets outlined in the Climate Change Act 2008 whilst growing national 
income. The government’s pledge to invest £1.2 billion to make cycling 
and walking the natural choice for shorter journeys is one of the 50 
actions identified in the strategy. 

Everybody Active, Every Day (2014) 
Highlights how the built and natural environment shapes the travel 
choices people make. Underscores the importance of effective urban 
design and transport systems which create ‘active environments’ to 
promote walking, cycling and create more liveable communities. 

3.3 Alignment with County Council Policy 
West Sussex Local Transport Plan LTP3 (2011 - 2026) 
The West Sussex Transport Plan focuses on improving the quality of life 
of people in West Sussex by promoting economic growth; tackling 
climate change; providing access to services, employment and housing; 
and improving safety, security and health. Increasing the use of 
sustainable modes of transport is integral to this plan. The West Sussex 
LCWIP aligns with these aims by developing cycling and walking 
networks of safe routes, to connect people and places in a sustainable 
way. 

West Sussex Walking and Cycling Strategy (2016 - 2026) 
The strategy aligns with the LTP3 objectives of improving quality of life 
by promoting economic growth, tackling climate change, providing access 
to services, employment and housing, and improving safety, security and 
health. It sets out a prioritised list of potential cycling schemes, which 
have informed the development of corridors in the County LCWIP, 
including Horsham-Crawley. 

Other West Sussex policies 
The LCWIP proposals align with the West Sussex Plan (2017 - 2022), 
which encourages sustainable economic growth, the West Sussex 
Rights of Way Management Plan (2018 - 2028), the West Sussex Road 
Safety Framework (2016 - 2026), which aims to eliminate all deaths due 
to road accidents, and the West Sussex Joint Health and Wellbeing 
Strategy, which aims to improve the health and wellbeing of residents at 
all stages of life. 
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4. Active Travel Context
4.1 Existing Travel Patterns in Horsham 
Available data indicates there is substantial scope to increase walking and cycling levels 
in Horsham.

The 2011 census provided a comprehensive overview of travel patterns, albeit for 
journeys to work only. The data in Figure 2 below relates to residents of Horsham town 
only (56,174 people). The figure indicates that: 

• Walking and cycling to work, in combination, accounted for less than 12% of all commutes 
by Horsham residents. Nearly two-thirds of journeys to work by (36,660 residents) were 
by car or van, either as a driver or as a passenger. 10%(5,673 people) usually walked 
to work and less than 2% (1,019 people) cycled to work. A range of factors influence 
this, including journey distance.

• A large percentage of short-distance commuting journeys by Horsham residents were 
made by car. Census data for Horsham identifies that 40% of travel to work journeys 
for distances of less than 2 kilometres were made by car or van. Encouragingly, 
walking was the most popular mode for short-distance commutes, accounting for 
48% of journeys under 2 kilometres. Just 6% were made by bike.

Figure 2: Main Method of Travel to Work in Horsham (2011 Census) 

4.2 Forecasting potential scope for growth in active travel 
Case studies from elsewhere in the UK show that there is great potential for achieving 
much higher levels of cycling and walking. 

For example, one in three commuting journeys in Cambridge are already made by 
bike. In the Netherlands, women make slightly more cycle trips than men, and cycling 
remains common into older age, unlike in the UK where it is skewed towards younger, 
male cyclists. 

The Department for Transport have funded research to specifically understand the 
potential levels of cycling growth. The Propensity to Cycle Tool is an interactive 
website map which forecasts which travel to work and school trips could most easily 
switch to cycling, based on trip distance and topography, and where these are located 
geographically . The scenarios are based on journey to work data from the 2011 
census and 2011 school census data respectively. 

Taking account of current trip distances and topography in Horsham, attaining Dutch 
levels of cycling would mean that 20 - 25% of commuting trips and between 30 - 50% 
of school trips would be cycled. 
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4. Active Travel Context
Figure 3: Strategic Barriers to Cycling & Walking in and around Horsham 

4.3 Existing cycling and walking networks 
Cycle network – Horsham town 

In terms of cycling, Horsham is mostly reliant on routes using the carriageways of roads 
and streets, with a limited number of traffic-free, off-road connections of varying quality. 

Walking network – Horsham town 

Horsham town has a relatively dense network of walking routes. In broad terms these 
comprise footways adjacent to roads, pedestrianised areas including in the town centre, 
and traffic-free connections such as between residential streets, through parks or in the 
open spaces surrounding the town. In the recent decades there has been significant 
investment to improve the quality of provision for pedestrians in the town centre. A 20km 
Riverside Walk has been developed encircling the town, many sections of which have 
surfaces which are suitable for cycles and wheelchairs. 

Cycling and walking networks outside Horsham town 

Dedicated cycling infrastructure is more limited and footway networks tend to extend across 
the town and villages only. A notable exception to this is the Downs Link, which provides a 
traffic-free cycling and walking route on a former railway alignment. 

Key issues 

A range of factors determine the suitability of a route for cycling and the Department for 
Transport’s Route Selection Tool has been used to assess them (see section 5). In many 
places, high traffic flows and speeds make many sections of road unsuitable for cycling, 
along with busy junctions where cyclists mix with motor vehicles. 

The quality and suitability of the walking network varies by location; the Department for 
Transport’s Walking Route Audit Tool was used to collect data relating to the shortlisted 
corridors. 

The Local Transport Plan 2011-2026 states that much of the cycling and walking network is 
disjointed and suffers from inadequate signing, safe crossing points and poor surfacing. 

Strategic Barriers to movement 

Figure 3 highlights the key barriers to cycling and walking movement in the Horsham area. 
These are particularly due to the railway line, the A24 and A264 dual carriageways and the 
town centre ring road (Albion Way). 
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4. Active Travel Context
Figure 4: Origins and destinations for cycling and walking network planning 

4.4 Origins and destinations 
The LCWIP focuses on providing cycling and walking routes which connect important 
journey origins and destinations. 

As part of the LCWIP methodology important origins and destinations in and around 
Horsham were mapped. These are shown in Figure 4 to the right and summarised 
below. 

Origins 

Journey origins were based on existing and planned future residential areas. To help 
with the network planning, the area was divided into a series of larger residential 
neighbourhoods, referred to as origin clusters, shown in blue on the plan. Horsham 
was divided into five origin clusters, with one origin cluster each for North Horsham, 
Broadbridge Heath, Christ’s Hospital and Southwater. 

Destinations 

The LCWIP aims to enable cycle journeys to be made to a wide range of 
destinations. The following destinations were used: 

• the bus and railway stations;

• established and future employment sites;

• the hospital;

• leisure sites;

• out-of-centre retail / food stores;

• the secondary schools and the college; and

• town / village centres.
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• Existing residential areas: these were represented by statistical areas with
populations between 1,000 and 5,000 at the time of the 2011 census (known as
lower-layer super output areas). Each output area has its own node (created by
the Office for National Statistics), called a population-weighted centroid. This
represents where the majority of people live in an output area.

• Origin clusters: Existing and future residential areas were grouped together to
simplify the analysis, creating clusters. Each cluster had a single node to
represent journeys to and from its constituent neighbourhoods.
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5. Route Network Planning for Cycling
Figure 6: Proposed Cycling Network (straight-line corridors) 

5.1 Connecting Origins to Destinations 
Three methods were used to identify a network of strategic cycle corridors which would 
connect key origins with destinations. These methods are shown below in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Methods used to identify network of cycle corridors 
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Figure 6 to the right illustrates the proposed cycling network. Directness is an important 
factor in the suitability of cycle routes, and therefore, in line with the technical 
guidance, the cycle corridors connecting origins and destinations are shown as straight-
line routes.

The District Council intends for all of the corridors identified at this stage to be 
progressed as and when funding allows, as part of future iterations of the Horsham 
LCWIP. Southwater 
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5. Route Network Planning for Cycling
5.2 Initial Cycle Corridors for Development 

Five corridors were identified for initial development in consultation with the LCWIP 
stakeholder workshop group, as follows: 

1. North Horsham to Horsham town centre (two route variants); 1a and 1b);
2. Roffey – Horsham town centre;
3. Forest School – Horsham town centre;
4. Southwater – Horsham town centre; and
5. Broadbridge Heath – Horsham town centre.

These are illustrated in Figure 7. 

These corridors connect most key residential and employment areas to Horsham town 
centre, including areas of major planned development, which will need to be supported 
by high-quality active travel infrastructure. The LCWIP will form a sound basis for 
securing appropriate contributions from developers towards the delivery of the proposals 
contained within this plan. 

As highlighted previously, the shortlisted corridors do not constitute a full cycle network 
for the plan area. Other routes will be progressed as and when funding allows. 

Figure 7: Cycling Corridors for Initial Development 
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5. Route Network Planning for Cycling
5.3 Route Selection Process 
The shortlisted corridors were mapped to existing routes available for cycling. The 
quality and suitability of these routes was then assessed against the criteria in the DfT’s 
Route Selection Tool (RST). Each route was assessed against five core design criteria 
(directness, gradient, safety, connectivity, comfort). In addition, junctions were identified 
which were considered to have characteristics hazardous to cycling (referred to as 
critical junctions). 

The process followed the steps set out in Figure 8. 

The RST was used to compare the existing situation with future scenarios in which 
cycle infrastructure is constructed. It was also used to compare the suitability of route 
variants.

Figure 8: Route Audit Process outlined in technical guidance 

Site visits were carried out in autumn 2019 to collect the required information on (i) 
the quality and suitability of existing infrastructure and (ii) the potential for, and 
feasibility of, route improvements, based on any apparent constraints. 

Appendix A contains a suite of plans showing the context of each shortlisted corridor, 
the findings of route audits and a summary of proposed infrastructure improvements. 
All potential improvements are subject to further study, feasibility and consultation. 
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6. Route Network Planning for Walking
6.1 Gathering Information 
In similarity to the cycle network planning, the Department for Transport’s technical guidance 
suggests a planned walking network should start by considering origin and destination points 
across the area. The origins and destinations used for this purpose are shown in Figure 4. 

6.2 Core Walking Zones and Key Walking Routes 
The technical guidance states that in planning for walking, local authorities should identify Core 
Walking Zones and Key Walking Routes. A Core Walking Zone is defined as an area where 
all of the pedestrian infrastructure is deemed to be particularly important. For the first 
iteration of the LCWIP this is defined as the town centre (see Figure 9). This has a cluster of 
important destinations and is likely to be the area with the highest pedestrian footfall. 

Figure 9 also identifies a network of Key Walking Routes. These are intended to provide a 
balanced coverage across Horsham, with routes also connecting to Broadbridge Heath and 
Southwater. The plan also shows some missing links where enhanced connections are 
required. 

6.3 Key Walking Routes for Initial Development
A number of walking routes were shortlisted for initial development as part of this LCWIP, to 
ensure a manageable audit workload. The intention is for the remaining corridors to be 
progressed as funding allows. Many of the shortlisted cycle corridors were also taken forward 
for walking audits – corridors 1a, 3, 4 and 5 – along with an additional route – Warnham Mill to 
town centre (referred to as corridor 6). 

6.4 Walking Route Audit Tool (WRAT)
Walking route audits were undertaken to assess the broad suitability of the corridors taken 
forward at this stage. The audits established whether these routes are suitable in their 
current form and what needs to be improved. This process followed DfT technical guidance 
and used the Walking Route Audit Tool (WRAT). Routes were divided into sections with 
similar characteristics and scored against twenty criteria grouped into five themes 
(attractiveness, comfort, directness, safety and coherence). Improvements were identified 
which would tackle the identified issues. 

Appendix A contains a suite of plans showing the context of each shortlisted corridor, the 
findings of route audits and tables summarising proposed infrastructure improvements. All 
potential improvements are subject to further study, feasibility and consultation. 

Figure 9: Key Walking Routes and Core Walking Zone 
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7. Route Audits – Infrastructure Improvements
A key aspect of LCWIPs is to identify a programme of infrastructure 
improvements to bring routes up to a suitable standard. This will involve a 
range of techniques and infrastructure, some of which are not yet widely 
used in West Sussex. 

Some of the concepts are described below. 

7.1 Cycle Tracks 

Spaces separate from the main carriageway and separate from footways, for 
sole use by cyclists, usually surfaced in tarmac. Depending on the location they 
can be for two-way or one-way cycling. In some circumstances shared-use 
paths (used by cyclists and pedestrians without segregation) can be 
appropriate. This includes locations where current and future pedestrian flows 
are, or will be, low. 

7.2 Formal Road Crossings 

There are a range of new designs to give formal crossing priority cater to 
cyclists and pedestrians. These include: 
- Parallel crossings (sometimes called Tiger crossings), which are zebra crossings

with separate, parallel space for cyclists and pedestrians to cross;
- Priority crossings,  where road markings require motor vehicle drivers to give way

to cyclists and pedestrians;
- Signal crossings which provide separate crossing areas for cyclists and

pedestrians.

In 2019 West Sussex County Council has published its Cycling Design Guide to support decision 
makers and set out more clearly what is expected of developers. It is intended to be read alongside 
other detailed national and local documents. 
A high quality cycle network is essential to achieving the vision as set put in the LCWIP, and as such 
it is expected that designs will where possible be in line with current national and local documents 
such as Local Transport Network 1/120, Gear Change and West Sussex Cycling Design Guide.

7.3 Low-Traffic Neighbourhoods
Measures which prevent through traffic from cutting through residential areas. The aim is to 
make streets safer and more pleasant for cycling and walking. Vehicle access is 
maintained to properties.
Designs can include:
- Closing specific points on some streets to through traffic movements by motor vehicles, whilst

enabling cycle movements (by using bollards, gates and/or planters). Vehicle access would still be
maintained to all properties either side of the closure points;

- on bus routes, allowing through movements by buses (and cycles) but no other vehicles (known
as bus gates); and

- introducing one-way streets in the neighbourhood which prevent through traffic movements for
motor vehicles (note that one-way streets can lead to higher vehicle speeds than previous two-
way arrangements)

Appendix A refers to controlled crossings, which is term used to describe any 
type of signal or zebra crossings. 

These can be accompanied by other measures to enable safer crossing and 
slow motor vehicle speeds, such as placing the crossing on a flat-topped road 
hump (known as a raised table). 

These types of schemes are common in European countries and now have been widely 
introduced across the London Borough of Waltham Forest and other parts of the UK. Other 
benefits include providing places for children to play and enhancing the streetscape. 

Low-Speed Neighbourhoods 

There are a range of measures which can be used to reduce vehicle speeds in residential 
areas and, in turn, reduce the incidence and severity of road collisions.
These include area-wide 20mph speed limits, physical traffic calming, redesigning side 
roads with tighter geometry and natural traffic calming (planting). 
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8. Provisional Cost Estimates for Route Improvements
8.1 Indicative high-level construction cost estimates were calculated for each element of infrastructure to understand the broad scale of funding which might be required to deliver 
the shortlisted cycling and walking routes. 

Each infrastructure element was categorised and a construction cost estimate derived for each category of infrastructure. Costs are quoted in bands. This reflects the varying 
costs in delivering similar types of infrastructure in different locations, due to site-specific conditions.

The estimates are reported on a corridor basis. As well as an approximate basic construction cost, they also cover the following elements: 

• Preliminaries, traffic management and overheads;

• Statutory undertakers’ utilities;

• Surveys, investigations, design, procurement, supervision, management and liaison; and

• Risk.

They do not include an allowance for inflation. Costs have not been estimated at this stage for any new grade-separated crossings of the A264 or A24. All potential 
improvements are subject to further study, feasibility and consultation. Each stage has the potential to change cost estimates and therefore these should be considered 
provisional cost estimates only. 

Table 1: Shortlisted cycling and walking routes – indicative high-level cost estimate overview 

Cost range (£m) 

£6.5m - £12.5m Corridor 1a (North Horsham to Town Centre via Rusper Road) and Corridor 2 (Roffey to Town 
Centre)

£5.0m - £10.0m Corridor 1b (North Horsham to Town Centre via North Heath Lane) and Corridor 6 
(Warnham Mill to Town Centre)

Corridor 3 (Forest School to Town Centre) £2.0m - £4.0m 

Corridor 4 (Southwater to Town Centre) £2.5m - £5.5m 

Corridor 5 (Broadbridge Heath to Town Centre) £4.0m - £8.0m 

Totals £20m - £40m 
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9. Integration, Delivery and Next Steps
9.1 Integration with the Local Plan Review
As mentioned in the introduction, the LCWIP identifies key cycling and walking connections to 
and from the major development areas in the adopted Local Plan. It will provide evidence for 
the Local Plan Review. It will be integrated into the Council’s Infrastructure Delivery Plan. 

9.2 External Funding Sources
The District Council will work in partnership with other organisations to secure funding to 
deliver the LCWIP. Funding will be derived from a range of sources but new developments 
will be particularly central to this, both in terms of: 

• constructing good-quality cycling and walking infrastructure on-site; and
• making financial contributions to enhance off-site routes.

The District Council will work closely with the planning applicants, the County Council and 
other stakeholders to achieve the LCWIP strategic proposals and other necessary local 
active travel infrastructure. 

Proposals with strong business cases will be considered for inclusion in bids for capital 
investment, which may draw on a range of national or local funding streams. 

The inclusion of proposals in this LCWIP indicates that they are supported by a strong 
evidence base. 

9.3 Future County-Wide Funding Opportunities 
The Horsham LCWIP will form part of a county-wide pipeline of active travel infrastructure 
schemes devised by West Sussex County Council, the County’s other district and borough 
councils and the National Park Authority. 

West Sussex County Council is developing an LCWIP scheme appraisal framework. This 
will allow all LCWIP proposals to be appraised and prioritised against a set of consistent 
criteria (summarised in Figure 10). 

The County Council intends to use this appraisal framework to inform which proposals will 
be included in future County-wide capital funding bids and which schemes best align with 
future funding rounds and external grants. 

The prioritisation process adopted in future iterations of the Horsham LCWIP may change to 
reflect different funding opportunities as they arise. However, as noted, the District Council 
intends that many of the LCWIP proposals will be funded through other funding streams. 

Figure 10: Potential West Sussex Multi-Criteria Appraisal Framework 

9.4 Reviewing and Updating the LCWIP 

This is the first iteration of the Horsham’s LCWIP, identifying a shortlist of cycling 
and walking routes for prioritised investment. The District Council will periodically 
review and update its LCWIP to take account of new information and reflect 
changing circumstances. This will ensure that the programme of infrastructure 
remains focused and ambitious. This review process could for example take 
place every five years. 
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Corridor 1a and 2: North Horsham and Roffey to Town Centre
Figure A1: Cycle Route Audit (Northern Section) – Key Findings
Context and key issues 

• Limited options for direct north-south
connections into the town centre

• Few railway crossings
• High traffic flows on all identified road

sections
• Several junctions where cyclists in

potential conflict with high traffic
flows

Existing narrow cycle bypass on Crawley 
Road, Roffey 

Key 

• Junction where cyclists potentially
in conflict with high traffic flows

Ref. 1a.1- Rusper Road between the Giblets 
Way roundabout and Littlehaven Rail Station: 
30mph speed limit with high traffic flows and 
limited frontage development. Significant on-
street parking with road widened for right-turn 
lanes into side roads. Queuing traffic on 
approaches to level crossing. 4 locations where 
cyclists cross wide side roads. 

Ref. 1a.2 - Rusper Road south of 
Littlehaven Rail Station: 30mph single 
carriageway road with high traffic flows. 
Largely residential area with on-street parking. 
Limited space to provide cycle infrastructure. 1 
junction where cyclists are in potential conflict 
with high traffic flows and 4 locations where 
cyclists cross wide side roads. 

North Horsham Development Site 

Ref. 2.1 - Crawley Road: 30mph single 
carriageway road with high traffic flows. 
Residential area with some commercial 
premises and on-street parking. Limited 
space to provide cycle infrastructure. 1 signal 
junction where cyclists come into potential 
conflict with high traffic flows, one wide side 
road and one pinch point between kerb and 
pedestrian refuges. Cycle bypasses at traffic 
calming features along the road are too 
narrow to accommodate some cycle designs. 

Ref .1a.1 - Rusper Road between the A264 and 
Giblets Way roundabout: 30mph speed limit with 
high traffic flows. Road flanked by vegetation. 1 
roundabout where cyclists are in potential 
conflict with high traffic flows. 

Ref. 1a.1
A264 Rusper Road roundabout: Cyclists in 
potential conflict with very high traffic flows. No 
grade-separated or signalised crossing of A264. 

Roffey
Corner

Ref. 1a.3 - Parsonage Road / Crawley 
Road Roundabout (VW Garage): Cyclists 
are in potential conflict with high traffic 
flows. 13 reported cyclist casualties 
between 2005 - 2017. 

For southern 
route section 
see Figure A3 



•

Rusper Road between Giblets Way and Littlehaven
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Corridor 1a: North Horsham to Town Centre (Northern Section)
Figure A2: Walking Route Audit (Northern Section) – Key Findings 
Context and key issues 

Ref. 1a.1Rusper Road between the A264 and 
Littlehaven Giblets Way roundabout: 
No footways north of Giblets Way. No grade-
separated or signalised crossing of A264. 

• No footways to the north of Giblets
Way and no grade-separated or
controlled crossings of the A264.

• Narrow footway widths in some
locations, with limited highway space
to widen, especially south of the
railway line.

• Several wide side road crossings,
resulting in longer crossing
distances, and crossings without
tactile paving.

Key 

• Signal or zebra crossing Junction or
crossing with high traffic flows and no
signal or zebra crossing

Ref 1a.3 - Parsonage Road 
Roundabout: No controlled crossings 
and splayed approach arms. Tactile 
paving not provided at all crossing 
points. Crossings located away from 
pedestrian desire lines. 

For southern 
route section 
see Figure A4 

Parsonage Road roundabout – long 
pedestrian crossing distances 

North Horsham Development Site 

Roffey
Corner

Ref. 1a.2
Rusper Road south of Littlehaven Rail 
Station: 
Footway in poor condition in several 
places. Footways narrow in several 
places, in particular adjacent to nos. 
31-33 Rusper Road due to street tree.
Some footway parking observed. 7
wide side road crossings. No tactile
paving at 7 side roads.

Ref 1a.1 - Rusper Road between Giblets Way and 
Littlehaven Station: 
Narrow footways in some locations. Giblets Way 
roundabout - crossings deviate significantly from desire 
lines on some arms. Tactile paving on southern arm 
only. 4 wide side road crossings, and poor visibility at 
Rusper Road and Tylden Way. Tactile paving missing 
at 3 side road crossings. 
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Corridors 1a and 2: North Horsham and Roffey to Town Centre 
Table A1: Proposed Improvements – Northern Section 

Location Proposed Infrastructure Improvements (subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation)

Ref. 1a.1
(Figure A1) 
Corridor 1a: 
Rusper Road 
(A264 
Roundabout to 
Littlehaven 
Station) 

• Construct segregated cycle tracks and widen footways where widths are below standard. This would require the loss of right-turn lanes, the
removal of on-street parking in some locations and some vegetation clearance.

• North of Giblets Way Roundabout construct new footways, alongside the construction of cycle tracks.
Redesign wide side roads to reduce the speeds of turning vehicles and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for cyclists and
pedestrians where cycle tracks and footways cross side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Comprehensively install tactile paving to
current standards.

• Redesign the Rusper Road / Giblets Way roundabout to enable safer cycle and pedestrian crossing movements, such as with parallel
crossings.

• Construct grade-separated crossing of A264 to provide safe and direct connections from North Horsham development to existing Horsham
urban area. It should be suitably wide to accommodate the expected significant pedestrian and cyclist flows to and from the new development
and should have segregated space for both groups, to minimise conflict.

• If monitoring of traffic speeds indicates non-adherence to speed limits, then consider measures to reduce traffic vehicle speeds with physical
or natural traffic calming features (such as carriageway narrowing, gateway features or planting).

Ref. 1a.2
(Figure A1) 
Corridor 1a: 
Rusper Road
(Littlehaven 
Station to Crawley 
Road /Parsonage 
Road 
Roundabout) 

• Highway width constraints mean that it is unlikely to be feasible to construct cycle tracks and/or widen footways to an appropriate standard if
two traffic lanes are retained. Reallocating carriageway space to improve cycle and/or pedestrian infrastructure (potentially requiring one-
way operation for motor vehicles) has the potential to make the Rusper Road corridor more suitable for walking and cycling, but would be
very challenging to deliver. Alternative measures to substantially reduce motor traffic flows, such as a bus-only section, could also make this
section suitable in terms of safety and comfort for cycling but would also be very challenging to deliver.
It is therefore recommended that a scheme to reduce traffic speeds is introduced. Further study is required to consider concepts, but this
could potentially include an area-wide 20mph speed limit, physical traffic calming measures and formalising on-street parking bays. Sections
of narrow footway may remain if this option is progressed.

• Redesign wide side roads to reduce the speeds of turning vehicles and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for pedestrians where
footways cross side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Comprehensively install tactile paving to current standards.

• Consider introducing zebra crossings to facilitate easier and safer pedestrian crossings at Rusper Road / Lambs Farm Road junction.
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Corridors 1a and 2: North Horsham and Roffey to Town Centre 
Table A1: Proposed Improvements – Northern Section 

Location Proposed Infrastructure Improvements (subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 

Ref. 2.1
(Figure A1) 
Corridor 2: Crawley 
Road (Roffey Corner to 
Parsonage Road 
roundabout) 

• There is insufficient width to accommodate continuous cycle tracks along this section of Crawley Road as well as two traffic lanes and
footways. It is therefore recommended that measures are introduced to reduce through traffic flows. This could comprise:

• (i) a bus- and cycle- only section, with other motor vehicles being prohibited, and diverting motor traffic to other routes, such as
Harwood Road; or

• (ii) one-way operation for motor vehicles for all or part of the section, with two-way cycling permitted, or with a cycle track
constructed alongside the one-way carriageway.

• Either option would have implications for access, traffic routing and bus operations. Each option could be accompanied by physical traffic
calming measures, streetscape enhancements, such as by Roffey Millennium Hall, and / or a 20mph speed limit to reduce motor vehicle
speeds.

Ref. 1a.3 (Figure A1) 
Corridors 1a and 2: 
Parsonage Road 
Roundabout 

• Redesign the roundabout to enable safer cyclist and pedestrian movements. Further study required to identify options to separate cyclists from
motor traffic, such as off-road cycle tracks around the perimeter linked to parallel crossings for cyclists and pedestrians. Install tactile paving
on all arms as part of junction upgrade.
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Corridors 1a and 2: North Horsham and Roffey to Town Centre
Figure A3: Cycle Route Audit – (Southern Section) – Key Findings 
Context and key issues 

Ref 1a.4 - Kings Road: Straight carriageway with 
intermittent and narrow advisory cycle lanes. 30mph speed 
limit and high traffic flows. Northern section is wider than 
southern section. 1 location where cyclists cross wide side 
road. 

• Connects key destinations including
Horsham railway station, Lidl, key
employment areas and theatre

• Limited railway crossings
• High traffic flows
• Limited highway space, particularly

on North Street railway bridge

Ref. 1a.5 - King’s Road / North Street / 
Harwood Road junction: Complex road 
layout where cyclists come into potential 
conflict with high traffic flows. 

Ref. 1a.6 - North Street Bridge: Narrow bridge 
crossing of the railway. 30mph speed limit with 
high traffic flows. Very limited space to provide 
cycle infrastructure within the highway 
boundary. One critical junction (North Street /
Station Road). 

North Street railway overbridge 

Horsham town 
centre – see 
separate page 

Ref. 1a.8
North Street south of rail station: Wider 
highway corridor connecting rail station to 
town centre. 30mph speed limit with high 
traffic flows. Some sections with advisory 
cycle lanes and short section of cycle track 
leading south to Chart Way. Large 
numbers of turning movements into 
commercial premises and car parks. One 
critical junction (North Street / Hurst Road 
roundabout), where cyclists are in potential 
conflict with high traffic volumes. 

For northern 
route section 
see Figure A1 

Key 

• Junction where cyclists potentially
in conflict with high traffic flows

Ref 1a.8 - Chart Way: Traffic-free route 
shared by pedestrians and cyclists. Very 
significant footfall at peak times, which 
can lead to potential conflict between 
user groups. 



•
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Corridors 1a and 2: North Horsham and Roffey to Town Centre 
Figure A4: Walking Route Audit (Southern Section) – Key Findings 

Context and key issues 

• Limited railway crossings.
• Narrow footway widths, in particular

where North Street crosses the
railway, with pedestrians in close
proximity to high traffic volumes.

• Limited highway space, particularly
on North Street railway bridge.

• Several wide side road crossings,
resulting in longer crossing
distances, and numerous crossings
without tactile paving.

Horsham rail station roundabout 

Key 

• Signal or zebra crossing

Junction or crossing with high traffic
flows and no signal or zebra crossing

Ref. 1a.4 - Kings Road:
Footways separated from carriageway by grass verges 
and street trees in some places. Wide side road 
crossings at 2 junctions. 5 side road crossings without 
tactile paving. 

For northern 
route section 
see Figure A2 

Ref 1a.6 - North Street, north of Horsham 
Station: No footway on the eastern side of the 
carriageway over railway line. Some areas of 
damage to western footway.
North Street / Station Road Junction – no tactile 
paving and wide side road crossing.

Ref. 1a.5 - Kings Road / Harwood Road Roundabout:
Formal crossing provision deviates significantly from 
desire lines. Poor visibility for pedestrians crossing 
between central island and surrounding footways and no 
tactile paving on 3 of 5 arms of the roundabout. Some 
areas of damaged footway. Pedestrian refuge on North 
Street arm may not be wide enough for all users. 

Ref 1a.8 - North Street, south of Horsham Station: 
North Street / Hurst Road roundabout – signal crossing on Hurst 
Road is located away from the desire line. No signal or zebra 
crossing on northern arm. Potential to improve routes to the 
signal crossing on the southern arm of the railway station 
roundabout. Some footway damage. 

Horsham town 
centre – see 
separate page 

Ref. 1a.8 - Chart Way: Traffic-free route 
shared by pedestrians and cyclists. Very 
significant footfall at peak times, which can 
lead to potential conflict between user groups. 
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Corridors 1a and 2: North Horsham and Roffey to Town Centre 
Table A2: Proposed Improvements – Southern Section 

Location 

Ref. 1a.4
(Figure A3/A4) 
Kings Road
(Crawley Road /
Parsonage Road 
Roundabout to 
Station Road) 

Ref. 1a.5
(Figure A3/A4) 
Kings Road /
Harwood Road 
Roundabout 

Ref. 1a.6
(Figure A3/A4)
North Street Bridge 
(Station Road to 
Rail Station) 

• There is insufficient highway width to accommodate cycle tracks, as well as two traffic lanes and footways, along the full length of Kings Road. On
that basis, to make the route more suitable for cycling, measures will be required to reduce or limit traffic using Kings Road as a through route.
Options include: (i) A bus- and cycle-only section, with vehicular access to all properties retained from the northern or southern end; or (ii) One-
way operation, which would give space to accommodate cycle tracks.

• These options would need careful consideration, in terms of re-routing traffic and other factors. Complementary measures could potentially include
an area-wide 20mph speed limit and physical traffic calming measures.

• Redesign wide side roads to reduce the speeds of turning vehicles and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for cyclists and pedestrians
where cycle tracks and footways cross side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Consistently install tactile paving to current standards.

Proposed Infrastructure Improvements (subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 

• Redesign the gyratory to enable safer cyclist and pedestrian movements. Further study required to identify options to provide space for cyclists
segregated from motor traffic, such as off-road cycle tracks around the perimeter linked to parallel crossings.

• In terms of infrastructure for pedestrians:
- Consistently provide dropped kerbs and tactile paving to current standards; and
- If required as part of the junction’s future design, amend pedestrian refuge on North Street arm to ensure there is suitable width for all

users.

• There is insufficient highway width to accommodate cycle tracks or improved footway provision, as well as two traffic lanes over the railway
bridge. Measures to substantially reduce motor traffic flows and/or make space for cycle tracks or improved pedestrian infrastructure (one-way
arrangements or a bus and cycle-only section) have the potential to make the section more suitable but would be very challenging to deliver.

• A replacement wider bridge structure across the railway is required to provide space for a wider footway and cycle track. This would require
liaison and agreement with adjacent landowners, including Network Rail, and may require land purchase. Until this occurs then an alternative route
will be required (see overleaf).

• Redesign Station Road side road junction to reduce vehicle turning speeds and to provide greater priority for crossing pedestrian movements, and
with tactile paving to current standards.

• Redesign North Street / Hurst Road junction to accommodate pedestrian crossings better aligned with desire lines, particularly for east-west
movements.
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Corridors 1a and 2: North Horsham and Roffey to Town Centre 
Table A2: Proposed Improvements – Southern Section 

Location Proposed Infrastructure Improvements (subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 

Ref. 1a.7
(Figure A3/A4)
Streets east of 
railway station 

In the shorter-term it is considered more feasible to create a suitable cycle route crossing under the railway line at Queen Street, rather than 
the North Street bridge or subway (see further details for Queen Street in corridor 3 on page 31-32). On that basis there is a requirement to 
create a cycle route avoiding North Street and connecting the Kings Road / North Street roundabout (Lidl junction) to Queen Street. The 
following infrastructure is recommended: 
• Identify options to create a low-traffic, low-vehicle speed neighbourhood to enable safer on-carriageway cycling, with through traffic using

more strategic roads. This could make use of bollards, gates and/or planters to prevent through traffic in one or more locations
• Work in partnership with landowner to identify whether the shared-use footway / cycleway between Booth Way and Depot Road can be

widened. Redesign the path’s southern access point (where barriers currently exist) to enable all categories of cycle to use the route;
• If feasible, permit two-way cycling in one-way Barrington Road; and
• Convert southern end of New Street to one-way operation to provide space for cycle movements at New Street / Queen Street junction. A

signal crossing will also be required at or near this location if the cycle track is constructed on the southern side of Queen Street.

In terms of pedestrian route improvements to the west of Horsham Railway Station: Ref. A1.8
(Figure A3/A4)
North Street and Chart 
Way (Railway Station 
to town centre) 

• Further study, including a review of pedestrian desire lines, is required to identify new or revised locations for controlled crossings on North
Street.

• If monitoring of traffic speeds on the B2195 corridor suggests non-adherence to speed limits, then, consider measures to reduce traffic
vehicle speeds, such as physical traffic calming features.
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Corridor 1b: North Horsham to Town Centre via North Parade
Figure A5: Cycle Route Audit – Key Findings
Context and key issues 
• Alternative corridor from North

Horsham into town centre following
North Heath Lane, Wimblehurst Road
and North Parade

• High traffic flows on all identified road
sections

• Several junctions where cyclists in
potential conflict with high traffic flows

Wimblehurst Road rail overbridge 

Northlands Road: Traffic-free path with poor surface 
quality, no lighting and no passive surveillance. Route 
connects to on-carriageway section of Northlands Road, a 
low traffic street with 30mph speed limit. The placing of 
bollards on Northlands Road north of The Castle side road 
junction prevents some cycle designs from using the route. 
Two critical junctions where cyclists in potential conflict with 
high traffic flows – Giblets Way roundabout
(Giblets Way) and the at-grade crossing of A264. 

Ref. 1b.1 - North Heath Lane 
between Giblets Way and Coltsfoot 
Drive: 30mph speed limit and high 
traffic flows. One location where 
cyclists cross a very wide / flared side 
road. 

Ref. 1b.3 - Wimblehurst Road between Parsonage 
Road and North Parade: 30mph speed limit and 
high traffic flows. Residential street with limited width 
to introduce cycle tracks. One location where 
cyclists cross a wide / flared side road. Cyclists in 
potential conflict with high traffic flows at the North 
Parade /Wimblehurst Road junction. 

Ref. 1b.1 - North Heath Lane south of Coltsfoot 
Drive: 30mph speed limit with high traffic flows. 
Some on-street parking. Mini-roundabout junction 
where cyclists in potential conflict with high traffic 
flows (North Heath Lane / Wimblehurst Road / 
Parsonage Road). 

Ref. 1b.4 - North Parade and 
Springfield Road: 30mph speed 
limit and high traffic flows. Three 
junctions where cyclists are in 
potential conflict with high traffic 
flows 
(North Parade /Wimblehurst 
Road, North Parade / Hurst 
Road and A281 Albion Way / 
Springfield Road). Cycle 
movements cross several other 
wide / flared junctions (including 
London Road). 

Key 

• Junction where cyclists potentially
in conflict with high traffic flows

Horsham town 
centre – see 
separate page 
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Corridor 1b: North Horsham to Town Centre via North Parade 
Table A3: Proposed Improvements 

Location 

Ref. 1b.1
(Figure A5)
North Heath Lane (Giblets 
Way to Parsonage Road) 

Ref. 1b.2
(Figure A5) Wimblehurst 
Road /Parsonage Road 
mini-roundabout 

Proposed Infrastructure Improvements (subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 

• Redesign junction to enable safer cycle movements, potentially with parallel crossings or introducing signal control.

• Construct cycle tracks segregated from pedestrians, with priority across redesigned side roads. This would require the loss of right-turn
lanes, the loss of on-street parking in some locations and some vegetation clearance. Accommodating this is likely to require priority
working for motor vehicles at pinch point locations and potentially some short sections of cycle track which are narrower than desirable
widths. Redesign wide side roads to reduce turning vehicle speeds and introduce priority for crossing cyclists.

Ref. 1b.3 (Figure A5) 
Wimblehurst Road 
(Parsonage Road to 
Richmond Road) 

• Further study required to confirm whether there is sufficient highway width to accommodate two traffic lanes, footways and a cycle track
of suitable width across the railway bridge. If this is not feasible, then a parallel cantilevered bridge for cycle traffic will be required.

Ref. 1b.4 (Figure A5)
Richmond Road 
(Wimblehurst Road to Hurst 
Road) 

Ref 1b.4 (Figure A5)
Hurst Road (Richmond 
Road to North Parade)

Ref 1b.4
(Figure A5)
B2237 North Parade 
and Springfield Road 
(Wimblehurst Road to 
B2237 Albion Way) 

• Wimblehurst Road between the railway bridge and North Parade is too narrow to accommodate cycle tracks alongside two traffic lanes
and footways. Introducing one-way operation for motor vehicles is an option to provide space for cycle tracks, but would be very
challenging to deliver.

• It is considered more feasible to use an alternative route, via Richmond Road. Additional measures may be required to ensure this is a low-
traffic, low-speed residential area, potentially including additional one-way arrangements or a road closure for motor vehicles.

• Construct cycle track segregated from pedestrians. This would require the carriageway to be narrowed to enable remaining highway
space to be reallocated to cycle infrastructure, for example narrowing to one traffic lane on the approach to the traffic signals.

• If the cycle track is provided on the southern side of Hurst Road then a controlled crossing will be required at the Richmond Road / Hurst
Road junction to enable safer cycle crossings.

• Construct cycle tracks segregated from pedestrians. This would require the loss of some grassed verges, the redesign or relocation of
on-street parking bays and carriageway and kerb realignment in certain locations.

• Redesign wide side roads to reduce the speeds of turning vehicles and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for cyclists and
pedestrians where cycle tracks and footways cross side roads, with raised tables for level crossing.

• Redesign Hurst Road / North Parade junction to provide space for a cycle track. This will require kerb realignment and potentially a
reduction in the number of approach lanes.

• Redesign Springfield Road / Albion Way junction to enable safer north-south cycle movements, such as with simplified signal crossing
arrangements for cyclists.

• If the loss of parking along Springfield Road is undeliverable then an alternative option is to route via London Road. If this is taken forward
then the following will be required: (a) measures to reduce traffic levels on London Road, such as with a cul-de-sac arrangement for motor
vehicles and (b) simplified signal crossing arrangements of Albion Way, providing sufficient space for cyclists and pedestrians and ideally
as a single-phase, ‘straight-across’ arrangement.
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Corridor 3: Forest School to Town Centre
Figure A6: Cycle Route Audit – Key Findings
Context and key issues 

• Connects to key destinations,
including Forest School and town
centre

• High traffic flows on Brighton Road,
Queen Street and East Street with no
protection for cyclists from motor traffic

• Two junctions where cyclists in
potential conflict with high traffic flows

Queen Street railway underbridge 
(The Iron Bridge)

Key

Ref. 3.3 - Brighton Road and 
Queen Street: 30mph speed limit, 
high traffic flows and no dedicated 
cycle infrastructure. Single 
carriageway road bordered by 
residential and commercial 
properties. One junction where 
cyclists are potentially in conflict with 
high traffic flows and 4 locations 
where cyclists cross wide side 
roads. 

• Junction where cyclists potentially
in conflict with high traffic flows

Horsham town 
centre – see 
separate page 

Ref 3.1 - Comptons Lane: Residential 
street with secondary school. 30mph 
speed limit and lower traffic flows but 
potential for some through traffic. Short 
section of shared-use footway /cycleway 
by school with no priority across school 
vehicle access. 

Ref. 3.4
Queen Street: The railway 
underbridge represents a pinch 
point on this corridor, where the 
bridge piers reduce the available 
highway width.

Ref. 3.5
East Street: 30mph speed limit and 
bordered by residential and commercial 
properties. No dedicated cycle infrastructure, 
except advance stop lines at Park Way signal 
junction. The section between Park Way and 
the railway underbridge has high traffic 
flows. Cyclists are potentially in conflict with 
high traffic flows at Park Way signal 
junction, with two-lane approaches on all 
arms. 

Forest School 

Ref. 3.2 - Bennetts Road and Elm 
Grove: Residential streets with on-
street parking. 30mph speed limit 
with lower traffic flows but some 
potential through traffic.
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Corridor 3: Forest School to Town Centre 
Figure A7: Walking Route Audit - Key Findings
Context and key issues 

• Limited footway widths / footway width 
constraints at various points, with 
pedestrians in close proximity to high 
traffic flows on the A281 corridor.

• Several wide side road crossings, 
resulting in longer pedestrian crossing 
distances.

• Limited controlled crossing 
opportunities on the A281 corridor.

Wide side road crossing at Barttelot Road 

Key 

• Signal or zebra crossing Junction 
or crossing with high traffic flows 
and no signal or zebra crossing

Horsham town 
centre – see 
separate page 

Ref. 3.1
Comptons Lane: 
Some footway damage and very limited footway 
widths. Bennetts Road junction –pedestrian 
crossing located away from pedestrian desire line. 
No formal crossing provision on southern arm. 
Pedestrian refuge may not be wide enough for all 
users. Tactile paving missing at junction with 
Bennetts Road and at access to Forest School. 

Ref 3.2
Bennetts Road and Elm Grove: 
Some footway damage. Some footway width 
constraints. Tactile paving missing at 2 side 
road crossings and not to current standard at 
Elm Grove / Bennetts Road junction. No formal 
crossing provision on northern arm of Elm 
Grove / Bennetts Road junction. 

Ref. 3.3 - A281 Brighton Road, Queen Street and East Street: 
Some footway damage in places. Narrow footways in the 
following locations - northern side of A281 corridor between 
Arthur Road and Park Terrace East, underneath rail bridge and 
on southern footway between Gorings Mead and Queensway. 
Wide side road crossings at 5 junctions. Tactile paving missing 
at 6 side road crossings. 

Limited signal crossing opportunities on the A281 corridor, with 
over 900m between crossings at Queensway and St. Leonard’s 
Road. 

Ref. 3.4 - A281 East Street / Park 
Way signal-controlled junction: 
no formal crossing on eastern arm. 
Staggered crossing on northern 
arm delays pedestrians. 
Pedestrian refuge may not be wide 
enough for all users. 
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Corridor 3: Forest School to Town Centre 
Table A4: Proposed improvements 

Location Proposed Infrastructure Improvements (subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 

Ref. 3.1
(Figure A6/A7)
Comptons Lane 
Area

• There are two broad options for this area in terms of cycling:
1. Explore options to create a low-traffic neighbourhood covering the area from Forest School to Elm Grove to enable safer on-carriageway cycling, with 

through traffic using more strategic roads.; or
2. Widen and upgrade existing cycle track

• Opportunities to widen the eastern footway on Comptons Lane to a suitable standard for all types of user are likely to be limited if two traffic lanes are retained. 
Sections of narrow footway are therefore likely to remain unless some carriageway space can be reallocated to provide improved footways (potentially requiring 
priority working for vehicles).

• Redesign Forest School vehicular access, with raised table, tactile paving and priority for crossing cyclists and pedestrians.
• Construct priority or parallel crossing as appropriate where cycle track crosses Comptons Lane, to enable cyclists to reach the more lightly trafficked service 

road.
• Redesign Comptons Lane / Bennetts Road junction to enable safer right-turn cycle movements (from service road to Bennetts Road) and reduce speeds of 

turning motor vehicles. This could potentially include a refuge island to enable two-stage cycle movements. Improve north-south and east-west pedestrian 
crossing provision to accommodate all types of user, with tactile paving to current standards and with crossings better aligned with desire lines.

• Consider introducing 20mph speed limit and / or other traffic calming measures to enhance conditions for cycling and walking.

•

•	 Ref. 3.2
(Figure A6/A7)
Bennetts Road 
and Elm Grove

Explore options to create a low-traffic neighbourhood covering the area from Forest School to Elm Grove, to enable safer on-carriageway cycling, with through 
traffic using more strategic roads.
Highway width constraints mean that sections of narrow footway are likely to remain unless some carriageway space can be reallocated to improved footways 
(potentially requiring the loss of on-street parking on one or both sides).

• Redesign junction of Elm Grove and Bennetts Road to reduce speeds of turning motor vehicles and improve pedestrian crossings.
• Install tactile paving at two side road crossings (Orchard Road and Bennetts Road cul-de-sac). Upgrade tactile paving at Brighton Road / Elm Grove side 

road crossing to current standards.
• Consider introducing 20mph speed limit and / or other traffic calming measures to enhance conditions for cycling and walking.

Ref 3.3
(Figure A6/A7)
Brighton Road 
and Queen 
Street

• Construct two-way cycle track, or with-flow one-way cycle tracks, segregated from pedestrians. It is suggested that a two-way cycle track on the southern side 
of the carriageway may be the preferred design due to fewer side road crossings. Accommodating cycle tracks will require the loss of on-street parking and the 
narrowing of the carriageway. Further study required to identify whether the varying width of the highway corridor will require there to be pinch points on the 
carriageway and / or cycle track.

• Redesign wide side roads to reduce turning vehicle speeds and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for cyclists and pedestrians where cycle tracks and 
footways cross side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Consistently install tactile paving.

• Widen narrow sections of footway, finding a balance between accommodating cycle infrastructure and enhancing conditions for pedestrians.
• If monitoring suggests non-adherence to speed limits, consider a range of measures to reduce speeds of motor vehicles.
• Consider additional signalised crossings on the A281 corridor, to reduce distance between crossing points and provide more direct access to bus stops.
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Corridor 3: Forest School to Town Centre 
Table A4: Proposed improvements 

Location Proposed Infrastructure Improvements (subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 

Ref. 3.3
(Figure A6/A7)
Queen Street /
East Street 

Ref. 3.4
(Figure A6/A7)
East Street 
(Railway 
Underbridge to 
Denne Road) 

• Construct two-way cycle track, fully segregated from pedestrians, on southern side of carriageway. Accommodating the cycle track will require 
the narrowing of the carriageway to one traffic lane in each direction at the traffic Park Way signals.

• At East Street / Denne Road junction, consider changing the existing priority, by introducing give-way markings on Denne Road arm, as a 
measure to enable safer east-west cycle movements.

• Redesign junction of East Street and Barttelot Road, to reduce vehicle turning speeds and improve pedestrian crossings.
• Review whether existing two-stage crossing layout at the A281 East Street / Park Way signal-controlled junction can be replaced with a single-

stage pedestrian crossing (northern arm), to reduce pedestrian delay, and if pedestrian crossing infrastructure can be provided on the eastern arm 
of the junction, to accommodate desire lines.

• Initial study indicates that there may be sufficient width for a 2.5m wide two-way cycle track beneath the railway bridge. This would require 
limited narrowing of the carriageway to achieve this. If it is not feasible to accommodate a cycle track and two traffic lanes, then further 
carriageway narrowing, with shuttle traffic signals, may be required.

• If Network Rail is considering bridge replacement, then a wider span with set-back retaining walls should be sought to provide more space for 
pedestrians and cyclists.

• Widen narrow sections of footway, finding a balance between accommodating cycle infrastructure and enhancing conditions for pedestrians.
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Corridor 4: Southwater to Town Centre

For northern section see Figure A10 
Figure A8: Cycle Route Audit (Southern Section) – Key Findings 
Context and key issues 
•

•

Residential development to the 
west of Southwater is underway. A 
further extension to this site has 
been proposed which, if allocated 
through the Local Plan Review, 
could create significant additional 
residential development, although no 
decision has been made regarding 
this proposal at the time of writing.

Much of Worthing Road has high 
traffic flows and north of Southwater 
Street has a 40mph speed limit.

RSPCA 

Broadacres 
development 

Two Mile Ash Road: 
Rural single 
carriageway road 
flanked by hedges and 
trees and without street 
lighting. National speed 
limit. 

Christ’s Hospital 

Worthing Road: 40mph speed limit 
and high traffic flows. Road is mostly 
bordered by hedges and trees, with 
limited natural surveillance 
(overlooking). No easy or direct 
means for northbound cyclists to 
access the path north of Blakes Farm 
Road roundabout. One wide side 
road junction. 

A24 Hop Oast: Cyclists in potential in conflict 
with very high traffic flows, both at roundabout 
junction and at-grade crossing 150m to the 
south. No grade-separated or signalised 
crossing. 

Lintot 
Square 

Bridleway 1662: Narrow 
unmetalled path road flanked 
by hedges and fences. No 
street lighting and no natural 
surveillance (overlooking) 

A24 Hop Oast at-grade crossing 

Key 

• Junction where cyclists potentially 
in conflict with high traffic flows

Ref. 4.5
Worthing Road: 30mph speed limit 
road with high traffic flows. Three 
junctions where cyclists in potential 
conflict with high traffic flows. Cycle 
bypasses at traffic calming features 
along the road are too narrow to 
accommodate some cycle designs. 
Four wide side road junctions. 
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Corridor 4: Southwater to Town Centre 
Figure A9: Walking Route Audit (Southern Section) - Key Findings 

Context and key issues 
• Several locations with narrow 

footways, with pedestrians in 
close proximity to high traffic 
flows;

• Some sections with footway 
provision on one side only;

•

•

•

Opportunities to improve strategic 
north-south footway provision may 
arise from future residential 
developments; 
Several wide side road crossings, 
resulting in longer pedestrian 
crossing distances; and
No grade-separated or controlled 
crossing provision on A24.

Key 

• Signal or zebra crossing

Junction or crossing with high 
traffic flows and no signal or 
zebra crossing

Ref. 4.5
Worthing Road / Blakes Farm Road 
Roundabout area: Footway route 
deviates from desire line and crosses two 
approach lanes on Blakes Farm Road 
arm. No crossing or footway on western 
arm. No footway on Worthing Road north 
of Blakes Farm Road roundabout. 

Ref. 4.5
Worthing Road (Cedar Drive / Chessall 
Drive to Southwater Street): 
No footway on western side of road south of 
Fletchers. Footways are narrow in several 
places, some of which is caused by 
overhanging vegetation. Some footway 
damage. Limited locations where dropped 
kerbs are provided to cross Worthing Road. 
Green Close – wide side road crossing 
without tactile paving. Allendale – wide side 
road with no dropped kerbs. Southwater 
Street – wide side road crossing away from 
desire line, no tactile paving and central 
refuge without dropped kerbs. 

Broadacres 
development 

Ref. 4.5 - Worthing Road / Fairbank 
Road Crossings at signal junction set 
back from pedestrian desire lines. 

For northern section see Figure A11 

Ref. 4.5
Hop Oast / A24 crossing:
At-grade crossing of national speed limit dual 
carriageway 150m south of roundabout, with 
no signal control. Connecting path to the 
south passes through dense vegetation. 

Ref. 4.5
Worthing Road (Southwater Street to 
northern edge of village): 
No footway on western side of road 
between Allendale and New Road. 
Eastern footway is narrow, particularly by 
Pump Cottage and Hen & Chicken pub.
Side road crossing located away from 
desire line at Netherton Close. 

RSPCA 

Ref. 4.5
Worthing Road (Fairbank Road to Cedar 
Drive / Chessall Avenue): Western 
footway is not continuous and very 
narrow in places. Eastern footway is very 
narrow in places, including at layby in 
front of Children & Family Centre. Wide 
side road crossings at 2 junctions (Station 
Road and Pipers Close). Tactile paving 
not installed at 1 side road. Some footway 
damage. 

Lintot 
Square 
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Corridor 4: Southwater to Town Centre 
Figure A10: Cycle Route Audit (Northern Section) – Key Findings 

Context and key issues 
• High traffic flows and 40mph speed 

limit
• Narrow and rural road corridor 

enclosed by vegetation

Worthing Road at Boar’s Head 

Tan Bridge looking towards town centre 

Key 

Junction where cyclists potentially 
in conflict with high traffic flows 

Ref. 4.1
Worthing Road: Single carriageway road with street 
lighting and bordered by residential properties. 30mph 
speed limit, high traffic flows and no dedicated cycle 
infrastructure. Cyclists in potential conflict with high traffic 
flows at Broadbridge Lane junction. 

Hop Oast
Park & Ride 

Ref. 4.1 - Tower Hill: Rural single carriageway 
road flanked by hedges and trees and without 
street lighting. Some adjacent residential 
properties. Currently national speed limit; 2019 
County Council consultation proposed to 
introduce 30mph speed limit. 

Horsham town 
centre – see 
separate page 

Boar’s 
Head 

Ref. 4.2
Worthing Road:
Narrow two-way cycle track segregated from 
pedestrians by white line. Signal crossing 
connects sections east and west of the 
carriageway. No priority for crossing cyclists 
at intervening side roads. 

Ref. 4.1 - Worthing Road: Rural single carriageway road 
mostly enclosed by trees with no street lighting. 40mph 
speed limit, high traffic flows and no dedicated cycle 
infrastructure. Cyclists in potential conflict with high traffic 
flows at Hop Oast signal junction. 1 junction
(Tower Hill) where cyclists cross wide side roads. 

For southern route 
section see Figure A8 

•



•
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Corridor 4: Southwater to Town Centre 
Figure A11: Walking Route Audit (Northern Section) – Key Findings
Context and key issues 
•

•

Narrow footway widths, with 
pedestrians in close proximity to high 
traffic flows and speeds.
40mph speed limit, reducing to 
30mph on approach to Horsham.

• No lighting between Southwater and 
Horsham.

• Several wide side road crossings.

Worthing Road looking north towards 
railway bridge 

Key 

• Signal or zebra crossing

Junction or crossing with high 
traffic flows and no signal or 
zebra crossing

Ref. 4.4
Worthing Road
(Salisbury Road to railway bridge): 
Narrow footway on the west of Worthing 
Road with no footway on eastern side of 
the carriageway. No street lighting except 
at Boar’s Head. Wide side road crossings 
at 1 junction (Tower Hill). Tactile paving 
missing at 1 side road crossing 
(Salisbury Road). Some footway damage. 

Ref. 4.4 -
Worthing Road (Tanbridge Park to Albion 
Way):
Generally wide footways, although some 
sections where segregation between 
cyclists and pedestrians is demarcated by 
white lines only. B2237 Albion Way / 
Worthing Road roundabout – pedestrian 
crossings away from desire lines. 

Horsham town 
centre – see 
separate page 

Ref. 4.4 - Worthing Road
(Railway bridge to Tanbridge Park): 
Narrow footways on both sides of 
carriageway. Wide side road crossing at 
Tanbridge Park. No tactile paving at 3 
side road crossings (Blackbridge Lane, 
Tanbridge Park, Cricket Field Road). 
Some footway damage. 

Ref. 4.4
Hop Oast signal junction: No 
footway into park and ride site and 
no signal crossing for pedestrians 
to access footway on eastern side 
of Worthing Road. 

Ref. 4.4
Worthing Road  (Hop Oast to Salisbury Road): 
Narrow footways alternately on east and then 
west side of carriageway. Some footway defects. 
No street lighting. No tactile paving over access 
to Hop Oast Farm. 

For southern route 
section see Figure A9 

Hop Oast
Park & Ride 
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Corridor 4: Southwater to Town Centre 
Route Proposals – General Overview 
Ref. 4.1 (Figure A10) - Cycle route considerations 

There is insufficient highway width to construct a continuous cycle track (or shared-use path) along all parts of Worthing Road in addition to two traffic lanes. The two key pinch 
points are the sections south of Southwater Primary School and between Horham Golf and Fitness / Football Club access and the railway bridge. Unless parts of Worthing Road 
were made one-way to make space for a cycle track, or through traffic diverted onto other roads, it is considered that an alternative alignment will be required for the cycle route 
between Southwater and Horsham. Each alternative route is dependent on successful agreements with private landowners. 

Some factors to consider for alternative alignments include: 

• directness and overall route distance;
• ability to serve existing and future developments;
• feasibility of step-free railway crossing arrangements; and
• Feasibility of a grade-separated crossing of A24.

Options may include: 

i) An eastern route via Southwater Street, Coltstaple Lane and public bridleways (Pedlar’s Way and Lovers’ Lane; rights of way references 1670 and 1672) east of the Denne 
Park estate; or

ii) Routes running broadly parallel and adjacent to Worthing Road; or
iii) Routes to the west of Worthing Road, crossing the railway to enter Horsham via the Needles estate or Highwood Mill, potentially using part of Tower Hill.

There will also be a need to consider appropriate all-weather surfaces and forms of lighting to enable use during the hours of darkness, potentially solar studs. There may also be 
benefit in developing two routes which connect to different parts of Horsham and Southwater.

At this stage it is considered that option (i) may have greatest potential, as the entire corridor currently has rights of way for cyclists. Recommended improvements for this route 
are outlined overleaf. However, factors such as the local plan review (currently in the early stages of preparation) will have a bearing on the most appropriate and viable route 
choice. 
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Corridor 4: Southwater to Town Centre 
Route proposals – general overview 
Ref. 4.4 (Figure A11) - Walking route considerations 

The section of Worthing Road between the A24 and Horsham is narrow, heavily vegetated and has sections in cutting. This makes it very challenging to create a continuous 
pedestrian route of suitable standard within highway land, with appropriate separation of pedestrians and motor vehicles, unless parts of the road were made one-way to 
provide space. Further study to assess potential alternative routes will therefore be required. Due to the distances involved, pedestrian demand between Southwater and 
Horsham is likely to be lower than the potential cycling demand. Several sections of parallel route do not currently have continuous off-carriageway provision. 

Key factors to consider for a continuous, high-quality walking route between Southwater and Horsham include: 

• Directness and overall route distance;
• Ability to serve existing and future developments;
• Feasibility of step-free railway crossing arrangements;
• Feasibility of grade-separated crossing of A24;
• Provision of lighting to enable use during hours of darkness; and
• The ability to provide footways to separate pedestrians from motor traffic.

In line with the cycle route considerations, options may include : 

i) Parts of Southwater Street, Coltstaple Lane and the public bridleway alignments (Pedlar’s Way and Lovers’ Lane, rights of way references 1670 and 1672) east of the 
Denne Park estate; or

ii) Routes running broadly parallel and adjacent to Worthing Road; or
iii) Routes to the west of Worthing Road, crossing the railway to enter Horsham via the Needles estate or Highwood Mill, potentially using part of Tower Hill.

At this stage, it is considered that option (i) may have the greatest potential to be delivered. However, highway width constraints on all potential corridors and the absence of 
existing continuous footways mean that all alternative options are likely to be challenging. Each alternative route option is dependant on successful agreement with third-party land 
owners to overcome width constraints and provide footway infrastructure of an appropriate standard. 

The sections of Worthing Road within Southwater and within Horsham both provide important pedestrian connections and improvements for these sections are described in 
Table A5. 
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Corridor 4: Southwater to Town Centre 
Table A5: Proposed Improvements – Worthing Road 

Location Proposed Infrastructure Improvements (subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 

Ref. 4.3
(Figure A9) 
Worthing Road, 
Southwater 
(Lintot Square to 
Blakes Farm Road 
Roundabout 

In terms of potential walking route improvements on Worthing Road within Horsham: Ref. 4.4
(Figure A11) 
Worthing Road, 
Horsham 

• Redesign wide side road crossings to reduce vehicle turning speeds and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for pedestrians where
footways cross lightly trafficked side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Consistently install tactile paving to current standards.

In terms of potential walking route improvements on Worthing Road within Southwater: 

• Redesign wide side road crossings to reduce vehicle turning speeds and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for pedestrians where
footways cross lightly trafficked side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Consistently install tactile paving to current standards.

• Redesign the Worthing Road / Fairbanks Road signal-controlled junction to provide the pedestrian crossings on the desire line.
• Redesign the Worthing Road / Southwater Street junction, to accommodate north-south crossings on the pedestrian desire line.
• Review, and if required, amend pedestrian refuges on all arms of the Worthing Road / Blakes Farm Road / Fletchers roundabout, to ensure there is

suitable usable width for all users.
• Cut back overhanging vegetation to widen usable footway width.
• Widen narrow footway sections, potentially with sections of priority working and using highway grass verges to achieve this. Highway width

constraints mean that some sections of narrow footway, or sections without footway on both sides, may remain unless one-way arrangements were
introduced for motor vehicles.

• Identify opportunities to provide additional controlled crossings on Worthing Road, potentially in association with any future residential developments.
• Identify opportunities to complete any missing sections of footway along Worthing Road, potentially in association with any future residential

developments.
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Corridor 4: Southwater to Town Centre 
Table A6: Proposed Improvements – Cycle Route to Horsham 

Location 

Ref 4.5
(Figure A8
Lintot Square to 
Southwater Street (via 
Cedar Drive and 
connecting residential 
streets) 

Ref. 4.6
Southwater Street 
and Coltstaple Lane 

Ref. 4.6 Pedlar’s 
Way and Lovers’ 
Lane 

Context: North-south connections to the east of Worthing Road currently comprising a combination of some low traffic flow roads, some higher 
traffic flow roads and traffic-free paths. 
• Consider an area-wide 20mph speed limit on residential streets to reduce motor vehicle speeds, with supporting physical traffic calming

measures as appropriate.
• Construct off-road cycle infrastructure along Cripplegate Lane and Cedar Drive between Station Road (South) and Easteds Lane, where traffic

flows are higher.
• Install lighting on Easteds Lane route, potentially using low-level solar studs if appropriate.
• On connecting paths within the residential estates, review barriers and introduce a design that enables all categories of cycle to use the route,

such as bollards.
• Enable contraflow cycling on one-way section of Station Road (South) and widen footway for shared-use by cyclists and pedestrians.

Proposed Infrastructure Improvements (subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 

Context: These are public highways likely to have at least 2,500 vehicles per day, with limited scope to divert traffic onto alternative routes. The 
section west of the A24 overbridge has a 30mph speed limit and the section to the east of the overbridge has a 40mph speed limit. There is limited 
natural surveillance and no street lighting. These lanes score poorly in the cycle route assessment. 
• Further work required to establish the feasibility of an off-carriageway, all-weather surface, path for this section. This may require

agreement with third party land to achieve an appropriate route.
• If a suitable alignment cannot be identified then an alternative may be to route via Reeds Lane. This would require a new grade-separated

crossing (overbridge or underpass) of the A24. This is likely to require some land allocated in the Southwater Neighbourhood Plan
Submission Version as local open space to achieve this.

Context: these are public bridleways with unsurfaced sections which are currently rutted, uneven and unsuitable for use by most cyclists or 
pedestrians. 
• Work with private landowners to agree package of improvements to enable all-year, all-weather use of the public bridleway alignments. This

should comprise a path of at least 3.5m wide and improved surface. Suitable means of illumination should also be considered, to enable use
during hours of darkness, potentially using solar studs.

Context: Two alternative routes towards the town centre, on largely residential streets with 30mph speed limits and lower traffic flows. 
Ref. 4.6
Queensway or 
Chesworth Lane and 
Denne Road • Consider introduction of 20mph speed limit, with supporting physical traffic calming measures if appropriate.
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Corridor 5: Broadbridge Heath to Town Centre
Figure A12: Cycle Route Audit – Key Findings
Context and key issues 
•

•

Provides connections to key
destinations including Horsham town
centre, Tanbridge House School,
Broadbridge Heath retail park and
leisure centre
Two route options considered. The
Farthings Hill / Guildford Road route
has very high traffic flows and two
sections where cyclists are not
protected from traffic. The route via
the
cycle/footbridge over the A24 is less
direct and has frequent changes of
direction but is traffic-free.

Existing narrow segregated path on 
Guildford Road, without priority across side 
roads 

Key 

• Junction where cyclists potentially
in conflict with high traffic flows

Ref. 5.6
Guildford Road west of 
Merryfield Drive: Narrow 
two-way cycle track on south 
side of the carriageway. 
Segregated space for 
pedestrians and cyclists is 
delineated by a white line. 
The track has a poor surface 
quality, inadequate dropped 
kerbs and no priority for 
crossing cyclists at side 
roads. 

Ref. 5.6
Guildford Road and 
Bishopric: 30mph speed 
limit, high traffic flows and no 
dedicated cycle infrastructure. 
Single carriageway road 
bordered by residential and 
commercial properties. Two 
critical junctions. 

Ref. 5.2
Farthings Hill: Single 
carriageway road with 30mph 
speed limit, high traffic flows 
and no dedicated cycle 
infrastructure. One critical 
junction. Minimal natural 
surveillance (overlooking). 

Ref. 5.1
Broadbridge Way: Major 
highway works underway to 
reduce the number of traffic 
lanes, construct a wide shared 
use path and signal crossings 
over Farthings Hill 
Interchange. No at-grade 
signal crossing at Wickhurst 
Lane roundabout. 

Horsham town 
centre – see 
separate page 

Ref. 5.5
Shared-use paths east of A24: Some areas of 
overgrown vegetation, reducing usable width, 
and corners where forward visibility is 
reduced. Some sections of poor surface 
quality. Route via Tanbridge House School 
has bridge with 'cyclists dismount’ sign. 
Narrow sections west of Hills Farm Lane and 
elements without natural surveillance 
(overlooking) or street lighting. 

Highwood Mill
development 

Broadbridge
Heath 

Wickhurst Green 
development 

Ref. 5.4
Shared-use path west of A24: 
Tarmac surface path with 
frequent changes in direction 
and some sharp corners. No 
formal priority for cyclists 
across side accesses. Barriers 
on bridge approach reduce 
usable width and may prevent 
access for certain types of 
cycle. 



•
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Corridor 5: Broadbridge Heath to Town Centre
Figure A13: Walking Route Audit – Key Findings

Context and key issues 
• Sections of narrow footway, with 

pedestrians in close proximity to 
high traffic flows on Guildford Road, 
particularly east of Farthings Hill 
Interchange;

• Most of the route has a 30mph 
speed limit, with 40mph speed limit 
west of Farthings Hill Interchange;

•

•

Part of Broadbridge Way has no 
southern footway and much of 
Farthings Hill has no northern 
footway; and
Several side road junctions with 
wide side road crossings and/or no 
tactile paving.

Wide side road crossing at Tanfield Court 

Key 
• Signal or zebra crossing

Junction or crossing with high 
traffic flows and no signal or 
zebra crossing

Ref. 5.1
Broadbridge Way:
Southern footway to connect to Broadbridge Retail Park is 
particularly narrow. No footway provision between the 
retail park vehicular access and pedestrian access. 
Limited natural surveillance /lighting (particularly on 
connecting footpath to Broadbridge Retail Park). No 
crossing provision at retail park vehicular access. 

Ref. 5.2
Farthings Hill between the A24 Farthings Hill 
Interchange and Hills Farm Lane: 
Southern footway is narrow in places, in particular 
between Farthings Walk and Pines Ridge. Section 
of southern footway west of Tanbridge House 
School access has no natural surveillance due to 
extensive planting. No northern footway between 
Farthings Court and Tanbridge House School 
roundabout. At Tanbridge House School 
roundabout crossings deviate significantly from 
desire lines. Pedestrian refuge on southern arm 
may not be wide enough for all users and has no 
tactile paving.
No tactile paving at Farthings Court junction. Wide 
side road at Firs Close. 

Ref. 5.6
Guildford Road / Bishopric:
Footway damage between Kings Mews and Albion 
Way.
Pedestrian refuges at Rushams Road and to the 
east of Blackbridge Road which may not be wide 
enough for all users. Wide side roads at 
Broadbridge Lane, Blackbridge Lane, Tanfield 
Court, Rushams Road and at the accesses to 
John Lewis / 51 Bishopric and three side road 
junctions without tactile paving. 

Horsham town 
centre – see 
separate page 

Ref. 5.6
Guildford Road between Hills Farm 
Lane and Merryfield Drive:
Some footway damage. Narrow footway 
widths to the north of Guildford Road 
between Irwin Drive and Hillside. Wide 
side road junctions at Irwin Drive and 
Merryfield Drive, with crossings away 
from pedestrian desire lines. No tactile 
paving at Irwin Drive, Hills Place, Hills 
Cemetery access, Hillside and Merryfield 
Drive. 

Ref 5.6
A281 Bishopric / Albion Way signal 
junction: No crossing provision on 
northern arm. Staggered crossings on 
western arm cause delay for pedestrians. 
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Corridor 5: Broadbridge Heath to Town Centre 
Table A7: Proposed Improvements (Western Sections) 

Location 

Ref. 5.1
(Figure A12/A13) 
Broadbridge Way 
(Tesco Roundabout to 
Farthings Hill 
Interchange

Ref. 5.2
(Figure A12/A13)
Farthings Hill 

• Construct a cycle track, segregated from pedestrians, and footway of an appropriate standard (where currently missing) along the southern side of
the former bypass, to provide access to the retail units. Widen existing sections of narrow footway where necessary.

• Consider enhanced lighting where the existing footway is not fully illuminated.
• Redesign the Broadbridge Retail Park access to accommodate safer cycling and pedestrian crossing movements.

Proposed Infrastructure Improvements (subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 

• There is insufficient highway space between the property boundaries to provide a segregated cycle track or continuous footways on both
sides of the carriageway if two traffic lanes are retained. Further detailed investigations are required to confirm whether there is sufficient
space to overcome existing width constraints on the southern footway, or to widen and convert the southern footway into a shared-use path.
This is likely to require the carriageway to be narrowed and realigned in places.

• Redesign wide side road junction to reduce the speed of turning motor vehicles and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for cyclists
and pedestrians where cycle tracks and footways cross lightly trafficked side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Install tactile paving to
current standards.

• If monitoring of traffic speeds on the A281 corridor suggests non-adherence to speed limits, then, consider measures to reduce traffic vehicle
speeds, such as physical or natural traffic calming features (such as carriageway narrowing / gateway traffic calming features).

• A shared-use path along Farthings Hill is unlikely to provide the required level of capacity to meet cycle and pedestrian demand for travel
between Broadbridge Heath and Horsham. Additional development is likely to occur at Broadbridge Heath. If this were located to the north
then a new high-quality route will be required, with grade-separated crossing of the A24 between Farthings Hill Interchange and Robin Hood
Roundabout, potentially using the existing Rookwood underpass.

• Redesign junction as compact, continental roundabout, to reduce vehicle speeds, provide sufficient space and appropriate visibility or east-west
two-way cycle track, and with crossings closer to pedestrian desire lines. Introduce controlled or priority crossing on the south approach arm and
install tactile paving in line with current standards.

Ref. 5.3
(Figure A12)
Tanbridge House 
School Roundabout 

Ref. 5.4
(Figure A12)
Shared-use path 
between 
Broadbridge Way 
and A24 overbridge 

• Work with private landowners to improve the existing cycle route, particularly in terms of directness, gentler bends and redesigned crossings,
such as with formal priority for crossing cyclists.

• Ensure that a direct and segregated cycle track connecting Wickhurst Lane to the A24 overbridge is delivered as part of any redevelopment of
the superstore, council depot and neighbouring sites.

• Ensure all sections of the bridge ramp can comfortably accommodate two-way cycle movements by all categories of cycle.
• Construct north-south controlled crossing on Broadbridge Way to connect village centre to Tesco and leisure centre. This could either be

additional to, or in place of the subway (with the subway filled in). Locating the crossing on the eastern side of the roundabout would be best
aligned with the north-south desire line.
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Corridor 5: Broadbridge Heath to Town Centre 
Table A7: Proposed Improvements (Eastern Sections) 

Location Proposed Infrastructure Improvements (subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 

• Re-surface poor quality sections with smooth, machine laid tarmac. Cut back overhanging vegetation.

Ref. 5.5
(Figure A12) 
Shared-use path, 
southern and 
eastern edges of 
Tanbridge House
school 

Ref. 5.5
(Figure A12) Hills 
Farm Lane 
shared-use path 

Ref. 5.6
(Figure A12/A13) 
Guildford Road 

• Construct two-way cycle track, fully segregated from pedestrians. It is recommended that the infrastructure be constructed on the southern side of the
carriageway due to the greater available highway width over part of the section. Accommodating the cycle track will require the loss of some grassed
verges and may require the narrowing of the carriageway.

• Highway width constraints and the proposed cycle tracks mean that sections of narrow footway to the north of Guildford Road are likely to remain
unless some additional carriageway space can be reallocated to widen them.

• Redesign wide side roads to reduce the speeds of turning vehicles and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for cyclists and pedestrians where
cycle tracks and footways cross lightly trafficked side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Install controlled crossings at busier side road junctions,
such as Hills Farm Lane, to enable safer cycle movements. Install tactile paving to current standards where missing.

• Redesign Bishopric / Albion Way junction with parallel signal crossing for east-west cyclist and pedestrian movements to and from the town centre and
consider whether crossing provision can be introduced on the northern arm of the junction. Review whether the existing two-stage crossing layout on
the western arm, can be replaced to enable pedestrians to cross in fewer stages.

• Review and, if required, amend pedestrian refuges to ensure there is suitable width for all users.
• If monitoring of traffic speeds on the A281 corridor suggests non-adherence to speed limits, then, consider measures to reduce traffic vehicle speeds,

such as with a reduced 20mph speed limit or physical / natural traffic calming features (such as carriageway narrowing /traffic calming features).

• Construct wider, fully segregated, cycle track to comfortably accommodate two-way cycle traffic. This should incorporate gentle curves, good forward 
visibility and lighting throughout. Remove 'cyclists dismount' signs at bridge over Boldings Brook unless there are valid reasons for their retention.

• Redesign A281 / Hills Farm Lane junction to enable safer cycle crossing movements, such as with signal controlled junction.



•
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Corridor 6: Warnham Mill to Town Centre 
Figure A14: Walking Route Audit 
Context and key issues 

• Section west of Warnham Mill subject
to national speed limit section to the
east has 30mph speed limit

•

•

Narrow footway widths at various 
points, in particular east of Warnham 
Mill, with pedestrians in close 
proximity to high traffic flows. 
Several wide side road crossings, 
resulting in longer pedestrian 
crossing distances.

Wimblehurst Road arm of North Parade 
signal junction – no signal crossing and 
narrow pedestrian refuge 

Key 

• Signal or zebra crossing Junction
or crossing with high traffic flows
and no signal or zebra crossing

Ref. 6.2
North Parade between Pondtail Road and 
Wimblehurst Road: 
Narrow footways, with useable widths reduced by 
overgrown vegetation near Trafalgar Road. North 
Parade / Wimblehurst Road junction –no signal 
crossing provision on southern or eastern arms. 
Pedestrian refuge (eastern arm) is not wide 
enough for some users.
North Parade / Hurst Road signal-controlled 
junction: No pedestrian crossing provision on 
southern arm. Wide side roads at Trafalgar Road, 
Fishers Court and Greenacres. Tactile paving 
missing at these junctions and at White Hart 
Court. 

Ref. 6.4
Springfield Road (London Road to Albion 
Way):
London Road junction: Wide side road 
crossing with no tactile paving. Pedestrian 
refuge may not be wide enough for all users 
and crossing is not located on the north-
south desire line. Poor visibility for crossing 
pedestrians. Albion Way / Springfield Road 
junction: Staggered crossings cause delay to 
pedestrians and do not have on-crossing 
detectors to modify green man time. 

Ref. 6.1
Warnham Road: 
Footway on southern side of road 
terminates west of bridge over Boldings 
Brook. Missing section of southern footway 
along part of Dog and Bacon public house 
frontage immediately west of North Parade. 
Northern footway is narrow, in particular 
east of Warnham Mill. Wide side road 
crossings at Redford Avenue and Pondtail 
Road, with no tactile paving. 

Ref. 6.3 North Parade (Hurst Road to 
London Road):
Wide side road crossings at Rushams 
Road and Parkfield. No tactile paving at 
five side roads (Blunts Way; Milnwood 
Road; Parkfield; Ravenscroft Court and 
Timber Court). Pelican crossing at 
Horsham Park entrance does not have on-
crossing detectors to modify green man 
time. 

Horsham town 
centre – see 
separate page 
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Corridor 6: Warnham Mill to Town Centre 
Table A8: Proposed improvements 

Location 

Ref 6.1
(Figure A14) 
Warnham Road 

Ref. 6.2
(Figure A14)
North Parade 
(Pondtail Road 
to Hurst Road) 

Ref. 6.3
(Figure A14)
North Parade (Hurst 
Road to London Road)
Ref. 6.4
(Figure A14)
Springfield Road
(London Road to Albion 
Way) 

•

•

Widen narrow sections of footway through kerb realignment and carriageway narrowing, where carriageway width permits. Highway width
constraints mean that some sections of narrow footway, or sections without footway on both sides, may remain unless one-way arrangements
were introduced for motor vehicles to provide additional space or third-party land acquired. Redesign wide side roads (Redford Avenue and
Pondtail Road) to reduce the speed of turning vehicles and pedestrian crossing distances. Introduce priority for pedestrians where footways cross
lightly trafficked side roads and Warnham Mill access, with raised tables for level crossing. Consistently install tactile paving.

• Redesign North Parade junction adjacent to Dog and Bacon public house to accommodate a continuous footway.
• If monitoring of traffic speeds suggests non-adherence to speed limits, consider measures to reduce traffic speeds, such as

carriageway narrowing / traffic calming features.

Proposed Infrastructure Improvements (subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation)

• Widen footways using sections of highway verge on North Parade. Redesign the North Parade / Wimblehurst Road and North Parade / Hurst
Road signal-controlled junctions, to accommodate crossings on the pedestrian desire line, and with crossing phases on each arm. If retained as
part of future junction design, amend the pedestrian refuge on the Wimblehurst Road arm to ensure there is suitable useable width for all
users.

• Redesign wide side roads to reduce the speed of turning vehicles and pedestrian crossing distances. Introduce priority for pedestrians where
footways cross lightly trafficked side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Consistently install tactile paving.

• Further work is required to identify opportunities for potential new controlled crossings on North Parade, to improve east-west movements.
• If monitoring of traffic speeds suggests non-adherence to speed limits, consider measures to reduce traffic speeds, such as carriageway

narrowing / traffic calming features.

• Redesign the North Parade / London Road junction, to accommodate crossings on the pedestrian desire line and improve visibility for crossing
pedestrians (such as with reduced junction widths or controlled crossings as appropriate). Review, and if required, amend the pedestrian refuge,
to ensure there is suitable usable width for all users.

• Redesign current Albion Way / B2237 Springfield Road multi-stage crossing layout, to provide pedestrian crossings with a reduced number of
crossing stages if feasible. Install on-crossing pedestrian detection as part of future signal crossing upgrades.

• Redesign wide side roads to reduce the speed of turning vehicles and pedestrian crossing distances. Introduce priority for pedestrians where
footways cross lightly trafficked side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Consistently install tactile paving.
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Town Centre Cycle Movements 
Context and key issues 
Each of the cycle routes described on the previous pages lead to the town centre. 
However, many local journeys have destinations which require routes across, or via, 
the town centre. At present the following features combine to make parts of the town 
centre unsuitable for cycling journeys, and particularly for making journeys across the 
town centre: 

• The dual carriageways of Albion Way and Park Way create major physical
barriers, limiting crossing points into the town centre. Most of the at-grade
crossings must be crossed in two-stages with staggered central islands, where
cyclists can be in conflict with pedestrians. The dual carriageways themselves
have high traffic flows, making them unsuitable as a cycle route around the town
centre;

•

•

Whilst the extensive pedestrianised area creates traffic-free streets, cycling is
prohibited in several of them, limiting route options for cycle journeys; There are a
number of one-way streets, some of which do not have contraflow arrangements
to enable two-way cycling and which require lengthy diversions to avoid them. An
example of this is the South Street-Carfax route, which is one-way northbound;

• Some streets, such as Blackhorse Way, have high traffic flows, which makes them
unsuitable for cycling, and general motor traffic has the option of travelling north-
east through the town centre as well as using Albion Way; and

• Some of the traffic-free routes for cycling are indirect, with many changes in
direction, and limited natural surveillance (overlooking). There are also barriers in
places which prevent certain cycle designs from using these routes.

Recommendations 
A range of measures are required to enhance cross-town cycle routes. 
Several of these were put forward to the County Council’s Walking & Cycling 
Strategy. The nascent Horsham Town Centre Public Realm strategy may 
present an opportunity for further feasibility studies for: 

• Bishopric, Worthing Road and Springfield Road connection to Cycle
Corridors 1a, 4 and 5;

• Carfax;

• Worthing Road between Albion Way and the bus station connecting to Cycle
Corridor 4;

• Vehicle movements on the Blackhorse Way – Carfax route by general
traffic.

Protected cycle tracks would be required to make Albion Way / Park Way suitable 
for cycling. This could be achieved with a reduction in the number of traffic 
lanes; however this would be challenging to deliver. 

It is also recommended that cycle routes are formalised through Horsham Park, 
with signing, and segregated cycle tracks, to provide alternative east-west 
options north of the town centre. 
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This document, which is to be read in conjunction with Horsham’s first LCWIP, provides a 
summary of comments and points raised by both stakeholders and the public during its 
preparation. These will be considered during the design stages for any of the schemes 
and the LCWIP review. 
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Forward 
 
 

 
 
 
Horsham’s first Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan, (LCWIP), as set out in the 
Government’s Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy, is a new, strategic approach to identifying 
cycling and walking improvements required at the local level. The LCWIP will assist both the 
Highway Authority West Sussex County Council and the District Council to identify cycling and 
walking improvements across the town which could be delivered from future investment or grants 
in the short, medium and long term. It forms a vital part of the Government’s strategy to increase 
the number of trips made on foot or by cycle.  
 
The LCWIP will support the District Local Plan and the emerging Public Realm Strategy by 
providing new infrastructure and physical improvements to encourage behavioural change. By 
linking existing and new residential and business areas with key destinations such as the railway 
stations, schools and colleges, workplaces and the town centre, this will maximise the uptake of 
opportunities for everyday travel.  
 
Working in Partnership with consultants WSP, this is Horsham’s first LCWIP which it is proposed to 
review every five years with new routes being added or routes amended to keep pace with the 
changes across the town. 
 
Horsham’s first LCWIP has not been developed in isolation. I am grateful to all local stakeholders 
and the public who have given their time to support and develop our plan.  
 
 
 
Councillor Peter Burgess 
Councillor for Holbrook West and Cabinet Member for Horsham Town 
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1. Summary of Reponses to the LCWIP Consultation 
 

To help inform the emerging document, a stakeholder and public consultation was held in August 2020. 
 
There were 211 responses received from the public and 8 stakeholder replies. The responses ranged 
from a single comment in a paragraph to detailed replies of more than 8 pages. Stakeholders’ responses 
were received from the local Parish Council, Neighbourhood Councils, Horsham District Cycle Forum, 
Horsham Blueprint Business Forum and the Horsham Society. 
 
The online consultation allowed people to view the draft LCWIP, and included a short survey based 
questionnaire on cycling and walking habits, together with a section for detailed comments on the 
corridors into the town. Many comments covered the same or similar points so these have been grouped 
together in sections. 
 
In general, there was an understanding that the Plan is in line with Government ambition to make cycling 
and walking the natural choices for shorter journeys or as part of a longer journey by delivering the 
infrastructure at a local level. 
 
 
 
 

Support 
 
Comments received were very supportive of the Plan with over 32% of those who replied specifically 
mentioning their support for Horsham’s first LCWIP.  Here are a few extracts; 
 
 

“…. acknowledge the LCWIP is a positive strategic document, and the routes are 
subject to funding which may take many years to deliver ….” 

 
 
“…. overall I feel the consultation paper is an excellent piece of work ….” 
 
 

“…. it is to be welcomed that at long last Horsham is actively looking at improving 
walking and cycling routes ….” 

 
 
“…. like the plans [LCWIP] and recognise a lot of thought and consideration are 
being put into this, great work ….” 
 
 
“…. there is little in the Plan to criticise. The vision is exciting, the methodology 
is sound, and the identified corridors offer good potential for district-wide model 
transfer ….” 

 
 
 
Response: Thank you for your positive and supportive comments. 
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2. Summary of Stakeholders’ General Comments 

2.0 LCWIP Section Number 2 - Scope of Horsham LCWIP 

 Comment Response 

2.1 Develop a complete cycling network for the town not just 
the 5 corridors. 

 

Routes through the town centre need to be considered as 
well. 

 

The town needs a well-connected series of interconnected 
routes between the 5 radial corridors. 

 

LCWIP needs to be extended to include routes to Crawley, 
Downs Link, Warnham, Christ’s Hospital to Southwater, 
Mannings Heath, and North Horsham to Roffey. 

 

 

The first LCWIP includes the main 
corridors into the town centre as a starting 
point. Additional or amended routes will 
be considered as part of the LCWIP 
review. 

 

Additional studies would be required for 
some areas such as the town centre.  

 

Additional routes are included in the West 
Sussex County Council LCWIP.  

 

Additional cross link suggestions are 
welcomed and will be kept under review. 

The LCWIP has identified the Key 
Corridors where investment will produce 
the best outcomes.   

2.2 Further work should be undertaken on walking routes. 

 

A list of ‘point interventions’ where there are specific 
problems such as missing crossing points and better local 
standards that prioritise pedestrians wherever changes are 
made on the highway. 

 

The LCWIP has been prepared in line 
with Government technical guidance and 
is not meant to be exhaustive. 

 

Detailed provision for pedestrians will be 
included at the design stage of any 
proposed scheme. 

 

Additional designs or routing could be 
considered in the LCWIP review.  

2.3 Important that, where possible, new cycling & walking 
routes should also benefit motorists. 

User priorities need considering within 
detailed design stage and balanced 
response. 

2.4 Two-way cycling in one-way streets, not favoured. Assess impacts, alternative options and 
priorities to be considered at detailed 
design stage.  

2.5 Priority for the LCWIP should be to deliver one route 
entirely. Only a complete route can fulfil its function 
properly and make a real difference. 

 

The LCWIP establishes five key cycle 
corridors based on the propensity to cycle 
evaluation. We will seek to develop and 
deliver these key priorities where 
investment will produce the best 
outcomes while reviewing future 
schemes. 

2.6 Important for consideration to be given to the ongoing 
maintenance of any scheme and therefore a commitment 
to ongoing maintenance with adequate funding provided. 

Noted and agree. 
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3.0 LCWIP Section Number 3 - Integration with Policy and Strategy 

 Comment Response 

3.1 Cycle provision to meet minimum standards of the current 
Cycle Infrastructure Design guidance. 

 

Provision for disabled users who are particularly sensitive 
to poor standards of cycling and walking provision. 

Detailed route designs to be considered 
in line with current national and local 
design advice such as Local Transport 
Note 1/20 and Gear Change, West 
Sussex Cycling Design Guide.  

 

3.2 Need to ensure that the aims of the LCWIP and Public 
Realm improvements are totally compatible and still 
necessary. 

Noted. It is necessary now and in the 
future to secure growth and vitality. 

 
 
 

4.0 LCWIP Section Number 4 - Active Travel Content 

 Comment Response 

4.1 Primary and junior schools should be destinations as these 
are priority destinations for both walking and cycling. 

Corridor 1a and 1b North Horsham, 
Corridor 3 Forest School and Corridor 5 
Broadbridge Heath cover routes to both 
primary and secondary schools.  

 

Additional routes and destinations could 
be considered in the LCWIP review.  

4.2 Consider a lowering of speed limits for residential areas, 30 
mph down to 20 mph zones. 

 

Recognise need to reduce speed limits in 
certain areas as well as cycle schemes. 

 

Local speed reductions in residential 
areas to be considered in the LCWIP 
review. 

 
 
 

5.0 LCWIP Section Number 5 - Route Network Planning for Cycling 

 Comment Response 

5.1 No specific comments received on this section. No change. 

 
 

6.0 LCWIP Section Number 6 - Route Network Planning for Walking 

 Comment Proposed Response 

6.1 No specific comments received on this section.  No change. 
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7.0 LCWIP Section Number 7 - Route Audits 

 Comment Response 

7.1 Introduce Low Traffic Neighbourhoods.  The use of LTNs will be explored as 
possible options in the future. 

 

To be considered at the detail design 
stage and in the LCWIP review.  

7.2 Poor state of current infrastructure.  Noted. 

 

To be considered at the detail design 
stage and in the LCWIP review. 

7.3 Width narrowing at some side road junctions is welcome 
whilst maintaining traffic flow on the main road.  

Noted and agree. 

 

To be considered at the detail design 
stage and in the LCWIP review. 

 

8.0 LCWIP Section Number 8 - Provisional Cost Estimates for Route Improvements 

 Comment Response 

8.1 Query the costs of individual route estimates quoted. 

 

The cost estimates section needs to highlight the 
economic, health and environmental benefits of active 
travel. 

Indicative high-level cost estimates to 
understand the broad scale of funding 
which might be required. 

 

Cost to be built up in detailed design 
stage and priorities assessed. 

We note that cycling has positive benefits 
as listed. 

 

9.0 LCWIP Section Number 9 - Integration, Delivery and Next Steps 

 Comment Response 

9.1 

 

DfT Technical Guidance reads “it is envisaged that the 
LCWIP will need to be reviewed and updated approximately 
every four or five years”. 

 

Prioritisation of routes needs to be considered as there are 
a number of routes that have strong benefits without 
presenting significant engineering difficulties. 

It is planned to update the LCWIP every 
five years and part of the review would 
include stakeholder and public 
consultation. 

 

The LCWIP establishes five key cycle 
corridors based on the propensity to cycle 
evaluation. We will seek to develop and 
deliver these key priorities where 
investment will produce the best 
outcomes while reviewing future 
schemes. 

 

The detailed design for schemes would 
include extensive case study with 
stakeholder and public consultation. 

 

Routes will be developed as and when 
funding becomes available. 
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3. Summary of Public General Comments 

 Comment 

  Blanket 20mph limit for all residential areas. 

 Generally supportive of more walking and cycling infrastructure. 

 Cycle lanes should only be created where there is sufficient room for the lanes without 
making the roads too narrow for other vehicles. 

 Improved provision of secure cycle racks or parking for cycles in town. 

 General tidy of the existing and sometimes confusing cycle signs in town. 

 Training required for cyclists. 

 Further work is needed on all walking routes. 

 Improve the existing cycle lanes first. 

 Safe cycle route along the A 264 Horsham to Crawley. 

 Connections to surrounding settlements, Warnham, Slinfold, Manning Heath, Downs 
Link, Christ’s Hospital, Kingsfold, Rudgwick. 

 More provisions to ban cyclists in West Street. 

 Should be encouraging people to cycle, not just provide A to B routes which do not get 
used much. 

 The barrier of the A24 and the extremely poor quality of the Worthing Road from Hop 
Oast into Horsham 

 The Carfax and surrounding roads need to be considered for cyclists. 

 Better surely to improve pavements for pedestrians only. 

 Well designed separate cycle route not just painted lines in narrow road. 

 Town centre east/west route is required. 

 Circular route around Horsham. 

 Improved crossings where a road and cycle path cross. 

 Separate cycle and walking routes, not combined routes. 

 More interconnecting routes in the town centre. 

 Primary and secondary schools are the biggest source of traffic. 

 Would welcome speed reductions and safer junctions. 

 Cycle link from the new Enterprise Park to the railway station. 

 Further feasibility work needs to be undertaken on the town centre cycling movements. 

 Detailed design layouts were submitted for a number of major junctions. 

 It would be nice to have safe crossings for the wheelchair user. 

 The problem of motorists' excessive speed on these routes needs to be meaningfully 
tackled. 

 
 

 Response: 

 

Thank you to everyone who responded. We appreciate the time people took to respond, and the 
wide range of views expressed. Your views will help ensure that a stronger and more 
collaborative LCWIP emerges as a result. 

 

The DfT has explicitly said that local authorities with Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure 
Plans will be better placed to secure future funding which is why this Plan has been produced. 
The District Council will work in partnership with other organisations and the Highway Authority, 
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West Sussex County Council, to secure funding which will enable delivery of schemes in the 
Plan. 

 

The routes identified in the Plan were selected in line with guidance provided by the DfT and in 
consultation with the local stakeholders. Some of the points listed, and the interconnecting routes 
and destinations that are not identified in this Plan, are beyond the scope of this first LCWIP and 
would be the subject of discussion for inclusion as the LCWIP is reviewed. 
 

In line with DfT guidance, the Plan focusses on infrastructure delivery rather than establishing 
new policy. The Plan has been amended to include a statement that the LCWIP is a key tool in 
helping to deliver local improvements to increase cycling and walking in the District and the 
emerging Horsham District Local Plan will ensure that due regard is given to this strategic 
document. 

 

In line with DfT guidance, the focus of the LCWIP was to identify priority routes for investment 
based on their likelihood to encourage more walking and cycling. We recognise that longer 
distance routes connecting settlements are also important to encourage more cycling trips in 
rural areas.  

 

In support of the decision makers and to set out more clearly what is expected of designers, the 
Plan has been amended to include reference to current national and local design advice such as 
Local Transport Network 1/20, Gear Change and the West Sussex Cycling Design Guide.  

 

The next section provides a breakdown of the core responses received for the main 
corridors identified for the Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan. These will be 
used to help inform the design and consultation process as and when these routes come 
forward. 
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4. Summary of Corridor Comments 

LCWIP Reference 1a - Corridor 1a: North Horsham 

 Comment 

  Kings Road needs traffic calming with or without the cycle measures. 

 Considerations made on Rusper Road. 

 Layouts around the station need to be considered carefully due to lack of parking. 

 A new bridge is needed over the railway in North Street. 

 Strategic redevelopment of the New Street underpass would enable Horsham Park to 
better serve as an active transport aggregation point. 

 Kings Road, narrowing the road will cause massive congestion, this is a main route into 
the town. 

 No safe cycling route from the east to the west side of town unless you dismount in the 
subway that runs between New Street and Horsham Park. 

 Parsonage Road/Kings Road roundabout is hazardous and has inadequate provision for 
walking/cycling. Needs redesigning. 

 Station bridge, Existing bridge is narrow, a new pedestrian footbridge could be 
cantilevered on the side, and existing width reallocated for cycle lanes. 

 Booth Way, Depot Road, New Street should be considered over using the railway 
bridge. 

 
 

LCWIP Reference 1b - Corridor 1b: North Horsham 

 Comment 

  North Heath/ Parsonage Road Roundabout needs improving for both drivers and 
cyclists. 

 The cycle track on the side of North Parade would be much better if it was separated 
from the road. 

 Utilise the width of North Parade seems to make the most sense. 

 Much safer crossing of the A264 from Northlands Road to Old Holbrook and from 
Pondtail Close to Langhurstwood Road. 

 Pedestrain/cycle bridge over the railway between Parsonage Road and Richmond Road. 

 Super crossing over Albion Way between London Road and Medwin Walk. Close the 
subway. 

 
 

LCWIP Reference 2- Corridor 2: Roffey 

 Comment 

  Crawley Road one way system is interesting and promising.  

 Crawley Road, reducing the speed limit to 20mph would increase road safety. 

 Streetscape enhancements are welcomed. 
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3. Summary of Corridor Comments 

LCWIP Reference 3 - Corridor 3: Forest School 

 Comment 

  The Queen Street sections in particular will make a big difference 

 Bennetts Road used as a rat run, also speeding up and down the road. The junctions at 
either end, and in the middle can be tricky. 

 Brighton Road, like Kings Road is a main vehicle route to and through the town. It is not 
safe to narrow down such busy roads. 

 Routes to nearby villages such as Mannings Heath. 

 Widening the footpaths under the bridge would improve pedestrian safety. 

 
 

LCWIP Reference 4 - Corridor 4: Southwater 

 Comment 

  Safe crossing over the A24 at Hop Oast roundabout with a cycle/walk-way into 
Horsham. 

 Safe cycling route Christ’s Hospital to Horsham. 

 With access to public transport, consideration of a route to Christ's Hospital Station from 
Southwater which would be more attractive than negotiating Worthing Road. 

 Always wanted to cycle from Southwater to Horsham but this is FAR TOO 
DANGEROUS. 

 This route would change the way I travel to Horsham, it is currently unsafe to cycle to 
Horsham. 

 Need for a pedestrian/cycle bridge over the Hop Oast roundabout area. 

 Only route to walk into Horsham from Southwater is by crossing the very fast moving 
A24. This totally discourages me from walking into town. 

 Walking and cycling are too dangerous because of the weight if traffic and no safe way if 
crossing the dual carriage way. 

 Southwater would really benefit from a cycle/walking route into Horsham. 

 Southwater to Town Centre Corridor, Cedar Drive into Blakes Farm Road, could be 
developed as an alternative. 

 Safe route from Lovers Lane to Southwater Country Park would open up so much more 
access. 

 Pedlars Way would welcome a better surface and lighting, which would encourage more 
Southwater school kids to cycle. 

 Walking routes are badly needed in Horsham, especially from Southwater and 
Broadbridge Heath. 

 A cycle path from Southwater to Horsham is long overdue. 
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3. Summary of Corridor Comments 

LCWIP Reference 5 - Corridor 5: Broadbridge Heath 

 Comment 

  Farthings Hill urgently needs cycle infrastructure from Tanbridge roundabout to 
Farthings roundabout. 

 Link from Farthing Hill roundabout along the Guildford Road into town 

 Broadbridge heath roundabout is awful for cyclists to negotiate. 

 Priority crossings for pedestrians and cyclists along the Guildford Road rather to avoid 
the constant stop/start. 

 There is potentially a good safe route from BBH into town. 

 A longer continuous track is preferred with fewer 'give ways' along its length. The current 
Guildford Road lane is disjointed at each road junction it crosses. 

 Broadbridge Heath village, the present arrangements in Billingshurst Road, Old 
Guildford Road and Guildford Road, A281 means they are far too dangerous to use. 

 Need for a pedestrian crossing on north side of the Bishopric junction. 

 Hard to overstate just how poor the design and condition of this route is at present for 
both pedestrians and cyclists. 

 Covert Tanbridge House School junction into a continental roundabout. 

 The route behind Tanbridge House is great being car-free, but very overgrown with 
brambles which prevents two way walking and cycling.  

 
 

LCWIP Reference 6 - Corridor 6: Warnham (Walking) 

 Comment 

  Rookwood underpass could be incorporated in a 'greenway route' for walking and 
cycling. 

 Warnham Road is dangerous to cross, any safer crossing points would be welcome. 
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North Horsham  

 

Confirm 

Enquiry 

Number 

Division Parish 
Dominant 

Road Name 

Local 

Member 

TRO Type                                                                                                                                                  

Parking / 

Speed 

Limit / 

Moving 

Summary 

Approx. 

Cost 

(build 

only) 

Score Status 

3017082 Broadbridge Warnham Northlands 

Road 

Christian 

Mitchell 

Speed 

Limit 

Request for 

speed reduction 

from NSL to 

50mph 

£2,500 19 Available for 

selection 

3009600 Horsham 

Hurst 

Horsham Victoria Street Nigel 

Dennis 

Parking 

Issue 

Request for DYLs 

on approach to 

Trinity Square 

£430 13 Available for 

selection 

3006895 

(2019) 

Holbrook North 

Horsham 

Bartholemew 

Way 

Peter 

Catchpole 

Parking 

Issue 

Request for DYLs 

around junction 

with Cissbury 

Close 

£250 

13 Available for 

selection 

438800 

(2019) 

Broad bridge 

heath 

Horsham Summerfold Christian 

Mitchell 

Parking 

Issue 

Request to install 

DYLs along the 

western end of 

Summerfold, 

from junction 

with Church 

Street 

£500 

11 Available for 

selection 

3000218 

(2019) 

Riverside Horsham Tanbridge 

Park 

Morwen 

Millson 

Parking 

Issue 

Request to install 

DYLs at 

junctions, and 

SYLs along 

remainder of 2 x 

cul-de-sacs 

coming off of 

Tanbridge Park 

£1,800 

11 Available for 

selection 

3007779 Horsham 

East 

Horsham Lambs Farm 

Road 

Andrew 

Baldwin 

Parking 

Issue 

Request for an 

extension of 

DYLs at junction 

 

£500 

11 Available for 

selection 



2702923 Horsham 

Riverside 

Horsham Needles Close Morwen 

Millson 

Parking 

Issue 

Request for DYLs 

down one side of 

road 

£200 

10 Available for 

selection 

    
 

     

3012952 Southwater 

and Nuthurst 

Southwater Shaws Lane 

Nigel Jupp 

Parking 

Issue 

Request for DYLs 

around junction 

with Bonfire Lane 

N/A 8 Rejected 

3019637 Broadbridge Broadbridge 

Heath 

BBH Bypass Christian 

Mitchell 

Speed 

Limit 

Request for a 

reduction from 

NSL to 50mph 

N/A 8 Rejected 

3021068 Holbrook North 

Horsham 

Drake Close Peter 

Catchpole 

Parking 

Issue 

Request for DYLs 

along northern 

part of road 

N/A 

5 Rejected 

3011677 Holbrook North 

Horsham 

Gateford 

Drive 

Peter 

Catchpole 

Parking 

Issue 

Request for SYLs 

along length of 

road 
N/A 

2 Rejected 

3026188 Storrington Storrington 

and 

Sullington 

Water Lane Paul 

Marshall 

Parking 

Issue 

Request for DYL 

opposite 

entrance to field 

- rejected no 

councillor 

support shown or 

consultation 

N/A 0 Rejected 

2703111 Holbrook North 

Horsham 

North Heath 

Lane 

Peter 

Catchpole 

Speed 

Limit 

Request for a 

speed reduction 

from 30mph to 

20mph. Is now 

proposed as a 

community 

highway scheme. 

N/A 0  Rejected 
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TRAFFIC REGULATION ORDER (TRO) CONSULTATION 
 

HON2003RC – Erica Way, Horsham 
 

29/10/20 – 26/11/20 
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TRO/hon1902-3/rc 

WEST SUSSEX COUNTY COUNCIL 
((HORSHAM DISTRICT) (PARKING PLACES AND TRAFFIC REGULATION) 

(CONSOLIDATION NO. 2) ORDER 2006) 
(ERICA WAY AMENDMENT) ORDER 202* 

 
NOTICE is hereby given that West Sussex County Council propose to make permanent 
Orders under the provisions of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984, the effect of which will 
be to introduce lengths of prohibition of waiting at all times (double yellow lines) in and 
around the junction of Erica Way with Heath Way and the cul-de-sac junctions on Erica 
Way.    
 
The consultations for these proposals will start on 29 October 2020 and, AT THAT TIME, full 
details of the proposals in this Notice can be viewed on our website 
www.westsussex.gov.uk/tro. The website includes a response form for comments or 
objections.  
 
Due to current social distancing requirements, paper copies of documents will not be 
available to view in council offices or libraries.  People without access to a computer who 
wish to view details of the scheme should telephone the West Sussex County Council 
Contact Centre on 01243 642105 to receive the documents by post.  
 
Any objections or comments about these proposals must be received by 26 November 
2020.  These may be sent via the response form on the website, in writing to: TRO 
Team, West Sussex County Council, The Grange, Tower Street, Chichester, PO19 1RH; or 
by e-mail to: tro.team@westsussex.gov.uk. All correspondence should be addressed to 
the undersigned, quoting the reference TRO/HON2003/RC. Only correspondence including 
a full name and address will be considered.  
 
Dated this 29 October 2020   

       Director of Law & Assurance 
County Hall 
Chichester 

 
 
 

https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/roads-and-travel/traffic-regulation-orders/
http://www.westsussex.gov.uk/tro
mailto:tro.team@westsussex.gov.uk


TRO/HON8008/RC 

WEST SUSSEX COUNTY COUNCIL 
((HORSHAM DISTRICT) (PARKING PLACES AND TRAFFIC REGULATION) 

(CONSOLIDATION NO. 2) ORDER 2006) 
(ERICA WAY AMENDMENT) ORDER 2020 

 
STATEMENT OF REASONS FOR PROPOSING TO MAKE THE ORDER 

 
The County Council in exercise of their powers under the Road Traffic Regulation Act 
1984, propose to introduce a permanent Order the effect of which will be to introduce 
lengths of prohibition of waiting at all times (double yellow lines) in and around the junction 
of Erica Way with Heath Way and the culs-de-sac junctions on Erica Way.    
 
Erica Way is a primarily residential culs-de-sac in the northern part of Horsham that 
provides access to North Heath Primary School. At school drop-off and collection times 
vehicles are routinely parking on junctions and footways and causing visibility issues and 
damage to the highway infrastructure. The North Horsham County Local Committee 
prioritised a TRO scheme to address this issue 
 
It is proposed to introduce double yellow lines at the junction of Erica Way with Heath 
Way and the culs-de-sac junctions on Erica Way to deter parking in unsuitable locations, 
prevent further highway damage and to protect visibility for pedestrians at all times.  
 
This Order is proposed for avoiding danger to persons or traffic using the road, for 
preventing damage to the road and to facilitate the passage on the road of any class of 
traffic.  
 
Plan No. TQ1732SEN  
   
shows the lengths of road, which is the subject of the proposed Order.  
 
Director of Law & Assurance   
County Hall 
Chichester 
 
August 2019 



TRO/HON1902/RC 

WEST SUSSEX COUNTY COUNCIL 
((HORSHAM DISTRICT) (PARKING PLACES AND TRAFFIC 

REGULATION) (CONSOLIDATION NO. 2) ORDER 2006) 
(ERICA WAY AMENDMENT) ORDER 2020 

 
 West Sussex County Council in exercise of their powers under Sections 1 (1) 
2 (1) and (2), 4 (2), 45, 46, 49 and 53 and Part IV of Schedule 9 of the Road 
Traffic Regulation Act 1984 “the Act” as amended and of all other enabling 
powers and after consultation with the chief officer of police in accordance with 
Part III of Schedule 9 to the Act hereby make the following Order:- 
 
This Order shall come into operation on the X day of X 2020 and may be cited as 
"West Sussex County Council ((Horsham District) (Parking Places and Traffic 
Regulation) (Consolidation No. 2) Order 2006) (Erica Way Amendment) Order 
2020." 
 
The “West Sussex County Council (Horsham District) (Parking Places and Traffic 
Regulation) (Consolidation No.2) Order 2006” is hereby amended by the deletion 
from it of the plan in the First Schedule to this Order and the substitution into it 
of the plan attached in the Second Schedule to this Order. 

 
FIRST SCHEDULE 
Plan to be deleted 

 
TQ1732SEN (Sheet Issue No.4) 
 
 

SECOND SCHEDULE 
Plan to be substituted 

(as attached) 
 
TQ17312SEN (Sheet Issue No. 5) 
 
The COMMON SEAL of WEST SUSSEX  ) 
COUNTY COUNCIL was hereto affixed  ) 
       ) 
the   day of    ) 
in the presence of      ) (L.S.) 
       ) 
       )    
       ) 
Authorised Signatory     ) 
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     North Horsham Parish Council 
Roffey Millennium Hall,           Tel:  01403 750786 (Office & Hall Bookings) 
Crawley Road, Horsham,              Roffey Millennium Hall, North Heath Hall            
West Sussex, RH12 4DT                 Holbrook Tythe Barn            
Email: parish.clerk@northhorsham-pc.gov.uk Website:  www.northhorsham-pc.gov.uk 

  

 

West Sussex Transport Plan (WSTP) 
 

The WSTP is being reviewed to update the County Council’s strategic approach to investment in, 

and management of, the transport network. This is an initial survey to gather information that will 

help to prepare the draft plan. The draft plan is expected to be published for consultation in 

summer 2021. 

 

Key issues 

WSCC consider the West Sussex Transport Plan 2011-2026 identifies issues that are still very 

relevant today.  However, the importance of these issues and potential transport strategies and 

interventions to address them may have changed. WSCC have summarised some potentially 

important challenges; 

• Tackling Climate Change 

• Supporting Local Economy 

• Providing Access for all 

• Providing Safety, Security and Health 

• Protecting the Environment and Quality of Life 

Please follow the link to the consultation page for more information: 

https://haveyoursay.westsussex.gov.uk/strategic-planning-and-place/west-sussex-transport-plan-

review-survey/consultation/intro/ 

 

 

Questions 1, 2 and 3 relate to contact details where the Parish Council’s details will be given. 

 

The issues in Question 4, indicated by the bullet points, must be answered with 

one of the following;  

1. Very important 

2. Fairly important 

3. Not very important 

4. Not at all important 

5. Don’t know.  

 

 

4. How important do you think each of the following transport issues 

are in West Sussex? 
 

Tackling Climate Change 

• Greenhouse gas emissions from transport 

• Resilience of the transport network to the impacts of climate change 

 

Supporting the Local Economy 

• Network performance and connectivity (e.g. congestion and journey times) 

https://www.westsussex.gov.uk/media/3042/west_sussex_transport_plan_2011-2026_low_res.pdf
https://haveyoursay.westsussex.gov.uk/strategic-planning-and-place/west-sussex-transport-plan-review-survey/consultation/intro/
https://haveyoursay.westsussex.gov.uk/strategic-planning-and-place/west-sussex-transport-plan-review-survey/consultation/intro/


• Accommodating planned development and regeneration 

• Impacts of COVID-19 on the economy and travel behaviour 

 

Providing Access For All 

• Transport options and interchange facilities (e.g. bus stops and stations) are 

limited or not accessible 

• Employment, education, healthcare and services are not available locally (i.e. 

within walking and cycling distance) 

• Cost of using the transport system 

• Digital connectivity is limited or not available 

 

Improving Safety, Security and Health 

• Road safety is no longer improving 

• Transport network impacts on poor public health and well-being 

• Healthy travel choices are not available 

• The perception of risk means that walking, cycling and public transport are not 

viable options 

 

Protecting the Environment and Quality of Life 

• The impacts of the transport network on the local natural and built environment 

 

 

6. Are there any other key issues that you think are missing from the list 

above? Please provide any comments 

 

 

Questions 6 to 10 ask to rank a variety of subjects in order of priority, 1 being the 

highest. Not all bullet points need to be ranked. 

 

 

6. Please rank the following interventions for Tackling Climate 

Change in order of priority. 

(priority 1 to 10) 

• Encourage use of sustainable modes of transport 

• Transition to zero emission vehicles 

• Reduce car ownership through car clubs / shared ownership 

• Develop car free urban centres 

• Reduce the need to travel through high quality digital connectivity e.g. home 

working and online service access 

• Reduce the need to travel by ensuring new developments, places of work, 

education, facilities and services are located close together 

• Adapt infrastructure to the impacts of a changing climate 

• Support habitat creation to mitigate residual greenhouse gas emissions 

• Maximise the re-use or recycling of materials in construction, and consider the 

carbon impacts of new materials for construction 

• Other (please specify) 

 



 

7. Please rank the following interventions for Supporting the Local 

Economy in order of priority. 

(priority 1 to 9) 

• Increase highway capacity in towns 

• Increase highway capacity on the main road links between economic centres 

along the West Sussex coast e.g. the A27 and A259 

• Increase highway capacity on the main road links between economic centres in 

the north and south of the county i.e. the A23 and A24 

• Improve the capacity, speed, quality and reliability of rail services between West 

Sussex and London 

• Improve the connectivity, quality and reliability of rail services between towns in 

West Sussex and other regional economic centres such as Southampton, 

Guildford or destinations in Kent 

• Improve the quality of bus services to town centres and employment locations 

• Improve the quality and connectivity of cycling and walking connections to 

increase ease of access to town centres and employment locations 

• Develop a more efficient freight transport infrastructure (including collection 

centres) to reduce costs to businesses 

• Other (Please specify) 
 

 

8. Please rank the following interventions for Providing Access For 

All in order of priority. 

(priority 1 to 11) 

• Improve digital connectivity so that there is wide online access to services 

• Improve the provision of services locally (e.g. local libraries, health care facilities, 

shops and jobs) to enable physical access 

• Improve the coverage of local bus services to enable wide access 

• Improve the coverage of community transport services to enable wide access 

• Reduce the cost of public transport 

• Improving the accessibility to public transport services so public transport is 

accessible to all 

• Improve facilities for pedestrians 

• Improve facilities for cyclists 

• Improve access to car clubs and mobility solutions (e.g. ride-hailing, ride-sharing) 

• Improve the ease of car access and parking facilities within service centres 

• Other (please specify) 
 

 

9. Please rank the following interventions for Improving Safety, 

Security and Health in order of priority. 

(priority 1 to 9) 



• Use engineering measures to reduce accidents (e.g. improving junction and road 

layouts, traffic calming) 

• Promote and enforce traffic laws 

• Give higher priority to cycling and walking facilities (e.g. segregated facilities) 

• Promote active travel such as walking and cycling, and provide training 

opportunities 

• Use school street closures at drop-off/pick-up times 

• Ensure there is ample space on footways and cycleways to enable social 

distancing to mitigate the risk from COVID-19 

• Work with local organisations, transport providers and Sussex Police to improve 

safety by tackling crime and the fear of crime in relation to travel 

• Reduce transport related air, noise and light pollution to reduce health impacts 

• Other (please specify) 
 

 

10. Please rank the following interventions for Protecting the 

Environment and Quality of Life in order of priority. 
(priority 1 to 7) 

• Protect the landscape, biodiversity and green infrastructure 

• Improve access to the countryside 

• Ensure people, wildlife and habitats are protected from the impacts of air pollution 

• Ensure that traffic noise does not impact people or the wider environment 

• Protect dark skies and minimise the impacts of light pollution 

• Improve the ‘streetscape’ to ensure places are attractive to live in 

• Other (Please Specify) 
 

 

11. Are there are any other comments you would like to make about 

transport priorities for the review of the West Sussex Transport 

Plan?  

 

 

12. Are you happy to be included on our stakeholder database to 

receive further information about the West Sussex Transport Plan 

review? 

 

Yes 

 

 

13. Are you happy to be included on our stakeholder database for 

further information about future transport scheme consultations 

related to the West Sussex Transport Plan? 

 



Yes 

 

 

14. Which statement below best describes your response? 

 

I am responding as a County, District or Borough or Parish Councillor 
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	Horsham Local CyclingAnd Walking Infrastructure Plan(LCWIP) 
	1. Introduction and Background. 
	1. Introduction and Background. 
	Introduction 
	Introduction 
	Welcome to Horsham’s first Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan(LCWIP). It is a new, strategic approach to identifying cycling and walkingimprovements required at a local level. LCWIPs take a long-term approach todeveloping cycling and walking networks. They will contribute to achievingthe government’s ambition to make cycling and walking (sometimes referred to as active travel modes) the natural choice for shorter journeys. 
	Increasing the numbers of cycling and walking journeys is central to tacklingmany of the country’s pressing challenges. These include carbon emissionsand the climate emergency, poor air quality, inactivity, poor public healthand levels of traffic congestion, for example. Better active travel infrastructurecan also improve access to jobs, education and facilities, enhance economicvitality, improve mental wellbeing, reduce social isolation and improve theenvironmental quality of our towns and villages. 
	The focus of the LCWIP is to create walking and cycling networks which willenable people to get more easily from A to B when making utility trips. These are everyday journeys made for a purpose, such as commuting to work, tripsto the shops or the doctor, or to school, college or university. Directness andjourney times are usually important considerations when making utilityjourneys. Cycling and walking trips for leisure (i.e. without a destination) arenot within the scope of the LCWIP, although these journe
	In accordance with DfT technical guidance the Horsham LCWIP is focused oncycling and walking routes within Horsham town and routes into the townfrom surrounding settlements. This is because urban areas are considered tohave the greatest potential to grow cycling and walking trips. 
	‘The world has three major problems: theclimate, congestion and the obesityepidemic. The bicycle is the answer to allthree of them.’ Jan E. JørgensenMember of the Danish Parliament 

	Vision Statement for the LCWIP 
	Vision Statement for the LCWIP 
	Vision Statement for the LCWIP 
	The following statement is intended to guide the ongoing development,delivery and evolution of Horsham’s LCWIP: 
	‘For Horsham residents, workers and visitors, cycling and walking will bethe natural choice for most short journeys, and to access public transportfor longer journeys. People will be able to easily access the places theyneed by cycle and on foot, including to and from the new areas ofdevelopment. The cycling and walking networks will be direct, safe andcomfortable to use, continuous, well-connected, inclusive and wherever possible attractive.’ 

	LCWIP objectives 
	LCWIP objectives 
	The District Council, working in partnership with a range of organisations,will: 
	a). 
	a). 
	a). 
	Increase levels of cycling and walking for utility journeys; and 

	b). 
	b). 
	Design quality cycling and walking networks based on standards andgood practice guidance. 



	How this LCWIP will be used 
	How this LCWIP will be used 
	The LCWIP is intended to be used in the following ways: 
	1.. 
	1.. 
	1.. 
	Contributing to achieving the Council’s corporate priorities, includingtackling the Climate Emergency; 

	2.. 
	2.. 
	Supporting the West Sussex Walking & Cycling Strategy; 

	3.. 
	3.. 
	Funding bids: the LCWIP will form the basis for future funding bids tosecure money to improve cycling and walking infrastructure; 

	4.. 
	4.. 
	Transport Policy: The LCWIP provides evidence for future versions of theCounty Council’s Local Transport Plan and Rights of Way ImprovementPlan; 

	5.. 
	5.. 
	Planning Policy: The LCWIP forms part of the evidence base for the LocalPlan Review, identifying the required strategic cycling and walkingnetworks. The initial programme of improvements will be included inthe Infrastructure Delivery Plan; and 

	6.. 
	6.. 
	Development Management: The LCWIP forms the basis for securinghigh-quality improvements to the strategic cycling and walkingnetworks as part of planning permissions for new development. 





	1. Introduction and Background. 
	1. Introduction and Background. 
	How this LCWIP was prepared 
	How this LCWIP was prepared 
	A Stakeholder Group was convened to shape the development of the HorshamLCWIP. Attendees represented the District Council, North Horsham and WarnhamParish Councils, Denne and Forest Neighbourhood Councils, Horsham DistrictCycling Forum, Horsham Town Community Partnership and The Horsham Society. 
	Consultancy WSP has been commissioned by Horsham District Council (HDC) toprepare the LCWIP and advise the District Council. The LCWIP has been preparedin accordance with the Technical Guidance for Local Authorities (2017) and hasused the tools made available online by the Department for Transport (DfT). Thethree key outputs recommended by the technical guidance are: 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Cycling and walking network plans, which identify preferred routes and corezones for further development; 

	•. 
	•. 
	A prioritised schedule of infrastructure improvements; and 

	•. 
	•. 
	A report setting out the underlying analysis and narrative to support theidentified networks and prioritised improvements. 


	This report includes all three of these key outputs. 

	West Sussex Cycle Summits 
	West Sussex Cycle Summits 
	Horsham District Council was pleased to host West Sussex Cycle Summit events in2016, 2017 and 2019, welcoming attendees from a wide range of differentbackgrounds and organisations. These summits helped to shape the West SussexWalking and Cycling Strategy (2016-2026) and are now informing thedevelopment of LCWIPs across the county, including for Horsham District. Theseevents will continue to inform future cycling and walking network planning andscheme development. 

	Report Structure 
	Report Structure 
	The rest of this report is structured as follows: 
	2.. 
	2.. 
	2.. 
	Scope of the Horsham LCWIP – setting out the geographical scope of theLCWIP, partnership working and timescales for implementation; 

	3.. 
	3.. 
	Integration with Policy and Strategy – identifies how the LCWIP supportslocal and national policy and strategy themes; 

	4.. 
	4.. 
	Active Travel Context – summarises the journeys currently made by activetravel modes, the available cycling and walking networks and strategicbarriers which limit movement by these modes. It also identifies keyorigins and destinations for planning cycling and walking networks; 

	5.. 
	5.. 
	Network Planning for Cycling – describes the process to connect journeyorigins to destinations, the initial corridors identified for furtherdevelopment and the route section and route audit methodology; 

	6.. 
	6.. 
	Network Planning for Walking – outlines the process of identifying a corewalking zone and key walking routes for further development and theroute audit methodology; 

	7.. 
	7.. 
	Route Audits – Infrastructure Improvements – summarises some of the key types of infrastructure improvements recommended from the routeaudits; 

	8.. 
	8.. 
	Provisional Cost Estimates for Route Improvements – indicates the potential cost ranges for the identified improvements 

	9.. 
	9.. 
	Integration, Delivery and Next Steps – identifies potential funding sources,how the LCWIP is aligned to the local plan and how and when thedocument will be reviewed. 


	Appendix A contains a suite of plans showing the context of each shortlistedcorridor, the findings of route audits and a summary of proposedinfrastructure improvements. 


	2. Scope of Horsham LCWIP. 
	2. Scope of Horsham LCWIP. 
	Geographical Coverage 
	Geographical Coverage 
	Geographical Coverage 
	Figure 1 to the right shows the geographical coverage of the Horsham LCWIP. 

	In accordance with DfT technical guidance it is focused on cycling and walking routeswithin Horsham town, as urban areas are considered to have the greatest potential togrow cycling and walking trips. However the LCWIP also covers connections to, fromand between nearby existing settlements and future development sites. The figureidentifies that most of the plan coverage is within 5km of Horsham town centre,distances which can easily be cycled by many people. 
	Other parts of the district may be covered by future iterations of the plan. 
	Other parts of the district may be covered by future iterations of the plan. 


	Partnership Working 
	Partnership Working 
	Partnership Working 

	The District Council is a member of the West Sussex LCWIP Partners Group(comprising officers from West Sussex County Council, Horsham District Council, Adur& Worthing Councils, Chichester District Council, Crawley Borough Council and theSouth Downs National Park Authority). Whilst each constituent partner is preparing anLCWIP for their respective area, they are working collaboratively to ensure that they areeach prepared with the same objectives and methods. 
	The first phase of the County Council-led LCWIP focuses on longer-distance, inter-community routes that connect the County’s principal settlements. The Crawley-Horsham corridor is one of the six initial routes to be covered by the County Council LCWIP. 

	Timescales and Implementation 
	Timescales and Implementation 
	Timescales and Implementation 

	As recommended by the technical guidance, the LCWIP covers a ten-year period from2020 to 2030. 
	The LCWIP identifies a strategic network of cycling corridors and key walking routes tocover the whole plan area. Each is considered to provide important connections and itis the District Council's intention that each of them is developed and improved, asopportunities arise and funding is available. This will however take many years tocomplete. 
	A selection of corridors have been prioritised for initial development and earlierimplementation. The District Council will look to fund and deliver improvements inpartnership with a range of other organisations, including West Sussex County Council,other district councils, parish councils, the South Downs National Park Authority, theLocal Enterprise Partnership, landowners and planning applicants. 
	Figure 1: Horsham LCWIP Geographical Scope 
	Figure 1: Horsham LCWIP Geographical Scope 
	Manning’sHeath HORSHAM Southwater BroadbridgeHeath Land north of Horsham Warnham Christ’s Hospital 



	3. Integration with Policy and Strategy. 
	3. Integration with Policy and Strategy. 
	Horsham District Policy Context 
	Horsham District Council Corporate Plan 2019-2023 
	The most recent Corporate Plan was adopted in September 2019.The LCWIP is a specific action identified by the Corporate Plan andwill contribute to several others. 
	The Corporate Plan sets five goals, against which the Council’sperformance will be measured: (1) A great place to live; (2) Athriving economy; (3) A strong, safe and healthy community; (4) Acared-for environment; and (5) A modern and flexible council. 
	Activities identified to meet goal (1) include: 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Prepare a revised Local Plan which engages with the publicand brings forward the proposals and policies … [which] aim to…deliver facilities and identify the infrastructure necessary tosupport growth in a way that protects the overall character ofthe District; 

	•. 
	•. 
	Work with central government and key partners to identify thestrategic infrastructure necessary to support sustainabledevelopment; and 

	•. 
	•. 
	Prepare a Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan thatidentifies improvements for future investment in the short,medium and long term. 


	Activities identified to meet goal (4) include: 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Produce an action plan to move towards a carbon neutralorganisation; 

	•. 
	•. 
	Work with partners towards becoming a carbon neutralDistrict; and 

	•. 
	•. 
	Work with our communities and partners to monitor air qualityand target improvement of our air quality management areas. 


	Artifact
	The District Council wishes to ensure that land use planning isclosely aligned with the LCWIP and is at the early stages of theLocal Plan Review. 
	The District Council wishes to ensure that land use planning isclosely aligned with the LCWIP and is at the early stages of theLocal Plan Review. 
	Horsham District Planning Framework (2015) 
	The Horsham District Planning Framework is the currentoverarching planning document for the area outside the NationalPark, and covers the period to 2031. Within the LCWIP plan area itidentified strategic allocations for development at Land North ofHorsham and Land West of Southwater. 
	Specific reference is made to cycling and walking measures orconnections in Plan Policy 5 (Horsham Town), Policy 6 (BroadbridgeHeath Quadrant), Policy 8 (University Quarter Mixed UseDevelopment), Policies SD1 and SD9 (relating to Land North ofHorsham), Policy 35 (Climate Change), Policy 37 (SustainableConstruction), Policy 40 (Sustainable Transport) and Policy 41(Parking). 
	Some areas have prepared, or are preparing, Neighbourhood Plans.The adopted Warnham Neighbourhood Plan outlines proposals fora new shared-use path as part of a cycle route from the village toHorsham, along with traffic calming and new crossings of the A24.The adopted Nuthurst Neighbourhood Plan states that a cycle trackfrom Monk’s Gate to Horsham is proposed as of the infrastructureschemes in the parish to be funded by the CommunityInfrastructure Fund. The draft Southwater Neighbourhood Planincludes a polic
	Horsham District Local Plan Review 
	Horsham District Council is currently reviewing and updating itsLocal Plan and intends to have the new plan formally adopted bythe end of 2021. 
	Throughout the plan there will be policies that seek to reducecarbon emissions from new development and encourage healthycommunities and lifestyles. For example, new larger developmentsites will have walkable neighbourhoods and cycle routes, as well asa mix of uses in close proximity to help reduce the reliance on cars. 


	3. Integration with Policy and Strategy. 
	3. Integration with Policy and Strategy. 
	Alignment with national policy 
	The LCWIP contributes to achieving a number of important nationalpolicies and strategies including those relating to transport, publichealth, planning, air quality and carbon. Key relevant documents aresummarised below: 
	Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy (2017) 
	Set out government’s ambition to make walking and cycling thenatural choice for shorter journeys or a part of a longer journey, forexample in combination with a train journey. The governmentconsiders that LCWIPs are a vital part of this strategy. 
	It set four objectives: (1) increasing cycling activity, with a target todouble cycling trip stages between 2013 and 2025; (2) increasingwalking activity; (3) reducing the rate of cyclists killed or seriouslyinjured; and (4) increasing the percentage of children aged 5-10 usuallywalking to school. 
	Future of Mobility: Urban Strategy (2019) 
	This outlined nine principles to address the challenge of transformingtowns and cities to meet current and future transport demands.Includes the principle that ‘walking, cycling and active travel mustremain the best option for short urban journeys.’ An accompanying rural strategy is expected shortly. 
	Inclusive Transport Strategy (2019) 
	This states that the transport system must provide inclusiveinfrastructure, with streetscapes designed to accommodate the needsof all people. 
	National Planning Policy Framework (2019) 
	This sets out England’s planning policies and must be taken intoaccount when preparing local plans. It states that planning policiesshould provide for high quality walking and cycling networks andsupporting facilities such as cycle parking, drawing on Local Cyclingand Walking Infrastructure Plans. 
	Clean Air Strategy (2019) 
	Outlines how the government intends to tackle all sources of airpollution. Increasing cycling and walking is one of the identifiedactions to reduce congestion and emissions from road transport. 
	Artifact
	Clean Growth Strategy (2018) 
	Clean Growth Strategy (2018) 
	This strategy aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to meetthe targets outlined in the Climate Change Act 2008 whilstgrowing national income. The government’s pledge to invest £1.2billion to make cycling and walking the natural choice for shorterjourneys is one of the 50 actions identified in the strategy. 
	Everybody Active, Every Day (2014) 
	Highlights how the built and natural environment shapes thetravel choices people make. Underscores the importance ofeffective urban design and transport systems which create ‘activeenvironments’ to promote walking, cycling and create moreliveable communities. 
	Alignment with County Council Policy 
	West Sussex Local Transport Plan LTP3 (2011-2026) 
	The West Sussex Transport Plan focuses on improving the qualityof life of people in West Sussex by promoting economic growth;tackling climate change; providing access to services, employmentand housing; and improving safety, security and health. Increasingthe use of sustainable modes of transport is integral to this plan.The West Sussex LCWIP aligns with these aims by developingcycling and walking networks of safe routes, to connect peopleand places in a sustainable way. 
	West Sussex Walking and Cycling Strategy (2016-2026) 
	The strategy aligns with the LTP3 objectives of improving quality oflife by promoting economic growth, tackling climate change,providing access to services, employment and housing, andimproving safety, security and health. It sets out a prioritised list ofpotential cycling schemes, which have informed the developmentof corridors in the County LCWIP, including Horsham-Crawley. 
	Other West Sussex policies 
	The LCWIP proposals align with the West Sussex Plan (2017-2022),which encourages sustainable economic growth, the West SussexRights of Way Management Plan (2018-2028), the West SussexRoad Safety Framework (2016-2026), which aims to eliminate alldeaths due to road accidents, and the West Sussex Joint Health and Wellbeing Strategy, which aims to improve the health andwellbeing of residents at all stages of life. 


	4. Active Travel Context. 
	4. Active Travel Context. 
	Existing Travel Patterns in Horsham 
	Existing Travel Patterns in Horsham 
	Available data indicates there is substantial scope to increase walking and.cycling levels in Horsham.. 
	The 2011 census provided a comprehensive overview of travel patterns, albeit forjourneys to work only. The data in Figure 2 below relates to residents of Horsham town only (56,174 people). The figure indicates that: 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Walking and cycling to work, in combination, accounted for less than 12% ofall commutes by Horsham residents. Nearly two-thirds of journeys to work by(36,660 residents) were by car or van, either as a driver or as a passenger. 10%(5,673 people) usually walked to work and less than 2% (1,019 people) cycledto work. A range of factors influence this, including journey distance. 

	•. 
	•. 
	A large percentage of short-distance commuting journeys by Horshamresidents were made by car. Census data for Horsham identifies that 40% of travel to work journeys for distances of less than 2 kilometres were made bycar or van. Encouragingly, walking was the most popular mode for short-distance commutes, accounting for 48% of journeys under 2 kilometres. Just6% were made by bike. 


	Figure 2: Main Method of Travel to Work in Horsham (2011 Census) 
	Figure 2: Main Method of Travel to Work in Horsham (2011 Census) 


	Forecasting potential scope for growth in active travel 
	Forecasting potential scope for growth in active travel 
	Case studies from elsewhere in the UK show that there is great potential forachieving much higher levels of cycling and walking. 
	For example, one in three commuting journeys in Cambridge are already madeby bike. In the Netherlands, women make slightly more cycle trips than men,and cycling remains common into older age, unlike in the UK where it isskewed towards younger, male cyclists. 
	The Department for Transport have funded research to specifically understandthe potential levels of cycling growth. The Propensity to Cycle Tool is an interactive website map which forecasts which travel to work and school tripscould most easily switch to cycling, based on trip distance and topography, andwhere these are located geographically . The scenarios are based on journey towork data from the 2011 census and 2011 school census data respectively. 
	Taking account of current trip distances and topography in Horsham, attainingDutch levels of cycling would mean that 20-25% of commuting trips andbetween 30-50% of school trips would be cycled. 


	4. Active Travel Context 
	4. Active Travel Context 
	Figure 3: Strategic Barriers to Cycling & Walking in and around Horsham 
	Figure 3: Strategic Barriers to Cycling & Walking in and around Horsham 

	Existing cycling and walking networks 
	Cycle network – Horsham town 
	In terms of cycling, Horsham is mostly reliant on routes using the carriageways ofroads and streets, with a limited number of traffic-free, off-road connections of varying quality. 
	Walking network – Horsham town 
	Horsham town has a relatively dense network of walking routes. In broad termsthese comprise footways adjacent to roads, pedestrianised areas including in thetown centre, and traffic-free connections such as between residential streets, through parks or in the open spaces surrounding the town. In the recent decadesthere has been significant investment to improve the quality of provision forpedestrians in the town centre. A 20km Riverside Walk has been developedencircling the town, many sections of which have
	Cycling and walking networks outside Horsham town 
	Dedicated cycling infrastructure is more limited and footway networks tend toextend across the town and villages only. A notable exception to this is the DownsLink, which provides a traffic-free cycling and walking route on a former railwayalignment. 
	Key issues 
	A range of factors determine the suitability of a route for cycling and theDepartment for Transport’s has been used to assess them (seesection 5). In many places, high traffic flows and speeds make many sections ofroad unsuitable for cycling, along with busy junctions where cyclists mix withmotor vehicles. 
	Route Selection Tool 

	The quality and suitability of the walking network varies by location; theDepartment for Transport’s Walking Route Audit Tool was used to collect data relating to the shortlisted corridors. 
	The Local Transport Plan 2011-2026 states that much of the cycling and walkingnetwork is disjointed and suffers from inadequate signing, safe crossing points andpoor surfacing. 
	Strategic Barriers to movement 
	Figure 3 highlights the key barriers to cycling and walking movement in theHorsham area. These are particularly due to the railway line, the A24 and A264 dualcarriageways and the town centre ring road (Albion Way). 
	Southwater Christ’s Hospital BroadbridgeHeath HORSHAM Manning’sHeath Land North of Horsham Warnham 
	Southwater Christ’s Hospital BroadbridgeHeath HORSHAM Manning’sHeath Land North of Horsham Warnham 


	4. Active Travel Context 
	4. Active Travel Context 
	Figure 4: Origins and destinations for cycling and walking network planning 
	Figure 4: Origins and destinations for cycling and walking network planning 
	Origins and destinations 

	The LCWIP focuses on providing cycling and walking routes which connectimportant journey origins and destinations. As part of the LCWIP methodology important origins and destinations in andaround Horsham were mapped. These are shown in Figure 4 to the right and summarised below. Origins Journey origins were based on existing and planned future residential areas.To help with the network planning, the area was divided into a series of largerresidential neighbourhoods, referred to as origin clusters, shown in 

	5. Route Network Planning for Cycling 
	5. Route Network Planning for Cycling 
	Figure 6: Proposed cycling network (straight-line corridors) 
	Figure 6: Proposed cycling network (straight-line corridors) 
	Connecting Origins to Destinations 
	Three methods were used to identify a network of strategic cycle corridors which.would connect key origins with destinations. These methods are shown below in.Figure 5.. 
	Figure 5: Methods used to identify network of cycle corridors 
	Step 1 Highest forecast futurecycle flows How identified: Propensity to CycleTool data (commutingflows) Step 2 Corridors with significant demand fortrips to a range ofdestinations How identified: Step 3 Origin-destinationanalysis usingEnsuring connectionsmapping software(identifying trends) from each residential Additional corridors to provide balancednetwork coverageacross plan area How identified: to key destinationsarea 
	Figure 6 to the right illustrates the proposed cycling network. Directness is an.important factor in the suitability of cycle routes, and therefore, in line with the.technical guidance, the cycle corridors connecting origins and destinations are.shown as straight-line routes.. 
	The District Council intends for all of the corridors identified at this stage to be.progressed as and when funding allows, as part of future iterations of the.Horsham LCWIP.. 
	Southwater Christ’s Hospital BroadbridgeHeath HORSHAM Manning’sHeath Land North of Horsham Warnham 


	5. Route Network Planning for Cycling 
	5. Route Network Planning for Cycling 
	Initial Cycle Corridors for Development 
	Initial Cycle Corridors for Development 
	Five corridors were identified for initial development in consultation with theLCWIP stakeholder workshop group, as follows: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	North Horsham to Horsham town centre (two route variants); 1a and 1b); 

	2. 
	2. 
	Roffey – Horsham town centre; 

	3. 
	3. 
	Forest School – Horsham town centre; 

	4. 
	4. 
	Southwater – Horsham town centre; and 

	5. 
	5. 
	Broadbridge Heath – Horsham town centre. 


	These are illustrated in Figure 7. 
	These corridors connect most key residential and employment areas toHorsham town centre, including areas of major planned development, whichwill need to be supported by high-quality active travel infrastructure. TheLCWIP will form a sound basis for securing appropriate contributions fromdevelopers towards the delivery of the proposals contained within this plan. 
	As highlighted previously, the shortlisted corridors do not constitute a full cyclenetwork for the plan area. Other routes will be progressed as and when fundingallows. 
	Figure 7: Cycling corridors for initial development 
	Corridor 1a Corridor 2 Corridor 3 Corridor 4 Corridor 5 Southwater Christ’s Hospital BroadbridgeHeath HORSHAM Manning’sHeath Land North of Horsham Warnham Corridor 1b 
	Artifact


	5. Route Network Planning for Cycling. 
	5. Route Network Planning for Cycling. 
	Route Selection Process 
	Route Selection Process 
	The shortlisted corridors were mapped to existing routes available for cycling.The quality and suitability of these routes was then assessed against the criteriain the DfT’s Route Selection Tool (RST). Each route was assessed against fivecore design criteria (directness, gradient, safety, connectivity, comfort). Inaddition, junctions were identified which were considered to havecharacteristics hazardous to cycling (referred to as critical junctions). 
	The process followed the steps set out in Figure 8. 
	The RST was used to compare the existing situation with future scenarios in.which cycle infrastructure is constructed. It was also used to compare the.suitability of route variants.. 

	Figure 8: Route Audit Process outlined in technical guidance 
	Figure 8: Route Audit Process outlined in technical guidance 
	Site visits were carried out in autumn 2019 to collect the requiredinformation on (i) the quality and suitability of existing infrastructure and (ii)the potential for, and feasibility of, route improvements, based on anyapparent constraints. 

	Appendix A contains a suite of plans showing the context of each shortlistedcorridor, the findings of route audits and a summary of proposedinfrastructure improvements. All potential improvements are subject tofurther study, feasibility and consultation. 
	Appendix A contains a suite of plans showing the context of each shortlistedcorridor, the findings of route audits and a summary of proposedinfrastructure improvements. All potential improvements are subject tofurther study, feasibility and consultation. 

	Artifact
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	6. Route Network Planning for Walking. 
	6. Route Network Planning for Walking. 
	Gathering Information 
	Gathering Information 
	Gathering Information 

	In similarity to the cycle network planning, the Department for Transport’s technicalguidance suggests a planned walking network should start by considering originand destination points across the area. The origins and destinations used for thispurpose are shown in Figure 4. 

	Core Walking Zones and Key Walking Routes 
	Core Walking Zones and Key Walking Routes 
	Core Walking Zones and Key Walking Routes 

	The technical guidance states that in planning for walking, local authorities shouldidentify Core Walking Zones and Key Walking Routes. A Core Walking Zone isdefined as an area where all of the pedestrian infrastructure is deemed to beparticularly important. For the first iteration of the LCWIP this is defined as the towncentre (see Figure 9). This has a cluster of important destinations and is likely to bethe area with the highest pedestrian footfall. 
	Figure 9 also identifies a network of Key Walking Routes. These are intended toprovide a balanced coverage across Horsham, with routes also connecting toBroadbridge Heath and Southwater. The plan also shows some missing links whereenhanced connections are required. 

	Key Walking Routes for Initial Development
	Key Walking Routes for Initial Development
	A number of walking routes were shortlisted for initial development as part of thisLCWIP, to ensure a manageable audit workload. The intention is for the remainingcorridors to be progressed as funding allows. Many of the shortlisted cycle corridorswere also taken forward for walking audits – corridors 1a, 3, 4 and 5 – along with anadditional route – Warnham Mill to town centre (referred to as corridor 6). 
	Walking Route Audit Tool (WRAT)
	Walking route audits were undertaken to assess the broad suitability of thecorridors taken forward at this stage. The audits established whether these routesare suitable in their current form and what needs to be improved. This processfollowed DfT technical guidance and used the Walking Route Audit Tool (WRAT).Routes were divided into sections with similar characteristics and scored againsttwenty criteria grouped into five themes (attractiveness, comfort, directness, safetyand coherence). Improvements were 
	Appendix A contains a suite of plans showing the context of each shortlistedcorridor, the findings of route audits and tables summarising proposedinfrastructure improvements. All potential improvements are subject to furtherstudy, feasibility and consultation. 
	Figure 9: Key Walking Routes and Core Walking Zone 
	Southwater Christ’s Hospital BroadbridgeHeath HORSHAM Manning’sHeath Land North of Horsham Warnham 


	7. Route Audits – Infrastructure Improvements. 
	7. Route Audits – Infrastructure Improvements. 
	A key aspect of LCWIPs is to identify a programme of infrastructure
	A key aspect of LCWIPs is to identify a programme of infrastructure
	improvements to bring routes up to a suitable standard. This will
	involve a range of techniques and infrastructure, some of which are
	not yet widely used in West Sussex. 
	Some of the concepts are described below. 

	Cycle Tracks 
	Spaces separate from the main carriageway and separate from footways, forsole use by cyclists, usually surfaced in tarmac. Depending on the location theycan be for two-way or one-way cycling. In some circumstances shared-usepaths (used by cyclists and pedestrians without segregation) can beappropriate. This includes locations where current and future pedestrian flowsare, or will be, low. 
	Sect
	Artifact

	Formal Road Crossings 
	There are a range of new designs to give formal crossing priority cater tocyclists and pedestrians. These include: -Parallel crossings (sometimes called Tiger crossings), which are zebra
	crossings with separate, parallel space for cyclists and pedestrians to cross; -Priority crossings,  where road markings require motor vehicle drivers togive way to cyclists and pedestrians; -Signal crossings which provide separate crossing areas for cyclists and
	pedestrians.Appendix A refers to controlled crossings, which is term used to describe any type of signal or zebra crossings. 
	In 2019 West Sussex County Council has published its Cycling Design Guide to support decision makers and set out more clearly what is expected ofdevelopers. It is intended to be read alongside other detailed national and localdocuments. 
	Low-Traffic Neighbourhoods. 
	Measures which prevent through traffic from cutting through residential areas. The aim is.to make streets safer and more pleasant for cycling and walking. Vehicle access is.maintained to properties..Designs can include:. -Closing specific points on some streets to through traffic movements by motor vehicles,.
	whilst enabling cycle movements (by using bollards, gates and/or planters). Vehicleaccess would still be maintained to all properties either side of the closure points; -on bus routes, allowing through movements by buses (and cycles) but no other vehicles(known as bus gates); and 
	-introducing one-way streets in the neighbourhood which prevent through trafficmovements for motor vehicles (note that one-way streets can lead to higher vehiclespeeds than previous two-way arrangements) 
	Artifact
	These types of schemes are common in European countries and now have been widelyintroduced across the London Borough of Waltham Forest and other parts of the UK. Otherbenefits include providing places for children to play and enhancing the streetscape. 
	Low-Speed Neighbourhoods 
	These can be accompanied by other measures to enable safer crossing andThere are a range of measures which can be used to reduce vehicle speeds in residentialslow motor vehicle speeds, such as placing the crossing on a flat-topped roadareas and, in turn, reduce the incidence and severity of road collisions.hump (known as a raised table). These include area-wide 20mph speed limits, physical traffic calming, redesigning side
	roads with tighter geometry and natural traffic calming (planting). 

	8. Provisional Cost Estimates for Route Improvements 
	8. Provisional Cost Estimates for Route Improvements 
	Indicative high-level construction cost estimates were calculated for each element of infrastructure to understand the broad scale of funding which mightbe required to deliver the shortlisted cycling and walking routes. 
	Each infrastructure element was categorised and a construction cost estimate derived for each category of infrastructure. Costs are quoted in bands. This.reflects the varying costs in delivering similar types of infrastructure in different locations, due to site-specific conditions.. 
	The estimates are reported on a corridor basis. As well as an approximate basic construction cost, they also cover the following elements: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Preliminaries, traffic management and overheads; 

	• 
	• 
	Statutory undertakers’ utilities; 

	• 
	• 
	Surveys, investigations, design, procurement, supervision, management and liaison; and 

	• 
	• 
	Risk. 


	They do not include an allowance for inflation. Costs have not been estimated at this stage for any new grade-separated crossings of the A264 or A24. Allpotential improvements are subject to further study, feasibility and consultation. Each stage has the potential to change cost estimates and therefore theseshould be considered provisional cost estimates only. 
	Table 1: Shortlisted cycling and walking routes – indicative high-level cost estimate overview 
	Cost range (£m) 
	Corridor 1a (North Horsham to Town Centre via Rusper Road) and Corridor 2 (Roffey to
	Corridor 1a (North Horsham to Town Centre via Rusper Road) and Corridor 2 (Roffey to
	£6.5m -£12.5m 

	Town Centre). Corridor 1b (North Horsham to Town Centre via North Heath Lane) and Corridor 6.
	£5.0m -£10.0m 
	£5.0m -£10.0m 

	(Warnham Mill to Town Centre). Corridor 3 (Forest School to Town Centre). 
	£2.0m -£4.0m Corridor 4 (Southwater to Town Centre) 
	£2.5m -£5.5m Corridor 5 (Broadbridge Heath to Town Centre) 
	£4.0m -£8.0m Totals 
	£20m -£40m 
	£20m -£40m 


	9. Integration, Delivery and Next Steps. 
	9. Integration, Delivery and Next Steps. 
	Integration with the Local Plan Review
	Integration with the Local Plan Review
	As mentioned in the introduction, the LCWIP identifies key cycling and walkingconnections to and from the major development areas in the adopted Local Plan. Itwill provide evidence for the Local Plan Review. It will be integrated into theCouncil’s Infrastructure Delivery Plan. 

	External Funding Sources
	External Funding Sources
	The District Council will work in partnership with other organisations to securefunding to deliver the LCWIP. Funding will be derived from a range of sources butnew developments will be particularly central to this, both in terms of: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	constructing good-quality cycling and walking infrastructure on-site; and 

	• 
	• 
	making financial contributions to enhance off-site routes. 


	The District Council will work closely with the planning applicants, the CountyCouncil and other stakeholders to achieve the LCWIP strategic proposals and othernecessary local active travel infrastructure. 
	Proposals with strong business cases will be considered for inclusion in bids forcapital investment, which may draw on a range of national or local funding streams. 
	The inclusion of proposals in this LCWIP indicates that they are supported by astrong evidence base. 

	Future County-Wide Funding Opportunities 
	Future County-Wide Funding Opportunities 
	The Horsham LCWIP will form part of a county-wide pipeline of active travelinfrastructure schemes devised by West Sussex County Council, the County’s otherdistrict and borough councils and the National Park Authority. 
	West Sussex County Council is developing an LCWIP scheme appraisal framework.This will allow all LCWIP proposals to be appraised and prioritised against a set ofconsistent criteria (summarised in Figure 10). 
	The County Council intends to use this appraisal framework to inform whichproposals will be included in future County-wide capital funding bids and whichschemes best align with future funding rounds and external grants. 
	The prioritisation process adopted in future iterations of the Horsham LCWIP maychange to reflect different funding opportunities as they arise. However, as noted,the District Council intends that many of the LCWIP proposals will be fundedthrough other funding streams. 
	Figure 10: Potential West Sussex Multi-Criteria Appraisal Framework 
	Figure 10: Potential West Sussex Multi-Criteria Appraisal Framework 
	Artifact
	Reviewing and Updating the LCWIP 
	Reviewing and Updating the LCWIP 
	This is the first iteration of the Horsham’s LCWIP, identifying a shortlist ofcycling and walking routes for prioritised investment. The District Councilwill periodically review and update its LCWIP to take account of newinformation and reflect changing circumstances. This will ensure that theprogramme of infrastructure remains focused and ambitious. This reviewprocess could for example take place every five years. 
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	Corridor 1a: North Horsham and Roffey to Town Centre. 
	Figure A1: Cycle route audit (northern section) – key findings. 
	Context and key issues 
	Context and key issues 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Limited options for direct north-south connections into the town centre 

	•. 
	•. 
	Few railway crossings 

	•. 
	•. 
	High traffic flows on all identifiedroad sections 

	•. 
	•. 
	Several junctions where cyclistsin potential conflict with hightraffic flows 



	Artifact
	Existing narrow cycle bypass on CrawleyRoad, Roffey 
	Existing narrow cycle bypass on CrawleyRoad, Roffey 


	Key 
	• 
	Junction where cyclistspotentially in conflict with hightraffic flows 
	Junction where cyclistspotentially in conflict with hightraffic flows 

	Rusper Road between the Giblets Wayroundabout and Littlehaven Rail Station: 30mph speed limit with high traffic flowsand limited frontage development.Significant on-street parking with roadwidened for right-turn lanes into side roads.Queuing traffic on approaches to levelcrossing. 4 locations where cyclists crosswide side roads. 
	Sect
	Artifact

	Rusper Road south of Littlehaven RailStation: 30mph single carriageway roadwith high traffic flows. Largelyresidential area with on-street parking.Limited space to provide cycleinfrastructure. 1 junction where cyclistsare in potential conflict with high trafficflows and 4 locations where cyclistscross wide side roads. 
	Sect
	Artifact
	Artifact
	North Horsham Development Site 
	Crawley Road: 30mph single carriagewayroad with high traffic flows. Residentialarea with some commercial premises andon-street parking. Limited space toprovide cycle infrastructure. 1 signaljunction where cyclists come intopotential conflict with high traffic flows,one wide side road and one pinch pointbetween kerb and pedestrian refuges.Cycle bypasses at traffic calming featuresalong the road are too narrow toaccommodate some cycle designs. Rusper Road between the A264 and GibletsWay roundabout: 30mph spee

	RoffeyCorner Parsonage Road / Crawley RoadRoundabout (VW Garage): Cyclists are inpotential conflict with high traffic flows.13 reported cyclist casualties between2005-2017. For southern route section see Figure A3 
	Corridor 1a: North Horsham and Roffey to Town Centre (northern section). 
	Figure A2: Walking route audit (northern section) – key findings 
	Context and key issues 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	No footways to the north ofGiblets Way and no grade-separated or controlled crossingsof the A264. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Narrow footway widths in somelocations, with limited highwayspace to widen, especially southof the railway line. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Several wide side road crossings,resulting in longer crossingdistances, and crossings withouttactile paving. 


	Rusper Road between the A264 and LittlehavenGiblets Way roundabout: No footways north of Giblets Way. No grade-separated or signalised crossing of A264. 
	Rail Station: Narrow footways in some locations. Giblets Wayroundabout -crossings deviate significantly fromdesire lines on some arms. Tactile paving onsouthern arm only. 4 wide side road crossings, andpoor visibility at Rusper Road and Tylden Way.Tactile paving missing at 3 side road crossings. 
	Key 
	Signal or zebra crossing 
	• 

	Junction or crossing with high.traffic flows and no signal or zebra.crossing. 
	Junction or crossing with high.traffic flows and no signal or zebra.crossing. 

	Parsonage Road Roundabout: No controlled crossings and splayedapproach arms. Tactile paving notprovided at all crossing points.Crossings located away frompedestrian desire lines. For southern route section see Figure A4 
	Sect
	Artifact

	Artifact
	Parsonage Road roundabout – longpedestrian crossing distances 
	Parsonage Road roundabout – longpedestrian crossing distances 


	North Horsham Development Site 
	North Horsham Development Site 
	RoffeyCorner Rusper Road south of LittlehavenRail Station: Footway in poor condition inseveral places. Footways narrow inseveral places, in particularadjacent to nos. 31-33 Rusper Roaddue to street tree. Some footwayparking observed. 7 wide side roadcrossings. No tactile paving at 7side roads. 

	Corridors 1a and 2: North Horsham and Roffey to Town Centre 
	Table A1: Proposed improvements – northern section 
	Location 
	Location 

	(subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 
	Proposed Infrastructure Improvements 

	Corridor 1a: Rusper Road(A264Roundabout to Littlehaven Station) 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Construct segregated cycle tracks and widen footways where widths are below standard. This would require the loss of right-turn lanes, theremoval of on-street parking in some locations and some vegetation clearance. 

	•. 
	•. 
	North of Giblets Way Roundabout construct new footways, alongside the construction of cycle tracks. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign wide side roads to reduce the speeds of turning vehicles and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for cyclists andpedestrians where cycle tracks and footways cross side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Comprehensively install tactile paving tocurrent standards. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign the Rusper Road / Giblets Way roundabout to enable safer cycle and pedestrian crossing movements, such as with parallelcrossings. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Construct grade-separated crossing of A264 to provide safe and direct connections from North Horsham development to existing Horshamurban area. It should be suitably wide to accommodate the expected significant pedestrian and cyclist flows to and from the newdevelopment and should have segregated space for both groups, to minimise conflict. 

	•. 
	•. 
	If monitoring of traffic speeds indicates non-adherence to speed limits, then consider measures to reduce traffic vehicle speeds with physicalor natural traffic calming features (such as carriageway narrowing, gateway features or planting). 

	•. 
	•. 
	Highway width constraints mean that it is unlikely to be feasible to construct cycle tracks and/or widen footways to an appropriate standardif two traffic lanes are retained. Reallocating carriageway space to improve cycle and/or pedestrian infrastructure (potentially requiring one-way operation for motor vehicles) has the potential to make the Rusper Road corridor more suitable for walking and cycling, but would be


	Corridor 1a: 
	very challenging to deliver. Alternative measures to substantially reduce motor traffic flows, such as a bus-only section, could also make thisRusper Road
	section suitable in terms of safety and comfort for cycling but would also be very challenging to deliver. (Littlehaven
	•. It is therefore recommended that a scheme to reduce traffic speeds is introduced. Further study is required to consider concepts, but this
	•. It is therefore recommended that a scheme to reduce traffic speeds is introduced. Further study is required to consider concepts, but this
	•. It is therefore recommended that a scheme to reduce traffic speeds is introduced. Further study is required to consider concepts, but this
	Station to 

	could potentially include an area-wide 20mph speed limit, physical traffic calming measures and formalising on-street parking bays.

	Crawley Road /
	Crawley Road /
	Sections of narrow footway may remain if this option is progressed. 

	Parsonage RoadRoundabout) 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign wide side roads to reduce the speeds of turning vehicles and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for pedestrians wherefootways cross side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Comprehensively install tactile paving to current standards. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Consider introducing zebra crossings to facilitate easier and safer pedestrian crossings at Rusper Road / Lambs Farm Road junction. 


	Corridors 1a and 2: North Horsham and Roffey to Town Centre 
	Table A1: Proposed improvements – northern section 
	Location 
	Location 

	(subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 
	Proposed Infrastructure Improvements 

	•. There is insufficient width to accommodate continuous cycle tracks along this section of Crawley Road as well as two trafficlanes and footways. It is therefore recommended that measures are introduced to reduce through traffic flows. This couldcomprise: 
	•. There is insufficient width to accommodate continuous cycle tracks along this section of Crawley Road as well as two trafficlanes and footways. It is therefore recommended that measures are introduced to reduce through traffic flows. This couldcomprise: 
	Corridor 2: Crawley

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	(i) a bus-and cycle-only section, with other motor vehicles being prohibited, and diverting motor traffic to other routes,Road (Roffey Corner to

	such as Harwood Road; or Parsonage Road
	such as Harwood Road; or Parsonage Road


	• 
	• 
	(ii) one-way operation for motor vehicles for all or part of the section, with two-way cycling permitted, or with a cycleroundabout) 


	track constructed alongside the one-way carriageway. 
	•. Either option would have implications for access, traffic routing and bus operations. Each option could be accompanied byphysical traffic calming measures, streetscape enhancements, such as by Roffey Millennium Hall, and / or a 20mph speed limitto reduce motor vehicle speeds. 
	Corridors 1a and 2: 
	Corridors 1a and 2: 

	• Redesign the roundabout to enable safer cyclist and pedestrian movements. Further study required to identify options toParsonage Road
	separate cyclists from motor traffic, such as off-road cycle tracks around the perimeter linked to parallel crossings for cyclists andRoundabout 
	pedestrians. Install tactile paving on all arms as part of junction upgrade. 
	Corridors 1a and 2: North Horsham and Roffey to Town Centre. 
	Figure A3: Cycle route audit – (southern section) – key findings 
	Context and key issues 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Connects key destinationsincluding Horsham railwaystation, Lidl, key employmentareas and theatre 

	•. 
	•. 
	Limited railway crossings 

	•. 
	•. 
	High traffic flows 

	•. 
	•. 
	Limited highway space,particularly on North Streetrailway bridge 


	Kings Road: Straight carriageway with intermittent andnarrow advisory cycle lanes. 30mph speed limit andhigh traffic flows. Northern section is wider thansouthern section. 1 location where cyclists cross wideside road. 
	King’s Road / North Street / HarwoodRoad junction: Complex road layoutwhere cyclists come into potentialconflict with high traffic flows. 
	Artifact
	North Street Bridge: Narrow bridge crossingof the railway. 30mph speed limit with hightraffic flows. Very limited space to providecycle infrastructure within the highwayboundary. One critical junction (North Street /Station Road). North Street railway overbridge 
	Horsham town centre – see separate page 
	North Street south of rail station: Wider highway corridor connecting rail stationto town centre. 30mph speed limit withhigh traffic flows. Some sections withadvisory cycle lanes and short section ofcycle track leading south to Chart Way.Large numbers of turning movementsinto commercial premises and car parks.One critical junction (North Street / HurstRoad roundabout), where cyclists are inpotential conflict with high trafficvolumes. For northern route section see Figure A1 
	North Street south of rail station: Wider highway corridor connecting rail stationto town centre. 30mph speed limit withhigh traffic flows. Some sections withadvisory cycle lanes and short section ofcycle track leading south to Chart Way.Large numbers of turning movementsinto commercial premises and car parks.One critical junction (North Street / HurstRoad roundabout), where cyclists are inpotential conflict with high trafficvolumes. For northern route section see Figure A1 

	Key 
	Junction where cyclistspotentially in conflict with hightraffic flows 
	•. 

	Chart Way: Traffic-free route shared bypedestrians and cyclists. Very significantfootfall at peak times, which can lead topotential conflict between user groups. 
	Chart Way: Traffic-free route shared bypedestrians and cyclists. Very significantfootfall at peak times, which can lead topotential conflict between user groups. 

	Corridors 1a and 2: North Horsham and Roffey to Town Centre 
	Context and key issues 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Limited railway crossings. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Narrow footway widths, inparticular where North Streetcrosses the railway, withpedestrians in close proximity tohigh traffic volumes. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Limited highway space,particularly on North Streetrailway bridge. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Several wide side road crossings,resulting in longer crossingdistances, and numerous crossings without tactile paving. 


	Artifact
	Horsham rail station roundabout 
	Key 
	Signal or zebra crossing 
	• 

	Junction or crossing with hightraffic flows and no signal or zebracrossing 
	Junction or crossing with hightraffic flows and no signal or zebracrossing 

	Kings Road:Footways separated from carriageway by grassverges and street trees in some places. Wide sideroad crossings at 2 junctions. 5 side road crossingswithout tactile paving. For northern route section see Figure A2 North Street, north of Horsham Station: No footway on the eastern side of thecarriageway over railway line. Some areas ofdamage to western footway.North Street / Station Road junction – no tactilepaving and wide side road crossing. 
	Figure A4: Walking route audit (southern section) – key findings 
	Figure A4: Walking route audit (southern section) – key findings 


	Kings Road / Harwood Road Roundabout:Formal crossing provision deviates significantly fromdesire lines. Poor visibility for pedestrians crossingbetween central island and surrounding footwaysand no tactile paving on 3 of 5 arms of theroundabout. Some areas of damaged footway.Pedestrian refuge on North Street arm may not bewide enough for all users. 
	Sect
	Artifact

	North Street, south of Horsham Station: North Street / Hurst Road roundabout – signal crossing onHurst Road is located away from the desire line. No signalor zebra crossing on northern arm. Potential to improveroutes to the signal crossing on the southern arm of therailway station roundabout. Some footway damage. Horsham town centre – see separate page 
	Chart Way: Traffic-free route shared bypedestrians and cyclists. Very significantfootfall at peak times, which can lead topotential conflict between user groups. 
	Chart Way: Traffic-free route shared bypedestrians and cyclists. Very significantfootfall at peak times, which can lead topotential conflict between user groups. 

	Corridors 1a and 2: North Horsham and Roffey to Town Centre 
	Table A2: Proposed improvements – southern section 
	Location 
	Location 
	Kings Road(Crawley Road /Parsonage RoadRoundabout to Station Road) 
	Kings Road /Harwood Road Roundabout 
	North Street Bridge(Station Road toRail Station) 

	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	There is insufficient highway width to accommodate cycle tracks, as well as two traffic lanes and footways, along the full length ofKings Road. On that basis, to make the route more suitable for cycling, measures will be required to reduce or limit traffic usingKings Road as a through route. Options include: (i) A bus-and cycle-only section, with vehicular access to all properties retained fromthe northern or southern end; or (ii) One-way operation, which would give space to accommodate cycle tracks. 

	•. 
	•. 
	These options would need careful consideration, in terms of re-routing traffic and other factors. Complementary measures couldpotentially include an area-wide 20mph speed limit and physical traffic calming measures. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign wide side roads to reduce the speeds of turning vehicles and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for cyclistsand pedestrians where cycle tracks and footways cross side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Consistently install tactilepaving to current standards. 


	(subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 
	Proposed Infrastructure Improvements 

	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign the gyratory to enable safer cyclist and pedestrian movements. Further study required to identify options to provide spacefor cyclists segregated from motor traffic, such as off-road cycle tracks around the perimeter linked to parallel crossings. 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	In terms of infrastructure for pedestrians: -Consistently provide dropped kerbs and tactile paving to current standards; and -If required as part of the junction’s future design, amend pedestrian refuge on North Street arm to ensure there is suitable width for

	all users. 
	all users. 


	•. 
	•. 
	There is insufficient highway width to accommodate cycle tracks or improved footway provision, as well as two traffic lanes over therailway bridge. Measures to substantially reduce motor traffic flows and/or make space for cycle tracks or improved pedestrianinfrastructure (one-way arrangements or a bus and cycle-only section) have the potential to make the section more suitable butwould be very challenging to deliver. 

	•. 
	•. 
	A replacement wider bridge structure across the railway is required to provide space for a wider footway and cycle track. This wouldrequire liaison and agreement with adjacent landowners, including Network Rail, and may require land purchase. Until this occursthen an alternative route will be required (see overleaf). 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign Station Road side road junction to reduce vehicle turning speeds and to provide greater priority for crossing pedestrianmovements, and with tactile paving to current standards. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign North Street / Hurst Road junction to accommodate pedestrian crossings better aligned with desire lines, particularly for east-west movements. 


	Corridors 1a and 2: North Horsham and Roffey to Town Centre 
	Table A2: Proposed improvements – southern section 
	Location 
	Location 

	(subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 
	Proposed Infrastructure Improvements 

	Streets east of railwaystation 
	Streets east of railwaystation 

	In the shorter-term it is considered more feasible to create a suitable cycle route crossing under the railway line at Queen Street,rather than the North Street bridge or subway (see further details for Queen Street in corridor 3 on page 31-32). On that basis thereis a requirement to create a cycle route avoiding North Street and connecting the Kings Road / North Street roundabout (Lidljunction) to Queen Street. The following infrastructure is recommended: 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Identify options to create a low-traffic, low-vehicle speed neighbourhood to enable safer on-carriageway cycling, with throughtraffic using more strategic roads. This could make use of bollards, gates and/or planters to prevent through traffic in one or morelocations 

	•. 
	•. 
	Work in partnership with landowner to identify whether the shared-use footway / cycleway between Booth Way and Depot Roadcan be widened. Redesign the path’s southern access point (where barriers currently exist) to enable all categories of cycle to usethe route; 

	•. 
	•. 
	If feasible, permit two-way cycling in one-way Barrington Road; and 

	•. 
	•. 
	Convert southern end of New Street to one-way operation to provide space for cycle movements at New Street / Queen Streetjunction. A signal crossing will also be required at or near this location if the cycle track is constructed on the southern side ofQueen Street. 


	In terms of pedestrian route improvements to the west of Horsham Railway Station: North Street and Chart 
	• Further study, including a review of pedestrian desire lines, is required to identify new or revised locations for controlled crossingsWay (Railway Station to
	on North Street. town centre) 
	on North Street. town centre) 

	•. If monitoring of traffic speeds on the B2195 corridor suggests non-adherence to speed limits, then, consider measures to reducetraffic vehicle speeds, such as physical traffic calming features. 
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	Corridor 1b: North Horsham to Town Centre via North Parade. 
	Context and key issues 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Alternative corridor from North Horsham into town centre following North Heath Lane,Wimblehurst Road and North Parade 

	•. 
	•. 
	High traffic flows on all identifiedroad sections 

	•. 
	•. 
	Several junctions where cyclists inpotential conflict with high trafficflows 


	Artifact
	Wimblehurst Road rail overbridge 
	Northlands Road: Traffic-free path with poor surfacequality, no lighting and no passive surveillance.Route connects to on-carriageway section ofNorthlands Road, a low traffic street with 30mphspeed limit. The placing of bollards on NorthlandsRoad north of The Castle side road junction preventssome cycle designs from using the route. Twocritical junctions where cyclists in potential conflictwith high traffic flows – Giblets Way roundabout(Giblets Way) and the at-grade crossing of A264. North Heath Lane betwe
	Figure A5: Cycle route audit – key findings. 
	Figure A5: Cycle route audit – key findings. 


	Key 
	Junction where cyclistspotentially in conflict with hightraffic flows 
	•. 

	Horsham town centre – see separate page 
	Corridor 1b: North Horsham to Town Centre via North Parade 
	Table A3: Proposed improvements 
	Location 
	Location 
	North Heath Lane (Giblets Way toParsonage Road) 
	Wimblehurst Road /Parsonage Road mini-roundabout 

	(subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 
	Proposed Infrastructure Improvements 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Redesign junction to enable safer cycle movements, potentially with parallel crossings or introducing signal control. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Construct cycle tracks segregated from pedestrians, with priority across redesigned side roads. This would require the loss ofright-turn lanes, the loss of on-street parking in some locations and some vegetation clearance. Accommodating this is likelyto require priority working for motor vehicles at pinch point locations and potentially some short sections of cycle trackwhich are narrower than desirable widths. Redesign wide side roads to reduce turning vehicle speeds and introduce priorityfor crossing cycl


	Wimblehurst Road 
	Wimblehurst Road 

	•. Further study required to confirm whether there is sufficient highway width to accommodate two traffic lanes, footways and
	(Parsonage Road to
	(Parsonage Road to

	a cycle track of suitable width across the railway bridge. If this is not feasible, then a parallel cantilevered bridge for cycle
	Richmond Road) 
	Richmond Road) 
	traffic will be required. 
	Richmond Road (Wimblehurst Road toHurst Road) 
	Hurst Road (Richmond.Road to North Parade). 
	B2237 North Parade and Springfield Road(Wimblehurst Road toB2237 Albion Way) 

	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Wimblehurst Road between the railway bridge and North Parade is too narrow to accommodate cycle tracks alongside twotraffic lanes and footways. Introducing one-way operation for motor vehicles is an option to provide space for cycle tracks,but would be very challenging to deliver. 

	•. 
	•. 
	It is considered more feasible to use an alternative route, via Richmond Road. Additional measures may be required toensure this is a low-traffic, low-speed residential area, potentially including additional one-way arrangements or a roadclosure for motor vehicles. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Construct cycle track segregated from pedestrians. This would require the carriageway to be narrowed to enable remaininghighway space to be reallocated to cycle infrastructure, for example narrowing to one traffic lane on the approach to thetraffic signals. 

	•. 
	•. 
	If the cycle track is provided on the southern side of Hurst Road then a controlled crossing will be required at the RichmondRoad / Hurst Road junction to enable safer cycle crossings. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Construct cycle tracks segregated from pedestrians. This would require the loss of some grassed verges, the redesign orrelocation of on-street parking bays and carriageway and kerb realignment in certain locations. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign wide side roads to reduce the speeds of turning vehicles and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority forcyclists and pedestrians where cycle tracks and footways cross side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign Hurst Road / North Parade junction to provide space for a cycle track. This will require kerb realignment andpotentially a reduction in the number of approach lanes. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign Springfield Road / Albion Way junction to enable safer north-south cycle movements, such as with simplifiedsignal crossing arrangements for cyclists. 

	•. 
	•. 
	If the loss of parking along Springfield Road is undeliverable then an alternative option is to route via London Road. If this istaken forward then the following will be required: (a) measures to reduce traffic levels on London Road, such as with a culde-sac arrangement for motor vehicles and (b) simplified signal crossing arrangements of Albion Way, providing sufficientspace for cyclists and pedestrians and ideally as a single-phase, ‘straight-across’ arrangement. 
	-



	Sect
	Artifact

	Corridor 3: Forest School to Town Centre. 
	Context and key issues 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Connects to key destinations,including Forest School and town centre 

	•. 
	•. 
	High traffic flows on BrightonRoad, Queen Street and East Street with no protection forcyclists from motor traffic 

	•. 
	•. 
	Two junctions where cyclists inpotential conflict with high trafficflows 


	Queen Street railway underbridge.(The Iron Bridge). 
	Artifact

	Brighton Road and QueenStreet: 30mph speed limit, hightraffic flows and no dedicated cycle infrastructure. Single
	Artifact

	reduce the available highway.carriageway road bordered by
	width.. residential and commercial properties. One junction wherecyclists are potentially in conflictwith high traffic flows and 4
	Key. locations where cyclists crosswide side roads. 
	Junction where cyclists.potentially in conflict with high.traffic flows. 
	•. 

	Artifact
	Horsham town centre – see separate page Comptons Lane: Residential street with secondary school. 30mph speedlimit and lower traffic flows but potential for some through traffic.Short section of shared-use footway /cycleway by school with no priorityacross school vehicle access. Queen Street: The railwayunderbridge represents apinch point on this corridor,where the bridge piersEast Street: 30mph speed limit andbordered by residential and commercialproperties. No dedicated cycleinfrastructure, except advance 
	Figure A6: Cycle route audit – key findings 
	Figure A6: Cycle route audit – key findings 


	Sect
	Artifact
	Forest School 
	Bennetts Road and Elm Grove: Residential streets with on-street parking. 30mph speedlimit with lower traffic flows but some potential through traffic. . 

	Corridor 3: Forest School to Town Centre 
	Context and key issues 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Limited footway widths / footwaywidth constraints at various points,with pedestrians in close proximityto high traffic flows on the A281corridor. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Several wide side road crossings,resulting in longer pedestriancrossing distances. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Limited controlled crossingopportunities on the A281 corridor. 


	Artifact
	Wide side road crossing at Barttelot Road 
	Key 
	Signal or zebra crossing 
	• 

	Junction or crossing with hightraffic flows and no signal orzebra crossing 
	Junction or crossing with hightraffic flows and no signal orzebra crossing 

	Horsham town centre – see separate page Comptons Lane: Some footway damage and very limitedfootway widths. Bennetts Road junction –pedestrian crossing located away frompedestrian desire line. No formal crossingprovision on southern arm. Pedestrianrefuge may not be wide enough for all users.Tactile paving missing at junction withBennetts Road and at access to Forest School. Bennetts Road and Elm Grove: Some footway damage. Some footwaywidth constraints. Tactile paving missing at2 side road crossings and not 
	Figure A7: Walking route audit – key findings 
	Figure A7: Walking route audit – key findings 


	Corridor 3: Forest School to Town Centre 
	Table A4: Proposed improvements 
	Location 
	Location 

	(subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 
	Proposed Infrastructure Improvements 

	Comptons.Lane area. 
	•. There are two broad options for this area in terms of cycling:
	•. There are two broad options for this area in terms of cycling:

	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	Explore options to create a low-traffic neighbourhood covering the area from Forest School to Elm Grove to enable safer on-carriageway cycling,with through traffic using more strategic roads.; or

	(2) 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	Widen and upgrade existing cycle track. 



	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Opportunities to widen the eastern footway on Comptons Lane to a suitable standard for all types of user are likely to be limited if two trafficlanes are retained. Sections of narrow footway are therefore likely to remain unless some carriageway space can be reallocated to provideimproved footways (potentially requiring priority working for vehicles). 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign Forest School vehicular access, with raised table, tactile paving and priority for crossing cyclists and pedestrians. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Construct priority or parallel crossing as appropriate where cycle track crosses Comptons Lane, to enable cyclists to reach the more lightlytrafficked service road. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign Comptons Lane / Bennetts Road junction to enable safer right-turn cycle movements (from service road to Bennetts Road) and reducespeeds of turning motor vehicles. This could potentially include a refuge island to enable two-stage cycle movements. Improve north-south andeast-west pedestrian crossing provision to accommodate all types of user, with tactile paving to current standards and with crossings betteraligned with desire lines. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Consider introducing 20mph speed limit and / or other traffic calming measures to enhance conditions for cycling and walking. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Explore options to create a low-traffic neighbourhood covering the area from Forest School to Elm Grove, to enable safer on-carriageway cycling,with through traffic using more strategic roads. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Highway width constraints mean that sections of narrow footway are likely to remain unless some carriageway space can be reallocated to


	Bennetts 
	Bennetts 
	improved footways (potentially requiring the loss of on-street parking on one or both sides). 

	Road and 
	• Redesign junction of Elm Grove and Bennetts Road to reduce speeds of turning motor vehicles and improve pedestrian crossings. 
	Elm Grove 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Install tactile paving at two side road crossings (Orchard Road and Bennetts Road cul-de-sac). Upgrade tactile paving at Brighton Road / ElmGrove side road crossing to current standards. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Consider introducing 20mph speed limit and / or other traffic calming measures to enhance conditions for cycling and walking. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Construct two-way cycle track, or with-flow one-way cycle tracks, segregated from pedestrians. It is suggested that a two-way cycle track on thesouthern side of the carriageway may be the preferred design due to fewer side road crossings. Accommodating cycle tracks will require the lossof on-street parking and the narrowing of the carriageway. Further study required to identify whether the varying width of the highway corridor


	Brighton
	will require there to be pinch points on the carriageway and / or cycle track. Road and 
	• Redesign wide side roads to reduce turning vehicle speeds and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for cyclists and pedestrians whereQueen 
	cycle tracks and footways cross side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Consistently install tactile paving. Street 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Widen narrow sections of footway, finding a balance between accommodating cycle infrastructure and enhancing conditions for pedestrians. 

	•. 
	•. 
	If monitoring suggests non-adherence to speed limits, consider a range of measures to reduce speeds of motor vehicles. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Consider additional signalised crossings on the A281 corridor, to reduce distance between crossing points and provide more direct access to bus stops. 


	Corridor 3: Forest School to Town Centre 
	Table A4: Proposed improvements 
	Location 
	Location 

	(subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 
	Proposed Infrastructure Improvements 

	Queen Street /East Street 
	•. Construct two-way cycle track, fully segregated from pedestrians, on southern side of carriageway. Accommodating the cycle track
	will require the narrowing of the carriageway to one traffic lane in each direction at the traffic Park Way signals. East Street 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	At East Street / Denne Road junction, consider changing the existing priority, by introducing give-way markings on Denne Road(Railway

	arm, as a measure to enable safer east-west cycle movements. Underbridge to

	• 
	• 
	• 
	Redesign junction of East Street and Barttelot Road, to reduce vehicle turning speeds and improve pedestrian crossings. Denne Road) 

	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Review whether existing two-stage crossing layout at the A281 East Street / Park Way signal-controlled junction can be replacedwith a single-stage pedestrian crossing (northern arm), to reduce pedestrian delay, and if pedestrian crossing infrastructure can beprovided on the eastern arm of the junction, to accommodate desire lines. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Initial study indicates that there may be sufficient width for a 2.5m wide two-way cycle track beneath the railway bridge. This wouldrequire limited narrowing of the carriageway to achieve this. If it is not feasible to accommodate a cycle track and two traffic lanes,then further carriageway narrowing, with shuttle traffic signals, may be required. 

	•. 
	•. 
	If Network Rail is considering bridge replacement, then a wider span with set-back retaining walls should be sought to providemore space for pedestrians and cyclists. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Widen narrow sections of footway, finding a balance between accommodating cycle infrastructure and enhancing conditions forpedestrians. 




	Corridor 4: Southwater to Town Centre. 
	For northern section see Figure A10 
	For northern section see Figure A10 

	Context and key issues 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Residential development to thewest of Southwater is underway.A further extension to this site has been proposed which, ifallocated through the Local PlanReview, could create significantadditional residential development, although nodecision has been made regarding this proposal at thetime of writing. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Much of Worthing Road hashigh traffic flows and north ofSouthwater Street has a 40mphspeed limit. 


	RSPCA Broadacres development Two Mile Ash Road: Rural singlecarriageway roadflanked by hedgesand trees and without street lighting. Nationalspeed limit. Christ’s Hospital Worthing Road: 40mph speedlimit and high traffic flows. Roadis mostly bordered by hedgesand trees, with limited natural surveillance (overlooking). No easyor direct means for northbound cyclists to access the path northof Blakes Farm Road roundabout. One wide side road junction. A24 Hop Oast: Cyclists in potential inconflict with very high
	Figure A8: Cycle route audit (southern section) – key findings 
	Figure A8: Cycle route audit (southern section) – key findings 


	A24 Hop Oast at-grade crossing 
	Key 
	Key 

	Junction where cyclists.potentially in conflict with high.traffic flows. 
	• 

	Sect
	Artifact

	Artifact
	Worthing Road: 30mph speedlimit road with high traffic flows.Three junctions where cyclists inpotential conflict with high trafficflows. Cycle bypasses at trafficcalming features along the roadare too narrow to accommodate some cycle designs. Four wideside road junctions. 
	Worthing Road: 30mph speedlimit road with high traffic flows.Three junctions where cyclists inpotential conflict with high trafficflows. Cycle bypasses at trafficcalming features along the roadare too narrow to accommodate some cycle designs. Four wideside road junctions. 

	Corridor 4: Southwater to Town Centre 
	Figure A9: Walking route audit (southern section) -key findings 
	Context and key issues 
	Context and key issues 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Several locations with narrow footways, with pedestrians inclose proximity to high trafficflows; 

	•. 
	•. 
	Some sections with footwayprovision on one side only; 

	•. 
	•. 
	Opportunities to improvestrategic north-south footwayprovision may arise from futureresidential developments; 

	•. 
	•. 
	Several wide side road crossings, resulting in longerpedestrian crossing distances;and 

	•. 
	•. 
	No grade-separated orcontrolled crossing provision onA24. 



	Artifact
	Key 
	Key 
	Signal or zebra crossing 
	• 

	Junction or crossing with hightraffic flows and no signal orzebra crossing 
	Artifact



	Worthing Road / Blakes Farm RoadRoundabout area: Footway routedeviates from desire line and crosses two approach lanes on Blakes FarmRoad arm. No crossing or footway onwestern arm. No footway onWorthing Road north of Blakes FarmRoad roundabout. 
	Worthing Road / Blakes Farm RoadRoundabout area: Footway routedeviates from desire line and crosses two approach lanes on Blakes FarmRoad arm. No crossing or footway onwestern arm. No footway onWorthing Road north of Blakes FarmRoad roundabout. 
	Worthing Road (Cedar Drive / ChessallDrive to Southwater Street): No footway on western side of roadsouth of Fletchers. Footways are narrowin several places, some of which iscaused by overhanging vegetation.Some footway damage. Limitedlocations where dropped kerbs areprovided to cross Worthing Road.Green Close – wide side road crossingwithout tactile paving. Allendale – wideside road with no dropped kerbs.Southwater Street – wide side road crossing away from desire line, no tactilepaving and central refuge 
	Broadacres development 
	Worthing Road / Fairbank RoadCrossings at signal junction setback from pedestrian desire lines. 
	For northern section see Figure A11 
	Hop Oast / A24 crossing:At-grade crossing of national speed limitdual carriageway 150m south ofroundabout, with no signal control.Connecting path to the south passesthrough dense vegetation. 

	Artifact
	Worthing Road (Southwater Street tonorthern edge of village): No footway on western side of roadbetween Allendale and New Road. Eastern footway is narrow, particularlyby Pump Cottage and Hen & Chickenpub.Side road crossing located away fromdesire line at Netherton Close. 
	Worthing Road (Southwater Street tonorthern edge of village): No footway on western side of roadbetween Allendale and New Road. Eastern footway is narrow, particularlyby Pump Cottage and Hen & Chickenpub.Side road crossing located away fromdesire line at Netherton Close. 
	RSPCA 

	Worthing Road (Fairbank Road toCedar Drive / Chessall Avenue): Western footway is not continuousand very narrow in places. Easternfootway is very narrow in places,including at layby in front of Children& Family Centre. Wide side roadcrossings at 2 junctions (Station Roadand Pipers Close). Tactile paving notinstalled at 1 side road. Some footwaydamage. Lintot Square 
	Artifact
	Corridor 4: Southwater to Town Centre 
	Figure A10: Cycle route audit (northern section) – key findings 
	Context and key issues 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	High traffic flows and 40mphspeed limit 

	•. 
	•. 
	Narrow and rural road corridor enclosed by vegetation 


	Artifact
	Worthing Road at Boar’s Head 
	Artifact
	Tan Bridge looking towards town centre 
	Key 
	Junction where cyclistspotentially in conflict with hightraffic flows 
	Junction where cyclistspotentially in conflict with hightraffic flows 

	Worthing Road: Single carriageway road with streetlighting and bordered by residential properties.30mph speed limit, high traffic flows and nodedicated cycle infrastructure. Cyclists in potentialconflict with high traffic flows at Broadbridge Lanejunction. 
	Hop OastPark & Ride Tower Hill: Rural single carriageway roadflanked by hedges and trees and withoutstreet lighting. Some adjacent residentialproperties. Currently national speed limit;2019 County Council consultationproposed to introduce 30mph speed limit. 
	Horsham town centre – see separate page 
	Horsham town centre – see separate page 
	Boar’s Head 
	Worthing Road:Narrow two-way cycle track segregatedfrom pedestrians by white line. Signalcrossing connects sections east andwest of the carriageway. No priority forcrossing cyclists at intervening sideroads. 
	Worthing Road: Rural single carriageway road mostlyenclosed by trees with no street lighting. 40mphspeed limit, high traffic flows and no dedicated cycleinfrastructure. Cyclists in potential conflict with hightraffic flows at Hop Oast signal junction. 1 junction(Tower Hill) where cyclists cross wide side roads. 

	For southern route section see Figure A8 
	• 
	(Railway bridge to Tanbridge Park): Narrow footways on both sides ofcarriageway. Wide side road crossingat Tanbridge Park. No tactile pavingat 3 side road crossings (BlackbridgeLane, Tanbridge Park, Cricket FieldRoad). Some footway damage. 
	(Railway bridge to Tanbridge Park): Narrow footways on both sides ofcarriageway. Wide side road crossingat Tanbridge Park. No tactile pavingat 3 side road crossings (BlackbridgeLane, Tanbridge Park, Cricket FieldRoad). Some footway damage. 

	Corridor 4: Southwater to Town Centre 
	Figure A11: Walking route audit (northern section) – key findings 
	Context and key issues 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Narrow footway widths, withpedestrians in close proximity tohigh traffic flows and speeds. 

	•. 
	•. 
	40mph speed limit, reducing to30mph on approach to Horsham. 

	•. 
	•. 
	No lighting between Southwaterand Horsham. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Several wide side road crossings. 


	Artifact
	Worthing Road looking north towardsrailway bridge 
	Key 
	Signal or zebra crossing 
	• 

	Junction or crossing with hightraffic flows and no signal orzebra crossing 
	Junction or crossing with hightraffic flows and no signal orzebra crossing 

	Worthing Road(Salisbury Road to railway bridge): Narrow footway on the west ofWorthing Road with no footway oneastern side of the carriageway. Nostreet lighting except at Boar’s Head.Wide side road crossings at 1 junction(Tower Hill). Tactile paving missing at1 side road crossing (Salisbury Road).Some footway damage. Worthing Road (Tanbridge Park toAlbion Way): Generally wide footways, althoughsome sections where segregationbetween cyclists and pedestrians isdemarcated by white lines only.B2237 Albion Way /
	Artifact
	Horsham town centre – see separate page Worthing Road
	Horsham town centre – see separate page Worthing Road
	Hop Oast signal junction: No footway into park and ridesite and no signal crossing forpedestrians to access footwayon eastern side of WorthingRoad. Worthing Road(Hop Oast to Salisbury Road): Narrow footways alternately on east andthen west side of carriageway. Somefootway defects. No street lighting. Notactile paving over access to Hop Oast Farm. 
	For southern route section see Figure A9 

	Hop OastPark & Ride 
	Corridor 4: Southwater to Town Centre 
	Route proposals – general overview 
	Cycle route considerations 
	Cycle route considerations 

	There is insufficient highway width to construct a continuous cycle track (or shared-use path) along all parts of Worthing Road in addition to two traffic lanes. Thetwo key pinch points are the sections south of Southwater Primary School and between Horham Golf and Fitness / Football Club access and the railway bridge.Unless parts of Worthing Road were made one-way to make space for a cycle track, or through traffic diverted onto other roads, it is considered that an alternativealignment will be required fo
	Some factors to consider for alternative alignments include: 
	Some factors to consider for alternative alignments include: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	directness and overall route distance; 

	• 
	• 
	ability to serve existing and future developments; 

	• 
	• 
	feasibility of step-free railway crossing arrangements; and 

	• 
	• 
	Feasibility of a grade-separated crossing of A24. 


	Options may include: 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	An eastern route via Southwater Street, Coltstaple Lane and public bridleways (Pedlar’s Way and Lovers’ Lane; rights of way references 1670 and 1672) east of theDenne Park estate; or 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	Routes running broadly parallel and adjacent to Worthing Road; or



	(iii) Routes to the west of Worthing Road, crossing the railway to enter Horsham via the Needles estate or Highwood Mill, potentially using part of Tower Hill. 
	There will also be a need to consider appropriate all-weather surfaces and forms of lighting to enable use during the hours of darkness, potentially solar studs..There may also be benefit in developing two routes which connect to different parts of Horsham and Southwater.. 
	At this stage it is considered that option (i) may have greatest potential, as the entire corridor currently has rights of way for cyclists. Recommended improvementsfor this route are outlined overleaf. However, factors such as the local plan review (currently in the early stages of preparation) will have a bearing on the mostappropriate and viable route choice. 
	Corridor 4: Southwater to Town Centre 
	Route proposals – general overview 
	Walking route considerations 
	Walking route considerations 

	The section of Worthing Road between the A24 and Horsham is narrow, heavily vegetated and has sections in cutting. This makes it very challenging to create acontinuous pedestrian route of suitable standard within highway land, with appropriate separation of pedestrians and motor vehicles, unless parts of the roadwere made one-way to provide space. Further study to assess potential alternative routes will therefore be required. Due to the distances involved, pedestriandemand between Southwater and Horsham is
	Key factors to consider for a continuous, high-quality walking route between Southwater and Horsham include: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Directness and overall route distance; 

	• 
	• 
	Ability to serve existing and future developments; 

	• 
	• 
	Feasibility of step-free railway crossing arrangements; 

	• 
	• 
	Feasibility of grade-separated crossing of A24; 

	• 
	• 
	Provision of lighting to enable use during hours of darkness; and 

	• 
	• 
	The ability to provide footways to separate pedestrians from motor traffic. 


	In line with the cycle route considerations, options may include : 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	Parts of Southwater Street, Coltstaple Lane and the public bridleway alignments (Pedlar’s Way and Lovers’ Lane, rights of way references 1670 and 1672) east ofthe Denne Park estate; or 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	Routes running broadly parallel and adjacent to Worthing Road; or



	(iii) Routes to the west of Worthing Road, crossing the railway to enter Horsham via the Needles estate or Highwood Mill, potentially using part of Tower Hill. 
	At this stage, it is considered that option (i) may have the greatest potential to be delivered. However, highway width constraints on all potential corridors and theabsence of existing continuous footways mean that all alternative options are likely to be challenging. Each alternative route option is dependant on successfulagreement with third-party land owners to overcome width constraints and provide footway infrastructure of an appropriate standard. 
	The sections of Worthing Road within Southwater and within Horsham both provide important pedestrian connections and improvements for these sections aredescribed in Table A5. 
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	Table A5: Proposed improvements – Worthing Road 
	Location 
	Location 

	(subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 
	Proposed Infrastructure Improvements 

	Worthing Road,Southwater (Lintot Square toBlakes Farm Road Roundabout 
	Worthing Road,Southwater (Lintot Square toBlakes Farm Road Roundabout 

	In terms of potential walking route improvements on Worthing Road within Horsham: 
	Worthing Road,
	Worthing Road,

	• Redesign wide side road crossings to reduce vehicle turning speeds and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for pedestriansHorsham 
	where footways cross lightly trafficked side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Consistently install tactile paving to current
	standards. 
	standards. 

	In terms of potential walking route improvements on Worthing Road within Southwater: 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign wide side road crossings to reduce vehicle turning speeds and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for pedestrianswhere footways cross lightly trafficked side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Consistently install tactile paving to currentstandards. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign the Worthing Road / Fairbanks Road signal-controlled junction to provide the pedestrian crossings on the desire line. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign the Worthing Road / Southwater Street junction, to accommodate north-south crossings on the pedestrian desire line. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Review, and if required, amend pedestrian refuges on all arms of the Worthing Road / Blakes Farm Road / Fletchers roundabout, toensure there is suitable usable width for all users. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Cut back overhanging vegetation to widen usable footway width. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Widen narrow footway sections, potentially with sections of priority working and using highway grass verges to achieve this. Highwaywidth constraints mean that some sections of narrow footway, or sections without footway on both sides, may remain unless one-wayarrangements were introduced for motor vehicles. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Identify opportunities to provide additional controlled crossings on Worthing Road, potentially in association with any future residentialdevelopments. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Identify opportunities to complete any missing sections of footway along Worthing Road, potentially in association with any futureresidential developments. 


	Corridor 4: Southwater to Town Centre 
	Table A6: Proposed improvements – cycle route to Horsham 
	Location 
	Location 
	Lintot Square toSouthwater Street (via Cedar Drive andconnectingresidential streets) 
	Southwater Street and Coltstaple Lane 
	Pedlar’s Way andLovers’ Lane 

	Context: North-south connections to the east of Worthing Road currently comprising a combination of some low traffic flow roads,some higher traffic flow roads and traffic-free paths. 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Consider an area-wide 20mph speed limit on residential streets to reduce motor vehicle speeds, with supporting physical trafficcalming measures as appropriate. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Construct off-road cycle infrastructure along Cripplegate Lane and Cedar Drive between Station Road (South) and Easteds Lane,where traffic flows are higher. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Install lighting on Easteds Lane route, potentially using low-level solar studs if appropriate. 

	•. 
	•. 
	On connecting paths within the residential estates, review barriers and introduce a design that enables all categories of cycle to usethe route, such as bollards. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Enable contraflow cycling on one-way section of Station Road (South) and widen footway for shared-use by cyclists and pedestrians. 


	(subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 
	Proposed Infrastructure Improvements 

	Context: These are public highways likely to have at least 2,500 vehicles per day, with limited scope to divert traffic onto alternativeroutes. The section west of the A24 overbridge has a 30mph speed limit and the section to the east of the overbridge has a 40mphspeed limit. There is limited natural surveillance and no street lighting. These lanes score poorly in the cycle route assessment. 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Further work required to establish the feasibility of an off-carriageway, all-weather surface, path for this section. This may requireagreement with third party land to achieve an appropriate route. 

	•. 
	•. 
	If a suitable alignment cannot be identified then an alternative may be to route via Reeds Lane. This would require a new grade-separated crossing (overbridge or underpass) of the A24. This is likely to require some land allocated in the SouthwaterNeighbourhood Plan Submission Version as local open space to achieve this. 


	Context: these are public bridleways with unsurfaced sections which are currently rutted, uneven and unsuitable for use by mostcyclists or pedestrians. 
	•. Work with private landowners to agree package of improvements to enable all-year, all-weather use of the public bridlewayalignments. This should comprise a path of at least 3.5m wide and improved surface. Suitable means of illumination should also beconsidered, to enable use during hours of darkness, potentially using solar studs. 
	Queensway or
	Queensway or

	Context: Two alternative routes towards the town centre, on largely residential streets with 30mph speed limits and lower traffic
	Chesworth Lane and 
	Chesworth Lane and 
	flows. 
	Denne Road 

	•. Consider introduction of 20mph speed limit, with supporting physical traffic calming measures if appropriate. 
	Corridor 5: Broadbridge Heath to Town Centre. 
	Context and key issues 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Provides connections to keydestinations including Horshamtown centre, Tanbridge HouseSchool, Broadbridge Heath retailpark and leisure centre 

	•. 
	•. 
	Two route options considered.The Farthings Hill / GuildfordRoad route has very high trafficflows and two sections where cyclists are not protected fromtraffic. The route cycle/footbridge over the A24 isless direct and has frequentchanges of direction but istraffic-free. 
	via the 



	Artifact
	Existing narrow segregated path onGuildford Road, without priority acrossside roads 
	Key 
	Junction where cyclistspotentially in conflict with hightraffic flows 
	•. 

	Guildford Road west of Merryfield Drive: Narrow two-way cycle track onsouth side of the carriageway. Segregatedspace for pedestrians andcyclists is delineated by awhite line. The track has a poor surface quality,inadequate droppedkerbs and no priority forcrossing cyclists at sideroads. Guildford Road and Bishopric: 30mph speedlimit, high traffic flows andno dedicated cycleinfrastructure. Singlecarriageway roadbordered by residentialand commercial properties. Two criticaljunctions. Farthings Hill: Singlecarr
	Figure A12: Cycle route audit – key findings. 
	Figure A12: Cycle route audit – key findings. 


	BroadbridgeHeath 
	BroadbridgeHeath 
	Wickhurst Green development Shared-use path west ofA24: Tarmac surface pathwith frequent changes indirection and some sharpcorners. No formal priorityfor cyclists across sideaccesses. Barriers on bridgeapproach reduce usablewidth and may preventaccess for certain types ofcycle. 

	Corridor 5: Broadbridge Heath to Town Centre. 
	Context and key issues 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Sections of narrow footway, withpedestrians in close proximity tohigh traffic flows on GuildfordRoad, particularly east ofFarthings Hill Interchange; 

	•. 
	•. 
	Most of the route has a 30mphspeed limit, with 40mph speedlimit west of Farthings HillInterchange; 

	•. 
	•. 
	Part of Broadbridge Way has nosouthern footway and much ofFarthings Hill has no northernfootway; and 

	•. 
	•. 
	Several side road junctions withwide side road crossings and/orno tactile paving. 


	Wide side road crossing at Tanfield Court 
	Key 
	Signal or zebra crossing 
	• 

	Junction or crossing with hightraffic flows and no signal orzebra crossing 
	Junction or crossing with hightraffic flows and no signal orzebra crossing 

	Broadbridge Way:Southern footway to connect to Broadbridge RetailPark is particularly narrow. No footway provisionbetween the retail park vehicular access andpedestrian access. Limited natural surveillance /lighting (particularly on connecting footpath toBroadbridge Retail Park). No crossing provision atretail park vehicular access. 
	Figure A13: Walking route audit – key findings. 
	Figure A13: Walking route audit – key findings. 


	Farthings Hill between the A24 Farthings HillInterchange and Hills Farm Lane: Southern footway is narrow in places, inparticular between Farthings Walk and PinesRidge. Section of southern footway west ofTanbridge House School access has nonatural surveillance due to extensive planting.No northern footway between FarthingsCourt and Tanbridge House Schoolroundabout. At Tanbridge House Schoolroundabout crossings deviate significantlyfrom desire lines. Pedestrian refuge onsouthern arm may not be wide enough for
	Artifact
	Guildford Road between Hills Farm Lane and Merryfield Drive:Some footway damage. Narrowfootway widths to the north ofGuildford Road between Irwin Drive and Hillside. Wide side road junctions at Irwin Drive andMerryfield Drive, with crossingsaway from pedestrian desire lines.No tactile paving at Irwin Drive, HillsPlace, Hills Cemetery access, Hillsideand Merryfield Drive. 
	Guildford Road between Hills Farm Lane and Merryfield Drive:Some footway damage. Narrowfootway widths to the north ofGuildford Road between Irwin Drive and Hillside. Wide side road junctions at Irwin Drive andMerryfield Drive, with crossingsaway from pedestrian desire lines.No tactile paving at Irwin Drive, HillsPlace, Hills Cemetery access, Hillsideand Merryfield Drive. 
	A281 Bishopric / Albion Way signaljunction: No crossing provision onnorthern arm. Staggered crossings onwestern arm cause delay forpedestrians. 

	Corridor 5: Broadbridge Heath to Town Centre 
	Table A7: Proposed improvements (western sections) 
	Location 
	Location 
	Broadbridge Way(Tesco Roundaboutto Farthings HillInterchange) 
	Farthings Hill 

	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Construct a cycle track, segregated from pedestrians, and footway of an appropriate standard (where currently missing) along thesouthern side of the former bypass, to provide access to the retail units. Widen existing sections of narrow footway where necessary. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Consider enhanced lighting where the existing footway is not fully illuminated. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign the Broadbridge Retail Park access to accommodate safer cycling and pedestrian crossing movements. 


	(subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 
	Proposed Infrastructure Improvements 

	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	There is insufficient highway space between the property boundaries to provide a segregated cycle track or continuous footwayson both sides of the carriageway if two traffic lanes are retained. Further detailed investigations are required to confirm whetherthere is sufficient space to overcome existing width constraints on the southern footway, or to widen and convert the southernfootway into a shared-use path. This is likely to require the carriageway to be narrowed and realigned in places. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign wide side road junction to reduce the speed of turning motor vehicles and minimise crossing distances. Introducepriority for cyclists and pedestrians where cycle tracks and footways cross lightly trafficked side roads, with raised tables for levelcrossing. Install tactile paving to current standards. 

	•. 
	•. 
	If monitoring of traffic speeds on the A281 corridor suggests non-adherence to speed limits, then, consider measures to reducetraffic vehicle speeds, such as physical or natural traffic calming features (such as carriageway narrowing / gateway traffic calmingfeatures). 

	•. 
	•. 
	A shared-use path along Farthings Hill is unlikely to provide the required level of capacity to meet cycle and pedestrian demandfor travel between Broadbridge Heath and Horsham. Additional development is likely to occur at Broadbridge Heath. If this werelocated to the north then a new high-quality route will be required, with grade-separated crossing of the A24 between FarthingsHill Interchange and Robin Hood Roundabout, potentially using the existing Rookwood underpass. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign junction as compact, continental roundabout, to reduce vehicle speeds, provide sufficient space and appropriate visibility


	Tanbridge House
	Tanbridge House

	for east-west two-way cycle track, and with crossings closer to pedestrian desire lines. Introduce controlled or priority crossing on
	School Roundabout 
	School Roundabout 

	the south approach arm and install tactile paving in line with current standards. 
	Shared-use pathbetween Broadbridge Wayand A24 overbridge 
	Shared-use pathbetween Broadbridge Wayand A24 overbridge 

	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Work with private landowners to improve the existing cycle route, particularly in terms of directness, gentler bends and redesignedcrossings, such as with formal priority for crossing cyclists. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Ensure that a direct and segregated cycle track connecting Wickhurst Lane to the A24 overbridge is delivered as part of anyredevelopment of the superstore, council depot and neighbouring sites. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Ensure all sections of the bridge ramp can comfortably accommodate two-way cycle movements by all categories of cycle. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Construct north-south controlled crossing on Broadbridge Way to connect village centre to Tesco and leisure centre. This couldeither be additional to, or in place of the subway (with the subway filled in). Locating the crossing on the eastern side of theroundabout would be best aligned with the north-south desire line. 


	Corridor 5: Broadbridge Heath to Town Centre 
	Table A7: Proposed improvements (eastern sections) 
	Location Proposed Infrastructure Improvements (subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 
	Shared-use path alongsouthern and 
	Shared-use path alongsouthern and 

	•. Re-surface poor quality sections with smooth, machine laid tarmac. Cut back overhanging vegetation. 
	eastern edgesof TanbridgeHouse School 
	eastern edgesof TanbridgeHouse School 
	Hills Farm Lane shared-use path 

	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Construct two-way cycle track, fully segregated from pedestrians. It is recommended that the infrastructure be constructed on thesouthern side of the carriageway due to the greater available highway width over part of the section. Accommodating the cycle track willrequire the loss of some grassed verges and may require the narrowing of the carriageway. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Highway width constraints and the proposed cycle tracks mean that sections of narrow footway to the north of Guildford Road are likely toremain unless some additional carriageway space can be reallocated to widen them. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign wide side roads to reduce the speeds of turning vehicles and minimise crossing distances. Introduce priority for cyclists andpedestrians where cycle tracks and footways cross lightly trafficked side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Install controlledcrossings at busier side road junctions, such as Hills Farm Lane, to enable safer cycle movements. Install tactile paving to current standards


	Guildford Road 
	Guildford Road 
	Guildford Road 
	where missing. 


	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign Bishopric / Albion Way junction with parallel signal crossing for east-west cyclist and pedestrian movements to and from thetown centre and consider whether crossing provision can be introduced on the northern arm of the junction. Review whether the existingtwo-stage crossing layout on the western arm, can be replaced to enable pedestrians to cross in fewer stages. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Review and, if required, amend pedestrian refuges to ensure there is suitable width for all users. 

	•. 
	•. 
	If monitoring of traffic speeds on the A281 corridor suggests non-adherence to speed limits, then, consider measures to reduce trafficvehicle speeds, such as with a reduced 20mph speed limit or physical / natural traffic calming features (such as carriageway narrowing /traffic calming features). 

	•. 
	•. 
	Construct wider, fully segregated, cycle track to comfortably accommodate two-way cycle traffic. This should incorporate gentle curves,good forward visibility and lighting throughout. Remove 'cyclists dismount' signs at bridge over Boldings Brook unless there are validreasons for their retention. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign A281 / Hills Farm Lane junction to enable safer cycle crossing movements, such as with signal controlled junction. 


	Corridor 6: Warnham Mill to Town Centre 
	Figure A14: Walking route audit 
	Context and key issues 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Section west of Warnham Mill subject to national speed limitsection to the east has 30mphspeed limit 

	•. 
	•. 
	Narrow footway widths at variouspoints, in particular east ofWarnham Mill, with pedestriansin close proximity to high trafficflows. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Several wide side road crossings,resulting in longer pedestriancrossing distances. 


	Artifact
	Wimblehurst Road arm of North Parade signal junction – no signal crossing andnarrow pedestrian refuge 
	Key 
	Signal or zebra crossing 
	• 

	Junction or crossing with hightraffic flows and no signal orzebra crossing 
	Junction or crossing with hightraffic flows and no signal orzebra crossing 

	North Parade between Pondtail Road and Wimblehurst Road: Narrow footways, with useable widthsreduced by overgrown vegetation nearTrafalgar Road.North Parade / Wimblehurst Road junction –no signal crossing provision on southern oreastern arms. Pedestrian refuge (eastern arm)is not wide enough for some users.North Parade / Hurst Road signal-controlledjunction: No pedestrian crossing provision onsouthern arm. Wide side roads at TrafalgarRoad, Fishers Court and Greenacres. Tactile paving missing at these juncti
	Warnham Road: Footway on southern side of roadterminates west of bridge overBoldings Brook. Missing section ofsouthern footway along part of Dogand Bacon public house frontageimmediately west of North Parade.Northern footway is narrow, inparticular east of Warnham Mill.Wide side road crossings at RedfordAvenue and Pondtail Road, with no tactile paving. 
	Warnham Road: Footway on southern side of roadterminates west of bridge overBoldings Brook. Missing section ofsouthern footway along part of Dogand Bacon public house frontageimmediately west of North Parade.Northern footway is narrow, inparticular east of Warnham Mill.Wide side road crossings at RedfordAvenue and Pondtail Road, with no tactile paving. 
	Artifact
	North Parade (Hurst Road to LondonRoad):Wide side road crossings at RushamsRoad and Parkfield. No tactile pavingat five side roads (Blunts Way;Milnwood Road; Parkfield; Ravenscroft Court and Timber Court).Pelican crossing at Horsham Parkentrance does not have on-crossingdetectors to modify green man time. 

	Horsham town centre – see separate page 
	Corridor 6: Warnham Mill to Town Centre 
	Table A8: Proposed improvements 
	Location 
	Location 
	Warnham Road 
	North Parade (Pondtail Road toHurst Road) 
	North Parade (HurstRoad to London Road)Springfield Road(London Road toAlbion Way) 

	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Widen narrow sections of footway through kerb realignment and carriageway narrowing, where carriageway width permits.Highway width constraints mean that some sections of narrow footway, or sections without footway on both sides, may remainunless one-way arrangements were introduced for motor vehicles to provide additional space or third-party land acquired. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign wide side roads (Redford Avenue and Pondtail Road) to reduce the speed of turning vehicles and pedestrian crossingdistances. Introduce priority for pedestrians where footways cross lightly trafficked side roads and Warnham Mill access, with raisedtables for level crossing. Consistently install tactile paving. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign North Parade junction adjacent to Dog and Bacon public house to accommodate a continuous footway. 

	•. 
	•. 
	If monitoring of traffic speeds suggests non-adherence to speed limits, consider measures to reduce traffic speeds, such ascarriageway narrowing / traffic calming features. 


	(subject to subject to further study, feasibility and consultation) 
	Proposed Infrastructure Improvements 

	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Widen footways using sections of highway verge on North Parade. Redesign the North Parade / Wimblehurst Road and NorthParade / Hurst Road signal-controlled junctions, to accommodate crossings on the pedestrian desire line, and with crossing phaseson each arm. If retained as part of future junction design, amend the pedestrian refuge on the Wimblehurst Road arm to ensurethere is suitable useable width for all users. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign wide side roads to reduce the speed of turning vehicles and pedestrian crossing distances. Introduce priority forpedestrians where footways cross lightly trafficked side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Consistently install tactile paving. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Further work is required to identify opportunities for potential new controlled crossings on North Parade, to improve east-west movements. 

	•. 
	•. 
	If monitoring of traffic speeds suggests non-adherence to speed limits, consider measures to reduce traffic speeds, such ascarriageway narrowing / traffic calming features. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign the North Parade / London Road junction, to accommodate crossings on the pedestrian desire line and improve visibilityfor crossing pedestrians (such as with reduced junction widths or controlled crossings as appropriate). Review, and if required,amend the pedestrian refuge, to ensure there is suitable usable width for all users. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign current Albion Way / B2237 Springfield Road multi-stage crossing layout, to provide pedestrian crossings with a reducednumber of crossing stages if feasible. Install on-crossing pedestrian detection as part of future signal crossing upgrades. 

	•. 
	•. 
	Redesign wide side roads to reduce the speed of turning vehicles and pedestrian crossing distances. Introduce priority forpedestrians where footways cross lightly trafficked side roads, with raised tables for level crossing. Consistently install tactile paving. 
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	Town centre cycle movements 
	Town centre cycle movements 


	Context and key issues 
	Context and key issues 
	Each of the cycle routes described on the previous pages lead to the towncentre. However, many local journeys have destinations which require routesacross, or via, the town centre. At present the following features combine tomake parts of the town centre unsuitable for cycling journeys, and particularlyfor making journeys across the town centre: 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	The dual carriageways of Albion Way and Park Way create major physicalbarriers, limiting crossing points into the town centre. Most of the at-gradecrossings must be crossed in two-stages with staggered central islands,where cyclists can be in conflict with pedestrians. The dual carriagewaysthemselves have high traffic flows, making them unsuitable as a cycleroute around the town centre; 

	•. 
	•. 
	Whilst the extensive pedestrianised area creates traffic-free streets, cyclingis prohibited in several of them, limiting route options for cycle journeys; 

	•. 
	•. 
	There are a number of one-way streets, some of which do not havecontraflow arrangements to enable two-way cycling and which requirelengthy diversions to avoid them. An example of this is the South Street-Carfax route, which is one-way northbound; 

	•. 
	•. 
	Some streets, such as Blackhorse Way, have high traffic flows, which makesthem unsuitable for cycling, and general motor traffic has the option oftravelling north-east through the town centre as well as using Albion Way;and 

	•. 
	•. 
	Some of the traffic-free routes for cycling are indirect, with many changesin direction, and limited natural surveillance (overlooking). There are alsobarriers in places which prevent certain cycle designs from using these routes. 


	Recommendations 
	A range of measures are required to enhance cross-town cycle routes.Several of these were put forward to the County Council’s Walking &Cycling Strategy. The nascent Horsham Town Centre Public Realm strategy may present an opportunity for further feasibility studies for: 
	•. 
	•. 
	•. 
	Bishopric, Worthing Road and Springfield Road connection to CycleCorridors 1a, 4 and 5; 

	•. 
	•. 
	Carfax; 

	•. 
	•. 
	Worthing Road between Albion Way and the bus station connectingto Cycle Corridor 4; 

	•. 
	•. 
	Vehicle movements on the Blackhorse Way – Carfax route by generaltraffic. 


	Protected cycle tracks would be required to make Albion Way / Park Waysuitable for cycling. This could be achieved with a reduction in thenumber of traffic lanes; however this would be challenging to deliver. 
	It is also recommended that cycle routes are formalised throughHorsham Park, with signing, and segregated cycle tracks, to providealternative east-west options north of the town centre. 
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